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Abstract

Alaskan sled dogs present us with the unique opportunity to study the 

development of a population of dogs produced from the selective breeding o f high 

performance athletes. I establish that sled dogs are a genetically distinct populationof 

dogs that segregate into two sub-groups based on their racing style of “sprint” or short 

distance and “distance” or long distance. The practice of interbreeding Alaskan sled dogs 

with various purebred dogs over the past century has allowed us to investigate the impact 

o f these domestic breeds on the sled dog genome and their potential contribution to 

athletic performance. Here, I establish genetic profiles of both the sprint and the distance 

racing dogs using microsatellite-based markers, single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 

arrays, and ancestry modeling. Population structure is assessed using clustering and 

principle component analyses. Inbreeding patterns are examined through population 

structure, inbreeding statistics, estimations of linkage disequilibrium, and autozygosity. 

Purebred breed components and their potential role in influencing performance attributes 

o f Alaskan sled dogs were determined through genetic breed identification. Ancestry 

modeling was used to localize genomic regions of specific breed selection. These breeds 

were then analyzed for their genetic contribution to regions experiencing selection within 

the sprint or distance racing dogs. I determined regions of selective sweep and genome- 

wide association to the sprint or distance racing dogs. A genome-wide association 

analysis o f heat tolerance performance in sprint dogs identified SNPs potentially 

regulating the MYH9 gene. This was the first genetic assessment of ancestry, inbreeding, 

and performance genes attributed to racing Alaskan sled dogs.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

For thousands of years the dog has proven itself an invaluable asset to humans by 

serving as hunter, protector, transportation, aide, and loyal companion. Contemporary 

culture has diversified dogs into breeds inherently developed for specific characteristics 

and trained to fulfill modem needs. The twenty-first century finds specific breeds as well 

as mixed breeds used in hunting, law enforcement, search and rescue, racing, emotional 

therapy, and as service dogs to individuals with medical impairments. These breeds 

provide an excellent genetic resource for investigating the molecular components 

responsible for the variety o f traits for which the dogs are bred. Modem technology 

allows the dog to serve another role, that of a model biological system. Humans study 

dogs’ physiology and their genetic composition to gain a better understanding of 

biomedical science and exercise physiology. This research offers insight into the 

biological mechanisms of dogs as well as increasing our understanding of human 

biological systems.

The dog’s domestication and breed development has paralleled the changing 

culture o f humans. Archaeological evidence has dated the earliest dog remains to 

between 9,000 to 31,000 years ago, with the suggestion that these first dogs were used in



the tracking, capture, and transport of large “ice age” game as well as an emergency 

source of food [1-3]. Eventually, pastoral societies gave rise to home and flock guard 

dogs and herding dogs. As civilizations moved to conquer and defend, dogs became 

weapons of war [4, 5], The Victorian Era saw the creation of the majority of breeds 

known today. Breeds were developed for purposes of companionship, with particular 

emphasis placed upon appearance and conformity with styles of hunting common to the 

time period and social culture [6], Researchers have used molecular methodology to 

estimate dog domestication as having occurred 15,000-100,000 years ago [7-11]. Recent 

genetic evidence suggests that multiple lineages and founding events occurred over the 

course of domestication, with earliest populations originating from the gray wolf in the 

Middle East [11], However, the vast majority of the roughly 350-400 domestic breeds 

recognized throughout the world today are the results of intensive artificial selection for 

distinctive characteristics. This selection began only 200 years ago, during the Victorian 

Era. Registries such as the American Kennel Club (AKC), which recognizes 165 breeds 

within the United States, have formalized and standardized breeds based on conformity, 

appearance, and behavior [12].

Aside from working and domestic companion roles, dogs have also become a 

major asset in medical genetic research. Approximately 360 canine diseases are 

analogous to human diseases, therefore establishing dogs as an excellent model organism 

for the identification and study o f disease loci [13-16], Canine biomedical research has 

encompassed diseases ranging from cancer to muscular, behavioral, and neurological 

disorders [16-22], Research benefits include commonality between dogs and humans in
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disease presentation and treatment response, outcome, and underlying susceptibility, as 

well as the shared environmental factors affecting cohabitating humans and dogs. While 

this fact in itself makes dogs an invaluable research tool, dogs also provide a system to 

investigate the genetics of morphology and athletic performance mechanisms. This 

includes the identification of genes and mutations regulating overall body size and bone 

growth, coat variation, and racing enhancement [23-27].

It is in the realm o f athletic performance that we examine the Alaskan sled dog. 

We look at both physiological and behavioral aspects of performance, as well as purebred 

breed influence since the Alaskan sled dog is a mixed breed dog. This is the first genetic 

investigation focused on performance, using an admixed population selectively 

developed for its athletic abilities. The following sections provide an introduction to the 

history and development o f sled dog racing, the characteristics of the canine genome, 

gene mapping and association studies, and the current knowledge of performance 

genetics in both humans and animals. This introduction concludes with a discussion of 

how the Alaskan sled dog can further our understanding of the genetic complexity 

affecting performance.

The Alaskan Sled Dog

The Alaskan sled dog presents us with the unique opportunity to study the 

development o f a genetically distinct breed of dog produced from the selection of high 

performance athletes. The early Arctic dog was originally bred for hauling cargo-laden 

sleds across the frozen tundra, as well as for providing both protection and
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companionship to the people of these northern cultures [28-30]. The theory of origin of 

Alaskan sled dogs varies widely depending upon the evidence one relies upon. Inuit dogs 

are often regarded as the earliest and purest line o f sled dogs, deriving from dogs 

migrating across the Bering Sea with the Thule peoplebetween 500-1100 C.E. The Thule 

people are ancestors o f the Inuit people, and include natives from Canada, Denmark 

(Greenland), Russia (Siberia) and the U.S. (Alaska), all areas from which sled dog origins 

are claimed [31]. However, literature often cites the Inuit dog as being specific to the 

native cultures of Greenland, Canada, and Alaska, while excluding Russia [6, 32], The 

Chukchi, an indigenous Siberian (Russian) people, are credited with the development of 

the Siberian Husky (breed name recognized by the AKC), also known as the Arctic 

Husky (breed namerecognized by the United Kennel Club; UK),approximately 3,000 

years ago as a long distance sled dog. The Siberian Husky was brought into Alaska 

during the early 1900s [6, 12]. Concomitantly, Inuit dogs within Alaska and Canada 

began to be referred to as Eskimo dogs or Huskies. An Alaskan native tribe, the 

Mahlemuts, was credited with the development of the Alaskan Malamute from these 

lineages [6, 12]. From this information, we can speculate that the Alaskan sled dog, 

Siberian Husky, and Alaskan Malamute all originated from the same stock of early, pre- 

migratory Inuit dogs and were selected as a northern climate working dog. From 

origination through today, breeders have continued refining the Alaskan sled dog based 

primarily upon their performance in northern climates. This refinement has included 

cross breeding Alaskan sled dogs with early lines of Alaskan Malamutes and Siberian 

Huskies as well as other breeds in an effort to enhance particular athletic attributes. The
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breeding strategy employed throughout the years for Alaskan sled dogs contrasts modem 

selection in Alaskan Malamutes and Siberian Huskies, both recognized purebred breeds. 

While the Alaskan sled dog continues to be selected for performance, the purebred 

Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky are selected upon standards of appearance and 

confined to breeding among registered members within the breed [12].

The “Era of the Sled Dog” extended from the late 1800s to the early 1900s, 

encompassing the days o f the Alaska Gold Rush and early polar exploration [33], The 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police were enforcing the law in northern territories with sled 

dog patrols as early as 1873, while local residents and gold prospectors relied on sled 

dogs for their individual transportation as well as a valuable freight system delivering 

mail, supplies, and passengers throughout the north [33, 34], In 1908, the All-Alaska 

Sweepstakes, the first formally organized sled dog race, provided a distraction from the 

long dark winters, an excuse for celebration and gambling, and the opportunity for dog 

drivers to prove their team’s skill and win prize money [33], While modem 

transportation eventually retired the working class sled dog, dog drivers transitioned them 

into high performance athletes competing in the sport of sled dog racing.

The Alaskan sled dog is not a formally recognized breed and is therefore not 

restricted in physical appearance (i.e., of size, coat, and color), which is standardized in 

purebred breeds, or confined to a closed breeding population. However, selective 

breeding for athletic attributes and behavior as well as ability to perform in northern 

arctic climates has led to the Alaskan sled dog being informally referred to as a “breed.” 

Performance selection has given sled dogs commonly shared physical attributes such as a
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quick, efficient gait, increased pulling strength, and superior endurance. Weight 

(averaging 21kg) and density and length of hair coat vary depending upon racing style, 

geographic location, lineages, and cross breeding to purebred lines.

Sled dog racing has progressed into two distinct styles over the past century based 

upon the mileage teams travel. Long distance racing covers several hundred miles over 

multiple days and requires endurance ability in the dog teams. Teams generally consist 

o f 12-14 dogs, averaging speeds between 8-12 miles per hour (12-20 km/h) and carrying 

approximately 250 pounds (113 kg) o f survival gear, including food, cook stove, sleeping 

bag, and ax. Two o f the most well-known races are the Iditarod and Yukon Quest, both 

of which cover approximately 1,000 miles (1,609 kilometers) with record times taking 

eight and nine days respectively [35, 36].

The fundamental element of sprint or short distance racing is speed. Top sprint 

teams average 18-25 miles per hour (29-40km/h) with optimal snow and trail conditions. 

Sleds can be as light as 14 pounds (30 kg), requiring only minimal gear such as the dog- 

bag and snow-hook. Where distance racing is reminiscent of a marathon, sprint racing is 

more analogous to track events, with classes defined by the number of dogs on a team, 

which in turn dictates the mileage run. There are five common classes held at sprinting 

events: the four-dog, six-dog, eight-dog, ten-dog, and Open or Unlimited class (10 to 24 

dogs). On average, the course distance at which each class competes equals a mile for 

each dog on the team, with Open class dogs running up to 30 miles per heat. A single 

heat is run per day, with the fastest combined time over 2-3 days of racing determining 

the winner [37],The extreme differences in sprint and distance racing styles have led to a
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divergence in the Alaskan sled dog population based on the primary physiological 

attributes of endurance and speed.

The ability of elite sled dogs to excel in performance while under extreme 

physical and mental stress has gained them public and scientific fame. Distance dogs in 

particular have been the focus o f numerous physiological studies for their ability to 

traverse 1,609 kilometers in harsh environmental conditions. For instance, one study 

found that repetitive endurance exercise resulted in electrocardiographic changes 

reflecting cardiac hypertrophy [38], Another associated an increased prevalence of 

gastric lesions to elite distance dogs, as is common in elite human and equine athletes 

[39]. Data have also suggested that only modest exercise is required to increase intestinal 

protein loss, while substantial exercise is required to cause alterations in the proximal 

gastrointestinal tract [40]. Several studies have evaluated hematologic, hormonal, and 

enzymatic levels in association with long distance training and racing [41-46]. In 

particular, enhanced endurance performance has been associated with sled dogs having 

higher plasma vitamin E concentrations (>40.7 pi). Dogs with higher vitamin E proved 

1.9 times likelier to finish the Iditarod Sled Dog Race [47], Numerous studies have 

investigated the energy expenditure of Alaskan sled dogs with corresponding nutritional 

work identifying methods of meeting such demands. Specifically, high fat diets have 

been found to increase stamina and maximize energy production, while high protein diets 

prevent training-induced anemia [48-50].

While the physiological and nutritional aspects of performance-related traits are 

well documented in sled dogs, the genetics underlying these traits have yet to be
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investigated. Genetics bring us full circle to the starting point of innate performance 

ability as coded by an individual’s DNA. An understanding of performance genetics will 

help explain the variations in cardiac output, hematologic, hormonal, enzymatic levels, 

and energy metabolism that have been documented in sled dogs. It can also lead to a 

better understanding of the differences in metabolic pathways among other athletic 

species.

The Canine Genome

The use of the Alaskan sled dog to map performance genes requires an 

understanding of the canine genome. The unique population structure of the canine is 

primarily attributed to factors of domestication and breed development. Despite the 

diversity among domestic breeds, they are all o f one species, Canisfamiliaris, with the 

gray wolf as a common ancestor [7, 10, 11, 51, 52], The relatively short time period in 

which purebred breeds have evolved due to intense breeding selection has accelerated the 

pace of both genetic selection and drift within populations. The crossing o f lineages 

during breed development while restricting propagation to members within a breed after 

breed formalization has had the effect of creating substantial intrabreed homogeneity 

while retaining considerable interbreed heterogeneity [10]. Within-breed homogeneity 

results from several factors, including a small number of founders, population 

bottlenecks, strong selection for specific traits, and the repeated use of popular sires in 

breeding programs.



In 2005, a draft assembly of the Boxer dog genome was published utilizing a 7.8 

fold sequence redundancy, expanding upon the 2x sequence of the standard poodle [10, 

53]. With over 2.5 million putative polymorphic nucleotides determined in the canine 

genome, genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays are now a common 

tool used in association and linkage studies o f disease, morphology, and behavior [10]. 

Canine SNP arrays are commercially available, with 50K to 200K SNPs spread genome- 

wide [54, 55]. However, this is considerably lower than the 900K SNPs found on human 

arrays [54, 55], The following description o f canine population structure illuminates how 

a relatively small number o f SNPs in the canine genome is capable of successfully 

mapping genes in comparison to the more concentrated SNP arrays necessary for human 

mapping projects.

An understanding of population structure and genomic variation is integral to 

utilizing the canine genome and SNP arrays to their fullest potential. To this end, studies 

assessed average linkage disequilibrium (LD) within dogs in comparison to other species 

and LD variance among breeds o f dog. Results demonstrated that short-range LD varied 

locally across the canine genome while long-range LD was approximately 100 times 

greater in dogs than that observed in humans. The extensive LD in dogs is comparable to 

that found in species such as pigs, sheep, and cattle. Both domestic farm animal and dog 

breed populations experience popular sire breeding which may account for the 

overwhelming difference in long-range LD between humans and domestic animals [56], 

The variance of short- and long-range LD within dogs is attributed to the ancient 

bottleneck during dog domestication shared among breeds and dogs having a relatively
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recent breed establishment [10]. It is also noted that the average extent of LD varies 

considerably between breeds ranging from the Labrador Retriever at 20Kb to the Akita at 

4.5Mb. This variation can have a significant impact on the ability to localize causative 

mutations during genome-wide studies and therefore impacts study design when 

determining the appropriate breeds to utilize [56]. Along with LD, haplotype structure 

and homozygosity have been examined across the dog genome, which allows for 

improved project design. Increased homozygosity and larger blocks of haplotype 

structure are found among breeds of similar heritage, with a lesser degree of these 

elements among breeds that have experienced isolation (due to geographical location, for 

example) [56]. The comparative analysis of LD, haplotype structure, and homozygosity 

between the human and dog genomes established that only 5K to 30K markers would be 

needed for genome-wide association in dogs, as opposed to the several hundred thousand 

markers necessary for a comparable study in humans [56].

A primary goal o f gene association mapping is to identify causative mutations of 

the phenotype in question. While SNPs are commonly found as causative mutations 

changing protein structure, other sources of genomic variation include copy number 

variation (CNV), short- and long-interspersed nucleotide elements (SINEs or LINEs), and 

the identification o f areas of DNA slippage during replication. CNVs represent 

duplications or deletions of entire stretches of genomic DNA. Each of these types of 

variants, as well as areas of slippage, has been implicated in canine disease and 

morphology [10, 53, 57-60], This demonstrates the wide variety of genetic possibilities 

potentially affecting individual phenotypes within dogs.
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The distinctive characteristics of the dog genome, including LD, haplotype 

structure, homozygosity, and types of genetic variants, create a genetic environment in 

dogs which is highly conducive to the mapping of a variety of phenotypic and disease 

loci. The versatility of genomic variation among purebred breeds has been essential to 

many successful mapping studies [23, 61]. However, it is important to recognize that the 

use of Alaskan sled dogs, which are an admixed population, has particular effects on 

association mapping in comparison to commonly used purebred populations.

Specifically, the use of an admixed population may increase the difficulty o f initially 

identifying loci demonstrating genome-wide association. On the positive side, an 

admixed population would potentially narrow the region of association, more quickly 

focusing the area to fine-map for causative mutations. These two issues are directly 

related to differences in LD, haplotype structure, and heterogeneity of admixed 

populations as opposed to purebred populations. Chapter 2 will identify purebred breed 

components of Alaskan sled dogs and chapter 4 will discuss the utility o f ancestry 

modeling to assist in the localization of performance loci.

Performance Genetics

This brings us to our phenotypic area o f focus, athletic performance.

Phenotyping, or defining the elite athlete, has been a particular challenge in studies of 

athletic performance. The majority o f performance genetic research has focused on 

human athletes. It hasencompassed an enormous array of sporting events, from weight 

lifting to cycling, biking, swimming, running, rowing, and mountain climbing. There can
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be tremendous variation within a sport, for instance comparing speed cycling versus 

distance cycling events (such as the Tour de France), as well as variation between sports. 

A compilation of human research through 2007 cited 214 autosomal genes or quantitative 

trait loci, as well as seven others on the X chromosome, that demonstrated a positive 

performance association [62], These positive associations are generally found when 

comparing a spectrum of athletes within a common sport. A review of human 

performance genetics highlighted a few of these genes named in multiple studies 

demonstrating performance association [63], The ACE  gene, which encodes a protein 

that converts angiontensin 1 to its active form of angiotensin II, has been repeatedly 

associated with athletes exhibiting endurance or speed/power [64-69]. Genes such as 

ACTN3 and MSTN, which affect muscle structure and composition, have been associated 

with the trait of speed [27, 70-74], Performance association has also been emphasized in 

genes important to cardiac and respiratory function as well as blood flow efficiency [63], 

Other aspects relevant to the genetics of performance include the effects of race and 

ancestry and implications of findings towards gene therapy and gene doping [63].

Not all studies derive the same conclusion from their results. Occasionally, a 

more recent human performance study will contradict a previous association of a specific 

gene with performance attributes. Researchers speculate that contradictory results 

pertaining to specific genes may be due to differences in the physiological demands when 

comparing elite athletes from varying sports and therefore stress the importance of 

project design when dealing with such complex traits [75],

12



Sporting animals, predominantly racing horses and dogs, are another asset to the 

study of performance genetics. In 2009, over a hundred horse performance candidate 

genes located within Thoroughbred racing horses. Their approach utilized a set of 394 

microsatellite-based markers and employed a population-based hitchhiking mapping 

approach assuming genes under selection would be near the microsatellite-based markers. 

They targeted regions deviating from expected heterozygosity (Dh/sd) as well as regions 

having markers demonstrating high Fst values when comparing four different horse 

breeds. The strongest areas of selection highlighted the genes ACSS1, ACTA1, ACTN2, 

ADHFE1, MTFR1, PDK4, and TNC, related to muscle composition, fatty-acid oxidation, 

and insulin sensitivity [76], Within both horses and dogs, racing performance has been 

associated with variants of the MSTN  gene. Thoroughbreds carrying a C/C SNP variant 

were associated with fast, short-distance races, while the T/T variant was associated with 

horses having greater stamina. Horses carrying the heterozygous C/T state performed the 

best at middle-distance races. While a more in-depth study of the MSTN  gene was 

undertaken in horses, a functional variant has not yet been correlated to performance 

[77], An investigation into the cause o f a “double muscling” phenotype seen in whippets 

identified a two base-pair deletion within the MSTN  gene. Although the homozygous 

state of the mutation was deleterious to racing whippets, dogs carrying a heterozygous 

state proved to have enhanced racing performance along with an intermediate muscle 

mass in comparison to either homozygous state [27]. In all, genetic studies of 

performance have been very limited in animals despite their being selectively bred for 

athletic attributes. Genetic structure due to breed management and performance
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selection, as well as recent assemblies of the horse and dog genomes, make these animals 

prime model species for the continued refinement and understanding o f performance 

associated genetics.

The Alaskan Sled Dog as a Model System for the Study of Performance Genetics

We now look at the suitability of the Alaskan sled dog for the study of 

performance genetics. Sled dogs embody a population chosen strictly for its athletic 

abilities. Therefore, genes contributing to performance have historically been, and 

currently remain, under strong selective pressure. Two primary approaches can be taken 

to compare the athletic attributes within sled dogs; the first focuses on the variation 

between sprint and distance racing dogs that have diverged over the past century based on 

their specialization for either speed or endurance. A second, more refined approach is the 

comparison of elite and poor performers within each of these distinct racing styles based 

on particular attributes. The utilization of a dog model allows for a smaller number of 

SNPs necessary for association mapping, as opposed to a human model [10, 56]. The use 

o f the Alaskan sled dog addresses potential genetic mapping issues related to athletes 

performing in different sports while maximizing phenotypic variation seen in the extreme 

difference between sprint and distance sled dog racing. From the standpoint of a dog 

enthusiast, the exploration o f the Alaskan sled dog also allows for a better understanding 

o f their mixed-breed background’s contribution to performance. The identification of 

breeds influencing sled dog performance can then be used in an admixture mapping
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approach to assist in the localization o f critical genetic loci associated with athletic 

attributes o f the Alaskan sled dog.

To this end, we have sampled 340 Alaskan sled dogs from nine “high 

performance” racing kennels. Distance dogs were sampled from four kennels, all of 

which finished in the top 15% of competitors for the Yukon Quest or Iditarod races 

during the two consecutive years (2007-2008) of sample collection. Sprint dogs were 

sampled from five kennels, each placing in the top 25% of the International Sled Dog 

Racing Association (ISDRA) points-ranking medal program during the sampling years 

(2005-2007). Pedigrees, body measurements, and phenotypic ratings of speed, 

endurance, work ethic, heat tolerance, and mental stress tolerance were collected 

(Chapter 2, p 28; Chapter 4, p 103).

We have used genome-wide microsatellite and SNP panels to create genetic 

profiles detailing population structure, inbreeding, and ancestry modeling within Alaskan 

sled dogs. We used genetic signatures distinct to individual purebred breeds to identify 

domestic breed components of modem sled dogs. This information was then used to 

determine the evolutionary relationship o f Alaskan sled dogs to established breeds. 

Variation in the proportion of these breed components was further explored based upon 

sled dog racing style and performance ability. We went on to sequence two genes, MSTN  

and ACE, both o f which were previously associated to performance, in a direct approach 

to identify potential performance enhancing polymorphisms in Alaskan sled dogs. In a 

more intensive investigation, we employed genome-wide association studies and 

admixture mapping to highlight genetic loci associated with athletic attributes and to infer
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breed contribution to such attributes. In all, a comprehensive investigation o f the genetic 

make-up o f Alaskan sled dogs was performed, illuminating distinctive characteristics of 

sprint and distance dogs and emphasizing genetic loci associated with performance.
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Chapter 2 

A Genetic Dissection of Breed Composition and Performance Enhancement in the 

Alaskan Sled Dog1 

Abstract

Background

The Alaskan sled dog offers a rare opportunity to investigate the development of a 

dog breed based solely on performance, rather than appearance, thus setting the breed 

apart from most others. Several established breeds, many of which are recognized by the 

American Kennel Club (AKC), have been introduced into the sled dog population to 

enhance racing performance. We have used molecular methods to ascertain the 

constitutive breeds used to develop successful sled dog lines,and in doing so, determined 

the breed origins o f specific performance-related behaviors.

One hundred and ninety-nine Alaskan sled dogs were genotyped using 96 

microsatellite markers that span the canine genome. These data were compared to that 

from 141 similarly genotyped purebred dog breeds. Sled dogs were evaluated for breed 

composition based on a variety o f performance phenotypes including speed, endurance 

and work ethic, and the data stratified based on population structure.

^uson, H.J., Parker, H.G., Runstadler, J., Ostrander, E.A., (2010). A Genetic Dissection of Breed 
Composition and Performance Enhancement in the Alaskan Sled Dog .BMC Geneticll:71.



Results

We observe that the Alaskan sled dog has a unique molecular signature and that 

the genetic profile is sufficient for identifying dogs bred for sprint versus distance. When 

evaluating contributions of existing breeds we find that the Alaskan Malamute and 

Siberian Husky contributions are associated with enhanced endurance; Pointer and Saluki 

are associated with enhanced speed and the Anatolian Shepherd demonstrates a positive 

influence on work ethic.

Conclusion

We have established a genetic breed profile for the Alaskan sled dog, identified 

profile variance between sprint and distance dogs, and established breeds associated with 

enhanced performance attributes. These data set the stage for mapping studies aimed at 

finding genes that are associated with athletic attributes integral to the high performing 

Alaskan sled dog.
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Background

“Alaskan sled dogs” area recognized population of dogs o f Northern breed 

ancestry. They were specifically developed as working dogs to haul cargo-laden sleds 

across the Arctic terrain[l, 2]. They served as humans’ primary means of transportation, 

protection, and companionship in northern snow-dominated climates for many years. 

Indeed, the late 1800’s to early 1900’s was termed the “Era of the Sled Dog” due to the 

breed’s dominating presence in polar exploration and the boom of the Alaskan gold 

rush[3]. While the Alaskan sled dog experienceda decline in popularity as more modem 

modes of transportation became accessible in northern climates, they have recently 

undergone a rediscovery with the birth of sled dog racing, beginning in the late 1930’s[2, 

3]. Concomitant with this rebirth has been a transition from working class dog to high 

performance athlete. While not recognized by the American Kennel Club as a distinct 

breed, consistency in behavior has led to them being informally referred to as a “breed”. 

The long-term goal of this study is to understand the genetic underpinnings associated 

with both the genetic heritage and the elite athletic performance o f Alaskan sled dogs.

The Alaskan sled dog is comprised of several different lineages, optimized for 

different racing styles (long or short distance) [4-6], and we hypothesize that each will 

have a unique breed composition. Thus, we sought to identify breed composition profiles 

associated with expertise at specific tasks. The identification of these breeds would not 

only set the stage for genome wide association studies (GWAS) aimed at finding the 

underlying genes, but could theoretically explain why the introduction of certain breeds
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enhance performance traits in the Alaskan sled dog, while others have disappeared from 

the genetic make-up of today’s sled dog.

The Alaskan sled dog is unique in that it is not confined to a breed standard of 

size or appearance,as are most AKC-recognized breeds. Rather, they are a mixed breed 

dog, with Northern breed ancestry, currently selected for high performance in sled dog 

racing. This selection for athletic ability has produced dogs of a particular physique.

They are known for their quick, efficient gait, pulling strength, and endurance. Weight, 

averaging 21kg, and density of hair coat, vary depending upon racing style, geographic 

location, lineages, and cross breeding to purebred lines (Figure 2.1).

Sprint and distance sled dog racing are vastly different in terms of the distance 

traversed during a race and the speed at which this is accomplished. Long distance racing 

includes races o f several hundred miles lasting multiple days, such as the Yukon Quest 

and Iditarod o f over 1,609 kilometers in the subarctic winter[7, 8]. Sprint racing is more 

analogous to track and field with multiple competition events defined by the size of the 

dog team [9]. The extreme differences in these racing styles, rangingfrom 48 kilometers 

in one day to 1,609 kilometers in less than ten days has led to a divergence within the 

Alaskan sled dog population based on the essential physiological athletic attributes of 

endurance and/or speed as well as “work ethic,” which encapsulates an animal’s desire to 

perform. In this study we define the purebred dog profiles that have given rise to 

lineages of Alaskan sled dogs differing in their speed, endurance, and work ethic.
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Methods

Sample Collection

One hundred and ninety-nine Alaskan sled dogs were sampled from eight“high 

performance” racing kennels. “High performance”sprint kennels are those whose dogs 

finished in the top 25% of sprint competitors in the International Sled Dog Racing 

Association[9] annual points standings. High performance distance kennelsare those that 

had a primary team finish in the top 15% of all competitors for the Yukon Quest or 

Iditarod races during the two consecutive years that sample collection was undertaken [7, 

8],Ninety percent o f Alaskan sled dogs sampled from sprint racing kennels were from 

open and 8-dog racing classes with the remaining 10% competing in the 6-dog class.

This was done to maintain consistency in the dogs sampled in that they were being 

trained and raced at similar conditions of speed and distance based on their respective 

racing styles.

Prior to blood collection, all owners signed an informed consent document, 

consistent with NHGRI Animal Care and Use Committee rules. Whole blood samples 

were collected from the cephalic vein in 3-5ml EDTA or ACD tubes. Dogs were sampled 

at their home kennels. Purebred dogs were sampled at AKC-sanctioned events. Samples 

were stored at 4°C prior to extraction, and genomic DNA was isolated using standard 

proteinase K/phenol extraction methods by Health Gene (Toronto, Canada)or RX 

Bioscience (Rockville, MD, USA). DNA samples were stripped of identifiers, 

numerically coded, and aliquoted for long-term storage at -70°C. Detailed pedigrees 

were collected for each individual sampled and entered into our database.
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In addition to the Alaskan sled dogs, we sought to expand our reference data set 

of purebred dogs to be used for the comparison study. Towards that end, 44 purebred 

dogs, representing nineAKC breeds, Japanese Chin, Tibetan Spaniel, Anatolian 

Shepherd, Briard, Swedish Vallhund, Yorkshire Terrier, German Pinscher, Havanese, and 

English Springer Spaniel, were sampled and that data added to the existing data set of 

132 breeds [10]. As we have done previously, only dogs who shared no common 

grandparents were selected for analyses [10, 11], Eightof the new breeds were 

represented by five unrelated individuals, while the German Pinscher breed was 

represented by three. Blood draw and sample preparation has been described previously 

[10, 11].

Performance Ratings

The sled dogs were rated on three aspects of performance: speed, endurance, and 

work ethic, using previously defined criteria specified for the distinct racing styles of 

sprint and distance[9]. The performance phenotypes and rating criteria were defined by 

one of us (H.H.) and reviewed by five professional and independent dog mushers. For 

both sprint and distance measures, five elite performers were selected for detailed study. 

In addition, we included five individuals from the other end of the spectrum who were 

consistently poor performers for each category. The sprint racing category however had 

only three, two, and four representatives available for low speed, poor endurance, and 

poor work ethic, respectively. Distance racers had only four individuals sampled for low 

work ethic. Elite and poorly performing dogs were compared to one another within
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racing style. Because o f the extreme distance involved, distance dogs were each scored 

only one time during the calendar year. Sprinting dogs were scored on a weekly basis 

throughout training and racing season (approximately seven months) to assess 

consistency. However, the score collected in April, at the end of the season during peak 

performance, was used for this analysis. These performance scores accounted for the 

dog’s overall performance throughout the entire year. Weekly scores for the sprint dogs 

were compared to the final score given to monitor consistency.

Speed was defined as an individual dog’s ability to successfully maintain the 

necessary speed o f the team. A dog was ranked 1 if  it was capable of maintaining the 

speed of the team, 29-40km/h for sprint dogs and 13-19km/h for distance dogs; or ranked 

2 if it was unable to maintain the required speed. Speeds were based on the performance 

levels o f the kennels represented in the study.

Endurance was broken into threeranks: dogs were capable of covering the 

required mileage in good or poor condition (rank 1 or 2, respectively), or they were 

unable to finish the required mileage (rank 3). Mileage requirements ranged from 13-48 

kilometers for sprint dogs and 1,595-1,851 kilometers for the distance sled dogs and were 

set according to race length requirements.

The final trait, work ethic, was based on the dog’s willingness to run, and was 

defined by the “effort” the dog displayed to pull the sled throughout the run. Effort was 

determined by the amount o f tension a dog placed on their individual tug-line. The tug- 

line is the point at which the dog’s harness attaches into the main line connecting the 

team to the sled. A three-tiered system was used in scoring (Figure 2.2). Dogs who
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scored a 1 showed the strongest effort,as evidenced by having constant tug-line tension 

throughout the entire run. Dogs scoring a 2 had occasional tension throughout the run, 

but maintained the speed of the team. The poorest performers, with a score of 3, showed 

no tension in the tug line throughout the run, but were capable of the speed and mileage. 

Dogs were not penalized in their rankings due to the effects of injury.

Microsatellite Genotyping

A panel of 96 previously-described microsatellite-based markers were genotyped 

using DNA isolated from all dogs [11]. A clustering algorithm from the program 

STRUCTURE was used to both differentiate dog breeds as well as establish breed 

composition for the Alaskan sled dogs. Data from 132 previously genotyped breeds(5 

dogs/breed) were included in this study[10, 11] as well as the nine new breeds, described 

in the Methods, for a total o f 141 purebred breeds.

One hundred-ninety nine Alaskan sled dogs were genotyped with the same 96 

microsatellite-based markers. This included 116 dogs from four sprint racing kennels 

and 83 dogs from four distance racing kennels. Dogs were chosen for even distribution 

among all eight kennels, unrelated through the grandparent generation, in order to 

maximize the number of lineages tested. Dogs were also selected so that approximately 

equal numbers o f high and low performers were included.

PCR amplification o f microsatellite markers was done using a protocol similar to 

that published previously [11], but with the following slight modifications: lpl of 1.0 

mMdNTP’s, 0.1-0.2pl o f lOpM forward and reverse primers, 0.315-0.42gl of 50mM
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MgCl, 0.05gl TaqGold, lg l o f lOx TaqGold buffer, 0.1 gl of lOpmol/pl of MI 3 primer 

covalently linked with either 6FAM, VIC, NED, or PET fluorescent dyes (ABI), and 5ng 

genomic DNA. Amplification was done at 95°C for lOmin, followed by 35 cycles at 

94°C for 30sec, 55°C or 58°C for 30sec, and 72°C for 30sec, followed by lOmin at 72°C. 

Samples were denatured in Hi-Di formamide with 15pmol of GeneScan-500LIZ size 

standard (ABI, Foster City, CA). All samples were run in either 96 or 384 well plates 

with a positive and negative control on an ABI 3730x1 capillary electrophoresis unit. 

Genotypes were called using GeneMapper 4.0 (ABI). All genotyping calls were checked 

manually with a positive control to assure consistent allele binning.

Statistical Analysis o f  Population Structures

Population structure was assessed based on an allele frequency model using the 

program STRUCTURE at 100,000 iterations after a burn-in of 20,000 iterations[12-14],

K represents the number o f populations assigned during each clustering run. Each run 

was repeated five times with populations being manually determined by breed 

membership, and then averaged over all runs. Population representatives of the purebred 

dogs and Alaskan sled dogs were unrelated through the grandparent generation. An 

optimum of five individual dogs were chosen to represent individual Alaskan sled dog 

lineages, however, in a few cases, only two dogs were available and both were thus used. 

These numbers are consistent with the number of individual dogs representing AKC 

breeds in the clustering analyses established by Parker et al [10, 11], The population 

clustering values of each individual representative sled dog were averaged for an overall
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breed composition o f the specified sled dog population. Cluster analyses were run on 30 

datasets of the Alaskan sled dogs and the purebred breeds to determine population 

representatives, breed composition profiles, and ancestral origins (Table A2.1). These 

datasets varied by grouping dogs from sprint and distance racing kennels, the 

performance rankings o f the individual dogs, and the number of domestic breeds 

represented. One particular dataset o f 42 sprint dogs who were unrelated at the 

grandparent generation and 42 similarly unrelated distance dogs were used for the 

analysis of population structure for all Alaskan sled dogs.Alaskan sled dog population 

representatives were determined by choosing five population members from the 84 

unrelated dogs with a likelihood o f >0.9 of belonging within that population.

Performance ability was not a factor when determining the individuals representing each 

dataset used for population structure.

Breed Composition

Component breeds of the Alaskan sled dog were identified using the previously 

defined microsatellite-based markers [11], One hundred forty-one purebred dog breeds 

were genotyped to ascertain the subset most closely related to the Alaskan sled dog. The 

analysis was restricted to two populations (K = 2), assigned based on similar allelic 

patterns. The data set also included 84 Alaskan sled dogs. The Alaskan sled dogs and 

purebred breeds o f similar heritage clustered into one population. The second population 

consisted o f purebred breeds with the most divergent allelic patterns to population one. 

The breeds that had a minimum of two out of five possible individuals clustered with the
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Alaskan sled dogs, and had a population score of >0.3, were utilized for the subsequent 

Alaskan sled dog breed composition analyses.

Inbreeding Coefficients

Inbreeding values and heterozygosity were calculated with the Genetic Data 

Analysis (GDA) software using the microsatellite data[15]. Similar dataset groupings 

were used for the inbreeding analyses as had been used for the cluster analyses. All 141 

breeds were investigated with and without the Alaskan sled dogs. The Alaskan sled dogs 

were analyzedas a single population of 84 unrelated dogs or as two independent sub-sets 

of 42 unrelated sprint dogs and 42 unrelated distance dogs,as previously described.

Lastly, the sub-populations o f sled dogs were compared. GDA established inbreeding 

coefficients termed f  and theta-P, which are the equivalents of F |S and FSt, respectively 

and referred to as such hence forth. Fis represents the inbreeding of an individual relative 

to the subpopulation and Fst represents the inbreeding among subpopulations relative to 

the total population. Sigma-G represents the variance of alleles within individuals. 

Expected (HE) and observed (Ho) heterozygosity and the mean number of alleles per 

locus (A) were also calculated.

Results

Alaskan Sled Dog Breed Identification

Previously, Parker et al. showed that with few exceptions, individual purebred 

dogs are correctly clustered by breed in an unsupervised clustering analysis using
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genotype data from just 96 microsatellite-based markers analyzed using the program 

STRUCTURE [10, 11], When the allowed number of clusters is restricted, reproducible 

groups o f breeds are formed, typically encompassing breeds of similar appearance and 

shared heritage.

There was a 1% marker failure rate of the microsatellite-based genotyping calls 

for the combined 132 breeds previously genotyped by Parker et al. and the additional 

nine breeds in this study [10, 11]. The Alaskan sled dogs had a slightly higher marker 

failure rate at 2.42% with less than a third o f the total number of dogs in comparison to 

the domestic breeds. The highest marker failure rate within an individual Alaskan sled 

dog was 16%. Twenty-one percent of the domestic breeds had an individual marker 

failure rate greater than 16%. Only 4% of the domestic breeds had a failure rate higher 

than 40% (peaked at 61% marker failure seen in one individual).

We first compared the Alaskan sled dogs to 141 domestic dog breeds to determine 

the subset of breeds that had contributed most to the development of the sled dog. All 

dogs were genotyped using a set of 96 previously described microsatellite-based markers 

[11]. To determine the subset that were most related to the Alaskan sled dogs, we ran 

STRUCTURE using the parameter K=2, to assign two populations for the cluster 

analysis. This placed all sled dogs into one population and most of the domestic breeds 

into a second. A small subset of domestic breeds showed significant clustering with the 

sled dogs and were considered likely contributors to the population. These were used in 

subsequent breed composition analyses. Sixteen recognized breeds were identified with a 

population score of >0.3 within the sled dog population, which included both sprint and
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distance racing dogs. We next analyzed the sprint and distance dogs separately. Five 

additional domestic breeds were identified when comparing just the 42 unrelated sprint 

dogs to the 141 domestic breeds. However, analysis of the 42 unrelated distance dogs 

versus the 141 breeds did not reveal any additional related purebreds. In total, then, 21 

domestic breeds were identified with a population score of >0.3 within the Alaskan sled 

dog population and are hence forth referred to as the “related breeds” in all future 

analysis.

The 21 “related breeds” included the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky, 

which were expected based on historical information, and the Pointer, which has recently 

and repeatedly been bred into the population[16]. The Samoyed, Chow Chow, and Akita 

also have historical roots as northern draft dogs [17]. Other breeds included in the 

“related breeds” group were the Saluki, Afghan Hound, and Borzoi,whichare well known 

for their speed, the Great Pyrenees and the Anatolian Shepherd, both of which are 

northern climate guard dogs, and the Weimaraner, a hunting breed of shared ancestral 

heritage to the Pointer [17]. Additional related breedswere the Japanese Chin, Shar-Pei, 

Shibalnu, Shih Tzu, Pekingese, Lhasa Apso, Basenji, Tibetan Spaniel, and Tibetan 

Terrier, most of whom share an Asian heritage with the exception of the Basenji [10].

In order to determine the breed composition of the Alaskan Sled dog, we 

compared their genotype data in a cluster analysis to that from the “related breeds” using 

STRUCTURE. Strikingly, when the number of populations allowed (K = 21) was equal 

to the number o f domestic breeds in the analysis, sled dogs did not align with any specific 

breed, but rather defined their own breed group (Figure 2.3). Interestingly, the Alaskan
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Malamute and Siberian Husky often grouped as a single breed, as did the Chow Chow 

and Shar-Pei. These data suggest, therefore, that the breed signature of the Alaskan sled 

dog is more distinct then a subset o f breeds o f similar heritage. Individual sled dogs 

ranged from 40-90% in terms of their Alaskan sled dog signature, while the remainder of 

each profile was a mixture of the 21 other breeds. These resultsestablish the Alaskan sled 

dog as a breed, distinguishable by its genetic profile, regardless o f the 

population’sdiversity in appearance and its mottled history.

Upon further analysis, the Alaskan sled dogs further separated into two clusters 

based solely on their racing style:sprintversus distance. This can be seen when 

representatives of both racing styles are analyzed with the domestic breeds (Figure 2.3) as 

well as when they are analyzed independently (Figure 2.4A). Five dogs, displaying the 

most distinctly uniform allelic profiles associated with each racing type (sprint versus 

distance), and referred to as the “extreme” representatives for each style, were then 

selected for further analysis.

Ancestral Groupings

We investigated the specific relationship between sled dog populations and 

purebred dog breeds for clustering based on ancestral heritage. In addition, we looked at 

the composition of sprint and distance dogs with regard to the five major ancestral 

clusters defined by Parker et al [10, 11], An Ancient/Asian group, together with a 

Herding/Sight hound, the Mastiff/Terrier, Hunting and Mountain groups were previously 

determined as the most probable clusters froman analysis of 132 breeds [10, 11]. In this
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more recent analysis o f 141 breeds, both the sprint and distance populations consistently 

clustered within the Ancient/Asian group(Figure 2.5A). The Ancient/Asian group is the 

first of the populations to distinguish itself at K=2 when all 141 purebred breeds are 

analyzed. The clustering of the Alaskan sled dogs with the Ancient/Asian group may be 

attributed to a number of factors. However, the fact that the Alaskan Malamute and 

Siberian Huskyare both members o f the Ancient/Asian group and are the primary 

purebred breed components o f the Alaskan sled dogs may be influential. The breed 

membership to this cluster also illuminates why such unlikely breeds as the Lhasa Apso, 

Pekingese, and Shih Tzu which are also members of the Ancient/Asian group were found 

within the related breeds to the Alaskan sled dog.

We identified a generalized breed composition for the sprint and distance dogs 

based on their membership in these ancestral source groupings (Figure 2.5B). The higher 

percentage of breed composition attributed to Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky 

within distance sled dogs accounts for a higher clustering value o f the distance sled dogs 

within the Ancient/Asian group. The sprint sled dogs owe a higher portion of their group 

composition to the Hunting group with a small increase in variation due to the 

Herding/Sight hound group. In contrast, the distance sled dogs have a slight increase in 

the Mastiff/Terrier group.

Population Structure and Breed Composition

We next examined the population structure within the two subgroups of Alaskan 

sled dogs. Clustering analysis o f each racing style produced four sub-populations (Figure
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2.4). The four distance sub-populations were kennel-specific. Three of the four fell out 

as distinct populations before any of the sprint sub-populations (K = 5) (Figure 2.4B-4D). 

This suggests that the distance-associated populations are genetically more distinct from 

one another then are any subset o f sprint dogs. The last distance population to separate 

from the large cluster of sprint dogs was, interestingly, the most successful kennel 

sampled, as defined by number of wins (Figure 2.4G). The individual dog’s performance 

was not based on winning percentage o f the kennel.

By comparison, the four sprint dog populations do not align well with kennel of 

origin. At K = 6 (Figure 2.4E) the sprint population divides into a major and minor 

group. At K = 7 and 8, two additional populations are defined. Interestingly, at K = 8 the 

distance population that was revealed last had some representation in the final sprint 

group. This suggests that the most successful distance dogs retain some genetic features 

o f sprinters. We next determined which AKC recognized breeds accounted for the 

majority o f the Alaskan sled dog signature (Figure 2.5). To do this, we evaluated the 

three groups as they clustered at K = 3 in Figure 4B; the extreme sprint dogs, extreme 

distance dogs, and the remaining overlapping sprint and distance sled dogs. At K = 22, 

we found that the sprint dogs had the largest signature for Alaskan Sled Dog (58%) 

(Figure 2.6, Column 1). They also had the largest signature for Pointer (5.9%), and the 

smallest signature for Alaskan Malamute (5.9%) and Siberian Husky (13.3%). By 

comparison, the extreme distance dogs (Figure 2.6, Column 3) had the weakest signature 

for Alaskan Sled dog (43.9%) and the largest signature for Alaskan Malamute (25%) and 

Siberian Husky (19%). They also had the smallest signature for Pointer (0.5%). As
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expected, the group that overlapped sprint and distance (Figure 2.6, Column 2) had a 

composite profile. However, it did have the largest component of Saluki (2.9%) in 

comparison to that observed in the extreme sprint (2.6%) and extreme distance (1.3%) 

dogs.

We further refined our analysis, by analyzing the purebred breed composition of 

each of the eight populations defined in Figure 2.4. At K = 22, we observe that breed 

composition differences among the sub-populations highlighted specific trends (Figure 

2.7&Table 2.1). The four distance sub-populations showed the greatest variation in terms 

of Alaskan sled dog, Alaskan Malamute, and Siberian Husky contribution. Distance sub

population one did show a slightly greater contribution from the Weimaraner than did the 

other distance populations, and all showed some variation in terms of Anatolian Shepherd 

contribution. By comparison, the sprint sub-populations all showed smaller degrees of 

variation across a wider range of purebred breeds. Individual sprint sub-populations 

displayed a particular influence o f specific breeds, such as the Pointer in sub-population 1 

and 3, Saluki in sub-population 2, and Borzoi in sub-population 4. The refinement of 

breed composition down to the sub-population level allows for a more focused 

interrogation o f sled dog attributes acquired from specific breeds.

Inbreeding

We next examined the degree of inbreeding in the sled dog populations compared 

to purebred dogs. Inbreeding and heterozygosity statistics were calculated using the 

same 96 microsatellite-based markers described previously and the software program
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GDA[15]. We observed, first, that inbreeding coefficients o f Fis and Fst both 

demonstrate at least a five-fold higher inbreeding value for purebred breeds than the 

Alaskan sled dog sprint and distance populations combined (Table 2.2). This is further 

exemplified by the combined sprint and distance populations of Alaskan sled dogs having 

a 15% increase in allele variance (sigma-G) and twice the number o f alleles per locus (A) 

than the average purebred breed. Observedheterozygosity (Ho) calculations of the sprint 

and distance populations analyzed together or separately had a 15% increase compared to 

the average purebred breed. These data supportthe idea that Alaskan sled dogs are 

generally less inbredthan purebred breeds (Table 2.2).

When we compared the level of inbreeding amongst sprint and distance 

populations we observed that the inbreeding coefficient Fis was 8-fold higher for the 

distance population than the sprint population (Table 2.2). In Figure 2.8, we compare the 

individual FiS values for 141 purebred breeds with the individual values for sprint and 

distance populations. An excess of heterozygosity within the population is represented 

by a more negative value of FfS, whereas an excess o f homozygosity is represented as a 

more positive value. Zero represents Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. We observed that the 

sprint dog population (-0.20197 F[S) demonstrated an extreme excess of heterozygosity in 

comparison to the distance population (0.65265 FiS) and purebred breeds.
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Breed Contribution to Performance

In the final analysis we sought to determine how the introduction of various 

purebred breeds could enhance performance attributes. To accomplish this, each sled dog 

was rated on their individual skills with regard to speed, endurance, and work ethic using 

a set of defined criteria specified for the different racing styles (See Methods). 

Approximately five elite and poor performance representatives for each athletic attribute 

were analyzed in a cluster analysis with the “related breeds” to identify breed 

components associated with extremes of performance. The breed composition of elite 

and poor performance sled dogs was then compared to identify specific breeds that may 

enhance a performance phenotype (Table 2.3).

The most striking observation was that strong performers in all categories and of 

both racing types showed a comparative increase in the Alaskan sled dog genetic 

signature. This was particularly illustrated by a 25% increase in the Alaskan sled dog 

signature seen in high performers o f speed for distance dogs and a 26% and 38% increase 

in endurance and work ethic respectively for sprint dogs. In addition, endurance, which 

is obviously important in distance dogs, showed the highest increase of any AKC breed 

signature with an 11% increase in both Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky. This 

implies a significant role for sustaining the genetic integrity of the Alaskan Malamute and 

Siberian Husky in the distance sled dogs superior endurance performance.

A small number of breeds contributed disproportionately to elite performance of 

both racing types. Specifically, Saluki and Anatolian Shepherd had a 3% increase in their
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breed contribution for dogs exhibiting better speed in sprint and distance racing styles, 

respectively, compared to the 0% or negative effect observed otherwise. Also, the 

Pointer, which has been bred into sprint sled dogs in recent years with the idea of 

increasing speed, did not correlate with any athletic attributes. Finally, Anatolian 

Shepherd displayed a 6% increase for distance dogs with a high level o f work ethic.

Discussion

The Alaskan sled dog presents a case in which a genetically distinct breed of dog 

has been developed through the selection and breeding of individuals based solely on 

their athletic prowess. The creation of the Alaskan sled dog breed happened without the 

implementation of breed standards o f size and appearance, or the closing of the breeding 

population to only those individuals deemed representative of the breed, as is the norm 

for AKC-recognized purebred breeds. We observed that inbreeding values were five-fold 

lower in the Alaskan sled dog population than the average purebred domestic breed. In 

addition, they demonstrated an excess of heterozygosity. These observations likely 

reflect the continual out-crossing for athletic enhancement that is common among 

Alaskan sled dogs. Interestingly, the process still led to the Alaskan sled dog repeatedly 

producing its own unique genetic signature. Indeed, the Alaskan sled dog breed proved 

to be more genetically distinct than breeds of similar heritage such as the Alaskan 

Malamute and Siberian Husky. Thus, we conclude that the breeding practices used to 

produce dogs of optimal performance have created a distinct breed of dog that developed
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using different criteria then are commonly used in the development and propagation of 

purebred dogs.

Cluster analysis demonstrated that when the Alaskan sled dog population was 

compared to a large data set of purebred breeds they separated into two groups that align 

with their racing style, sprint versus distance. The same results were evident when the 

sled dog population was analyzed independently, without the purebred breeds. These two 

racing styles have diverged over the past 100 years [3] with athletic emphasis on either 

speed or endurance, as appropriate to the extreme differences in race length (sprint-48 

kilometers, distance-1,609 kilometers). Unsupervised clustering analysis of the Alaskan 

sled dog population showed that 21 % of a subset of 42 unrelated dogs from competitive 

sprint kennels grouped within the distance sled dog population. However, not a single 

individual from a distance kennel grouped within the sprint sled dog population. We 

speculate that a fraction of the dogs competitive in sprint racing are genetically capable of 

performing as distance dogs, but the reverse is not true.

In a clustering analysis with 141 purebred domestic breeds, both the sprint and 

distance populations consistently clustered within what has been termed the 

Ancient/Asian group of the five major ancestral clusters [10]. This supports the theory 

that at least a subset of early domesticated dogs originated in Asia and migrated with 

human nomadic tribes across the Bering Strait into North America [11, 18

21], Identification o f compositional differences between the sprint and distance dogs 

with regard to the five ancestral clusters showed major differences. For instance, the 

Ancient/Asian group makes up 56% of the sprint and 66% of the distance group
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respectively. By comparison, the Hunting group comprises 23% of the sprint and 11% of 

the distance group. Finally the Mastiff/Terrier group also shows a two-fold difference 

with 6% associated with sprint while 12% comprise the distance population. We 

hypothesize that breeds from the Hunting group may enhance speed in sprint dogs and 

that breeds from the Mastiff group may contribute to the body stature and musculature 

necessary for the successful distance dogs.

Eight sub-populations, four sprint and four distance, were discovered within the 

Alaskan sled dogs. The distance populations were more genetically distinct, kennel 

specific, and had a higher average inbreeding value than the sprint 

populations. Interestingly, the final distance population to separate itself from the sprint 

populations is the most successful kennel in terms of race wins during the study 

period. The average Fis score o f the sprint populations demonstrated the highest degree 

of heterozygosity when compared with the distance populations and 141 purebred 

breeds. We speculate that breeding programs are more confined within distance kennels 

while sprint kennel breeding programs cross between kennels. The inbreeding values 

support a higher level o f gene flow among the sprint populations as well as a higher level 

of gene flow within the entire Alaskan sled dog population compared to the average 

domestic breed.

The dominant genetic signature found in all Alaskan sled dogs was that of the 

Alaskan sled dog breed. The extreme sprint population had a 14% higher average 

Alaskan sled dog signature and 5.5% higher Pointer breed signature than those of the 

extreme distance population. This suggests that the Pointer and the Alaskan sled dog
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signature itself play a major role in the enhancement of speed, which is the primary 

athletic attribute of sprint dogs. The Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky breed 

signatures were 19% and 6% higher respectively in the extreme distance dogs compared 

to the sprint dogs. This in turn, suggests that the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky 

enhance endurance. Given their heavier build and stamina for cold temperatures this is 

not surprising.

A more detailed investigation of breed composition among the eight Alaskan sled 

dog populations revealed the particular influence of specific breeds. The four distance 

subpopulations differed primarily in terms of the contribution of the Alaskan sled dog, 

Alaskan Malamute, and Siberian Husky. In addition, Weimaraner and Anatolian 

Shepherd contributed to a few select sub-populations. Sprint sub-populations followed a 

different pattern with their primary breed component being Alaskan sled dog and their 

remaining composition consisting o f smaller degrees of contributions from a wider range 

o f purebred breeds. Individual sprint populations displayed a strong contribution from 

the Pointer, Saluki, Borzoi, and Weimaraner breeds.

The most compelling discoveries in the investigation of how various breeds may 

enhance performance attributes were seen with a 25%, 26%, and 38% increase in 

Alaskan sled dog breed for speed in distance dogs, and endurance and work ethic in 

sprint dogs, respectively. The highest contribution of a purebred was an 11% increase in 

both the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky breed signatures for elite endurance 

performance in distance dogs as opposed to distance dogs who are known to exhibit 

poorer endurance abilities. This implies that strong genetic selection for Alaskan
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Malamute and Siberian Husky contributions has contributed to the elite performing 

distance dogs in terms o f their endurance. The Saluki and Anatolian Shepherd both had 

minor positive influences for exceptional speed performance in sprint and distance 

populations, respectively. Unexpectedly, the Anatolian Shepherd, whose heritage 

describes a large, powerful, and independent northern livestock guardian dog, 

demonstrated a 6% positive influence in distance sled dogs of high work ethic. The 

Anatolian Shepherd’s breed description of loyalty, independence, and hardiness portray a 

breed of similar character and strength to that of the distance sled dogs [17].

Interestingly, the Pointer, which has been repeatedly bred into the sprint dogs in recent 

years with the idea o f enhancing speed, was not found to positively affect speed 

performance. One hypothesis is that the integration of Pointers with the sled dog 

population has not successfully enhanced speed performance. However, a comparison of 

four high profile sprint races’ finish times in 1998 versus 2007 all showed faster 

completion times in 2007 [22], There was a much lower degree of Pointer ancestry in the 

sled dog population in 1998, as compared to pedigree analysis of dogs in 2007 [23]. 

Another hypothesis that could explain the lack of significant Pointer contribution to speed 

may reflect a lack o f significant difference in speed measures among the most and least 

successful sprint dogs. It may be that the contribution of the Pointer for speed is only 

evident when comparing sprint versus distance dogs, or if  more extreme representatives 

o f elite versus less successful sprint dogs were assayed.
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Conclusions

We have identified component breeds o f Alaskan sled dogs and defined specific 

breeds that have influenced the athletics o f the dogs in terms of speed, endurance, and 

work ethic. It should be noted, however, that the crossing of purebred dogs into the 

Alaskan sled dog population does not guarantee performance enhancement in one 

generation. Rather, several generations of repeated selection and breeding of elite 

performers may be needed to permit optimal athletic performance to be obtained, as 

alleles o f multiple genes are likely to play a role.

These experiments set the stage for genomic exploration into the phenotypes 

associated with successful sprint and distance performing Alaskan sled dogs.Whole 

genome association studies, currently underway, are likely to reveal genetic loci 

introduced by the various breeds that enhance each attribute of athletic performance.

Such studies are optimal for situations where there are a small number genes of major 

effect. We know little about the starting stock of Alaskan sled dogs and the number of 

major and or minor genes that contribute to these phenotypes. Current genomic tools, 

however, permit us to ask such questions, and our long term studies aim to paint a 

complete picture o f the genetics o f canine athletic performance, providing a complete 

palate o f genes and alleles that contribute to these complex phenotypes.
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Figures
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Figure 2.1:Alaskan sled dogs are a mixed breed dog selected strictly for their racing 

performance.

A) Top row: Sprint racing teams of “traditional” Alaskan sled dogs (no purebred 

crossings in the last 5 generations) and Pointer crossed Alaskan sled dogs. Spandex dog 

coats (in blue) are commonly used on shorter-haired Pointer x Alaskan sled dogs when 

temperatures are <10’F. B) Middle row: Sprint sled dogs o f 25% or greater Pointer 

ancestry according to their written pedigree records. C) Bottom row: “Traditional” 

Alaskan sled dogs from distance racing teams. All photos were taken between 2006

2009 of dogs competitively racing in high performance kennels.
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Figure 2.2:Work ethic was scored on a three-tiered system based on the dog’s 

willingness to run.

The effort a dog put forth during a run was determined by the amount of tension a dog 

placed on their individual tug-line. The tug-line, indicated with yellow, is the line 

attaching the dog’s harness into the main line connecting the dog team to the sled. Dogs 

demonstrating the strongest effort, defined by having a constant tug-line tension 

throughout the run, were designated as rank 1 (top line). Rank 2 (middle line) defined 

dogs that had intermittent tug-line tension throughout the run, but maintained the speed of 

the team. The poorest performers, rank 3 (bottom line), showed no tug-line tension 

during the run but were capable of the speed and mileage. Dogs were not penalized due 

to the effects of injury.



Figure 2.3:Population structure of purebred dogs and Alaskan sled dogs.

The cluster analysis o f 21 purebred breeds (Parker et al, 2004; Parker et al, 2007) and 

two Alaskan sled dog populations grouped by the racing style (sprint or distance). For 

each breed we utilized DNA samples from five individuals who were unrelated at the 

grandparent level. Individuals grouped into breed-specific clusters, denoted as differring 

colors on Figure 2, based on the percentage of their allelic pattern belonging to the 

specific cluster. The two Alaskan sled dog groups created their own populations based 

on their unique genetic signature of microsatellite-based markers.
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Figure 2.4:Population structure of sprint and distance sled dogs during successive 

increase in assigned population numbers.

The population structure o f 84 unrelated Alaskan sled dogs o f even distribution between 

four sprint and four distance kennels. The 42 Alaskan sled dogs from the sprint kennels 

are on the left side o f the figure and the 42 Alaskan sled dogs from the distance kennels 

are on the right side of the figure. Each population is designated by a different color in 

the chart. Individuals are categorized based on the percentage of their allelic pattern 

belonging to each o f the populations. Figures 4A-G show a successive increase in the 

assigned number of populations from K=2 through K=8. In total, eight sub-populations, 

four in sprint dogs and four in distance dogs, were documented from the sampled 

Alaskan sled dogs.
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Figure 2.5:Ancestral breed clustering and composition differences of the sprint and 

distance Alaskan sled dogs.

A). The five ancestral breed clusters signified by distinct colors as determined by Parker 

et al in 2004,2007. One hundred forty-one purebred breeds (132 breeds from Parker et al 

with 9 new breeds) and sprint and distance populations o f Alaskan sled dogs are 

represented in the clusters. Both Alaskan sled dog populations repeatedly cluster among 

the Ancient/Asian Group (yellow).B). The sprint and distance sled dog populations were 

investigated for ancestral group composition differences. We observe an increase in the 

Hunting Group (red) contribution among the sprint dogs and an increase in the 

Mastiff/Terrier Group (blue)contribution among distance dogs.
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Figure 2.6:Breed composition of Alaskan sled dogs reflected by three populations 

based on racing style.

The three populations representedextreme sprint, extreme distance, and a 3rdoverlapping 

population of sprint and distance sled dogs. The Alaskan sled dogs are assigned to three 

populations based on clustering analysis o f microsatellite-based markers that are used to 

establish breed composition of each group. The percentage o f each breed is denoted by a 

different color. The left most group is comprised of ten individuals representative o f the 

“extreme” sprint sled dogs; the right most group is comprised of ten individuals 

representative o f the “extreme” distance sled dogs; and the middle group is comprised of 

the remaining ten sprint and ten distance sled dogs which cluster together. There is an 

overall trend for increased Alaskan sled dog, Pointer, and Saluki signature in sprint sled 

dogs and an increase in Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky signature seen in distance 

sled dogs.
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Figure 2.7:Breed composition differences between Alaskan sled dog sub

populations.

Four sprint sub-populations and four distance sub-populations were identified through 

cluster analysis (Figure 4G). These sub-populations were analyzed for breed composition 

differences as depicted. Each component breed is represented by a unique color (which 

corresponds to colors used in Figure 6). The sprint sub-populations illustrate the greatest 

differences in the Saluki, Pointer, and Weimaraner.
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Figure 2.8:The degree of inbreeding FIS within breed populations.

The degree o f inbreeding, Fis, as determined for 141 purebred breeds (681 individuals, ~5 

individuals per breed) and two Alaskan sled dog sprint and distance racing populations 

(five sprint and five distance individuals). The 141 breeds are listed in alphabetical order 

from top to bottom and are viewed in two identically scaled panels side by side. The 

vertical red line indicates the midpoint in Hardy Weinberg equilibrium, with inbreeding 

values ranging from -1 (below the red line) to +1 (above the red line). The more negative 

values indicate an excess o f heterozygositywhile the more positive values represent an 

excess ofhomozygosity. Each blue bar represents the degree of inbreeding for a single 

breed. The purple bar signifies the sprint dogs, and the green bar indicates the distance 

dogs. We observe an excess o f heterozygosity within the sprint sled dogs.
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Tables

Table 2.1: The percentage breed composition of four Alaskan sled dog sprint sub

populations and four Alaskan sled dog distance sub-populations.
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Sprint Sub-Populations A

Pop 1 59% 3% 11% 3%
COn

o
O

'-
Is- 0% 2% 4% 1% 3% 1% 2%

Pop 2 55% 15% 4% 6%c 1% 0% 4%° 1% 1% 3% 2% 1%

Pop 3 55% 8% 15% 2%

COS
p

0s- 1% 1% 1% 0% 4% 2% 2%

Pop 4 50% 11% 15% 2% 2% 5%e 3% 1% 1% 4% 2% 0%

Distance Sub-Populations A

Pop 1 53% 18% 15% 1% 0% 0% 4%° 1% 0% 1% 1% 3%f

Pop 2 55% 20% 15% 1% 0% 0% 1% 2% 0% 1% 1% 2%

Pop 3 35% 30% 23% 1% 0% 0% 2% 1% 0% 1% 2% 4%f

Pop 4 41% 24% 23% 3% 0% 0% 2% 2% 0% 2% 2% 0%

A. The breed composition o f each sub-population is the average breed composition of 

the five most representative members of the sub-population based on haplotype 

pattern.

B. Sprint sub-populations 1 and 3 have the highest percentage of Pointer breed 

composition.



C. Sprint sub-population 2 has the highest percentage of Saluki breed composition.

D. Sprint sub-population 2 and Distance sub-population 1 have the highest Weimaraner 

breed composition.

E. Sprint sub-population 4 has the highest percentage of Borzoi breed composition.

F. Distance sub-populations 1 and 4 have the highest percentage of Anatolian Shepherd 

breed composition.
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Table 2.2: Sled dogswere 5x lower in inbreeding and 15% higher in observed 

heterozygosity than purebreds.

Groupings F(SA FSTB Sigma-Gc A D HeE HoF

Purebred Breeds Only G 0.1085 0.2538 41.8949 2.6064 0.4729 0.4299

Purebred/Sprint/Distance H 0.1055 0.2534 42.0894 2.6100 0.4738 0.4318

All Sprint & Distance1 0.0170 0.0514 57.5737 5.6927 0.6090 0.5962

All Sprint -0.0034

All Distance 0.0456

Unrelated Sprint & Distance J 0.0292 0.0424 57.5158 5.3646 0.6162 0.5985

Unrelated Sprint 0.0061

Unrelated Distance 0.0526

8 Alaskan Sub-Populations K -0.0554 0.1349 56.2292 3.0156 0.5581 0.5849

4 Sprint Sub-Populations1 -0.0729 0.1082 58.7893 3.1016 0.5749 0.6111

4 Distance Sub-Populations M -0.0361 0.1422 53.7001 2.9297 0.5413 0.5586

A. Fis is the degree o f inbreeding within populations (correlation of alleles within 

individuals within one sub-population).

B. F St is  the overa ll inb reed in g  c o e ff ic ien t  (correlation  o f  a lle le s  o f  d ifferen t ind iv iduals  

in the sam e p op u lation ).

C. Sigma-G is the variance of alleles within individuals.

D. A is the mean number of alleles per locus.

E. He is the expected heterozygosity o f a population.



F. Flo is the observed heterozygosity of a population.

G. Data set included 141 purebred breed populations (681 individual dogs).

H. Data set included 141 purebred breed populations and 2 Alaskan sled dog populations 

using the 5 most representative individuals of the sprint racing and distance racing 

styles (10 total Alaskan sled dogs).

I. Data set included all 199 Alaskan sled dogs with microsatellite data. Relatedness not 

accounted for.

J. Data set included 42 unrelated to the grand-parent generation Alaskan sled dog 

representatives of each racing style (sprint versus distance) (84 total Alaskan sled 

dogs).

K. Data set included the 5 most representative individuals of each sub-population found 

within the sprint and distance racing style (40 Alaskan sled dogs).

L. Data set included the 5 most representative individuals of each of the 4 sprint sub

populations (20 sprint Alaskan sled dogs).

M. Data set included the 5 most representative individuals o f each of the 4 distance sub

populations (20 distance Alaskan sled dogs).
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Table 2.3: The percentage change in Alaskan sled dog breed composition between high 

and low performing individuals.
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Speed Sprint* 5%b -6% -3% 3%c -3% 1% 0% 0%

Speed Distance* 25%b -15% -10% -6% -2% 1% 0% 3%c

Endurance Sprint* 26%b -10% -7% 0% -9% -2% 0% 0%

Endurance Distance* -15% 11%D 11%D 2% 0% 0% 2% 0%

Work Ethic Sprint* 38%b -23% -17% -6% -6% -6% 2% 0%

Work Ethic Distance* 11%B -13% -13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6%e

A. The average breed composition of the five most representative dogs within the given 

race style for each athletic attribute.

B. There is an overall trend of increased Alaskan sled dog signature in higher 

performing dogs o f all athletic phenotypes.

C. Saluki and Anatolian Shepherd show slight elevation for the speed phenotype.

D. Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky show an increase in representation within 

distance sled dogs for high endurance performance.

E. The Anatolian Shepherd is increased for the enhancement o f the behavioral trait of 

work ethic in distance sled dogs.



Appendix

Table 2A.1: STRUCTURE run input information including the population groupings, the 

number o f populations designated, and the result objective.

Description: Thirty datasets were investigated using the software program STRUCTURE 

in unsupervised cluster analyses. The datasets were categorized based on the purebred 

breeds and Alaskan sled dog populations utilized for exploring the ancestral origins, 

breed composition, and population structure o f the Alaskan sled dogs.
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STRUCTURE Software Settings
Sled  Dog G roupings P urebred Groupings

n  o f P opulations,
. Outcom e 

K value
4  Sprint Sub-pooulations, 5 ind ividual dog

42 Unrelated Sprint dogs None 2 6 representatives o f sub populations 
4  D istance Sub-populataons S ind ividual dog

42 Unrelated D istance dogs Mone 2-6 representatives of sub-populations 
8 Sub-pooulations 5 ind ividual dog representatives

84 unre lated  Sprint & D istance dogs .None 2-10 o f the extrem e sprint and distance racing styles
AKC breeds w ith 30% m arker sim ilarity  tc  A laskan

42 U nrelated Sprint dogs 141 Purebred Breeds 2 sled dogs
AKC breeds w*th 30% m arker s im ila rity  to  A laskan

42 u n re la ted  D istance dogs 141 Purebred Breeds 2 sled  dogs
AKC b reeds w ith 30% m arker sim ilarity  to A laskan

64 u n re la ted  Sprint &  D istance dogs 141 Purebred Breeds 2 sled dogs

5 Extrem e Sprint and 5 Extrem e Distance dogs 1 4 1 AKC Breeds 5-7 Evolutionary clustering o f breeds
Breed com position d ifferen ces betw een extrem e

5 Extrem e Sprint anti 5 Extrem e Distance dogs Related Breeds 22 23 sprint & distance dogs
S irst ranked reoresentative  dogs from  all 4 sprint '
sub pap u latio n s (4 ind ividuals} Related Breeds 22
Second ranked representative  dogs from  ail 4
sprint sub population s (4 .ndiv iduals)
Third ranked representative  dogs from  all 4 
sprint sub-pooulation s (4 individuals)
=ourth ranked reoresentative  dogs from  ail 4

R elated Breeds 

Related Breeds

22

22

Averaged with other sub population represpntatives 
to define breed com position of each sprint sub
population

sprint sub-oopu!a*3ons (4 ind iv id u als Related Breeds 22
Fifth ranked rep resen tative  dogs from  ad 4 sprint
su b -populations (4 individuals)
=irst ranked representative  dogs from  al) 4

Relateo Breeds 22

distance su b -populations (4 ind ividuals, Relateo Breeds 22
Second ranked reoresentative  dogs from  oil 4
distance su b -populations (4 ind ividuals) 
Third ranked representative  dogs from  ad 4 
distance su b -populations (4 individuals} 
=ourth ranked reoresentative  dogs from  ail 4

Related Breeds 

Related Breeds

22

22

Averaged w ith other sub-population representatives 
to define breed com position of each distance sub
population

distance sub-poouia*ions {4 ind ividuals] Related Breeds 22
=ifth ranked rep resen tative  dogs from  all 4
distance sub p opulation s (4 ind ividuals) Related Breeds 22

r Breed com position of top speed perform ers for sprint
5 B est speed perform ers in sprint racing Related Breeds 22 racing

Breed com position of w orst speed perform ers for
5 W orst speed perform ers in sprint rocsng Related Breeds 22 distance racing

Breed com position of top speed perform ers for sprint
5 Best speed perform ers in d istance racing Related Breeds 22 racing

Breed com position of w orst speed perform ers for
5 W orst sp eed  perform ers in distance racing Related Breeds 22 distance racing

Breed com position of top endurance perform ers for
5 Best endurance perform ers in sprint racing Related Breeds 22 spri-rt racing

8reed com position of w orst endurance perform ers
5 W orst endurance perform ers in sprint racing Related Breeds 22 for distance racing

Breed com position o f top endurance perform ers for
5 Best endurance perform ers in d istance racing Related Breeds 22 sprint racing

Breed com position of w orst endurance perform ers
5 W orst endurance perform ers n  d istance racing Related Breeds 22 fo r d istance racing

Breed com position of top w ork ethic perform ers for
5 Best w ork eth ic  perform ers in sprint racing Related Breeds 22 sprint racing

Breed com position of w orst w ork ethic perform ers
5 W orst w ork e th ic  p erform ers in sprint racing Relateo Breeds 22 for d istance racing

Breed com position of top w ork ethac perform ers for
5 Best w ork eth ic  perform ers in d istance racing Related Breeds 22 sprint racing

Breed com position o f w orst work ethic perform ers
5 W orst w ork e th ic  perform ers in d istance racing Related Breeds 22 fo r d istance racing
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Chapter 3 

A SNP within the Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Distinguishes between Sprint 

and Distance Performing Alaskan Sled Dogs in a Candidate Gene Analysis1 

Abstract

The Alaskan sled dog offers a unique mechanism for studying the genetics of elite 

athletic performance. They are a group of mixed breed dogs, comprised of multiple 

common breeds, and a unique breed entity seen only as a part of the sled dog mix. 

Alaskan sled dogs are divided into two primary groups as determined by their racing 

skills. Distance dogs are capable o f running over 1,609 kilometers in ten days, while 

sprint dogs run much shorter distances, approximately 48 kilometers, but in faster times, 

i.e. 29-40 km/h. Finding the genes that distinguish these two types of performers is likely 

to illuminate genetic contributors to human athletic performance. In this study we tested 

for association between polymorphisms in two candidate genes '.angiotensin-converting 

enzyme (ACE) andmyostatin (MSTN) and enhanced speed and endurance performance in 

one hundred seventy-four Alaskan sled dogs. We observed eighty-one novel genetic 

variants within the ACEgene and four within the MSTN  gene, including a polymorphism

^uson, H.J., Byers, A.M., Runstadler, J., Ostrander, E.A., (2011). A SNP within the Angiontensin- 
Converting Enzyme Distinguishes between Sprint and Distance Performing Alaskan Sled Dogs in a 
Candidate Gene Analysis. Journal o f Heredity in press
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within the ACE  gene that significantly (P-value = 2.38 x 10'5) distinguished the sprint 

versus distance populations.

Introduction

Alaskan sled dogs are a population of dogs with Northern breed ancestry 

originally developed as a primary means of human transportation over snow-covered 

terrain [1,2]. While they were an integral part o f human habitation in northern climates 

in the late 1800’s to early 1900’s, sled dogs eventually experienced a decline in 

popularity as modem modes o f transportation came into common use. However, in the 

1930’s there was a resurgence in Alaskan sled dog popularity, with the launching of 

competitive sled dog racing and the transition of the Alaskan sled dog into a high 

performance athlete [2, 3].

The sport has diverged over the past century into two distinct racing styles: sprint, 

or short distance racing, and the popular long distance events [4-7] which cover several 

hundred miles over multiple days such as the Iditarod and Yukon Quest [8, 9]. Sprint 

racing is more analogous to short distance track events with multiple competition events 

defined, in this case, by the size of the dog team. The status o f elite endurance and 

sprinting athlete has established the Alaskan sled dog as a new system for exploring the 

genetics of performance enhancing polymorphisms (PEP) [10].

There are no limits regarding the size or appearance of Alaskan sled dogs as they 

are not an established breed recognized by any registering body such as the American



Kennel Club (AKC) in the United States. Dogs are selected and bred solely on their 

athletic ability and have a unique physique that is capable of a quick, efficient gait, 

pulling strength, and endurance. Their weight, averaging 21 kg, and the density of their 

coat varies, depending on racing style, location, and lineage.

We have shown previously, that as a population, Alaskan sled dogs are a mix of 

Northern breeds including the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky, together with 

other AKC-recognized breeds which were introduced to enhance different racing aspects 

of performance such speed or endurance [11]. Our previous study showed, further, that 

the sprint versus distance populations could be genetically distinguished following 

analysis o f a panel of 96 microsatellite based-markers. Although there are likely multiple 

genetic differences between the sprint and distance populations, in this study we sought 

to look for allelic differences in the two populations with regard to just two candidate 

genes: ACE  and MSTN.

Variants within the ACE  gene were among the first PEPs found in humans [12] 

and ACE  variants have been widely studied in the context of elite athletes, particularly 

high altitude mountaineers [13]. ACE  is part of the rennin-angiotensin system and is 

responsible for degradation of the vasodilator bradykinin, regulation of inflammatory 

reactions in the lung, respiratory drive, erythropoiesis, tissue oxygenation, and the 

regulation of skeletal muscle efficiency [14, 15]. The most common PEP associated with 

the human ACE  gene is the ED polymorphism, a 287bp intronicindel. The I allele is 

associated with lower serum and tissue ACE activity and improved performance in sports 

requiring high levels of endurance, such as marathon running [16, 17]. The I allele is
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believed to facilitate the maximization o f oxidative fuel for metabolism [18].

Conversely, the D allele is associated with higher serum and tissue activity and superior 

performance in sports requiring short bursts of power [14]. The D allele is also 

associated with greater increase in left ventricular mass, higher VC^max, and greater 

strength gain in response to training [19].

We also investigated the role of the MSTN  gene, for which we have previously 

demonstrated the presence of deletion mutations that are, in turn, associated with 

increased racing speed in whippet dogs [20], Dogs heterozygous for the mutation 

exhibited a more muscular phenotype and consistently excelled in competition with faster 

race times than dogs homozygous for the wild genotype. Dogs carrying two copies o f the 

deleterious mutation are heavily muscled [20], and the resultant phenotype is colloquially 

termed “double muscling”, [21]. Individuals homozygous for various MSTN  mutations 

have been reported in mice [22], cattle [23, 24], sheep [25], and humans [26], all of 

whom share similar phenotypes.

The ACE  and MSTN  genes were chosen for investigation in Alaskan sled dogs 

due to their previous association with endurance or speed enhancement respectively. The 

sprint and distance populations of Alaskan sled dogs have diverged over the past decades 

due to selection o f dogs’ speed or endurance capabilities respective to the different 

performance requirements o f the two racing styles. Therefore we investigated whether 

any corresponding relationships existed between the candidate genes and population 

differentiation or population performance enhancement.
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Methods

Sample Collection

A total o f one hundred and seventy-four Alaskan sled dogs were sampled from 

eight “high performance” racing kennels. Four sprint kennels were deemed high 

performers by their points ranking which placed them within the top 25% of sprint or 

short distance sled dog as recorded by the International Sled Dog Racing Association 

during sampling years (2005-2007). Ninety percent of the sprint racing Alaskan sled 

dogs were from open (10 or more dogs in a team) and 8-dog racing classes, with the 

remaining 10% competing in the 6-dog class. All dogs were conditioned at similar 

increasing mileage and speed throughout the training and racing season, which extends 

for approximately seven months. This allowed for consistency in sample collection for 

the relative speeds and distance. The other four kennels were deemed “high 

performance” distance kennels because they finished in the top 15% of competitors for 

the Yukon Quest or Iditarod races during the two consecutive years (2007-2008) that 

sample collection was undertaken[8, 9], In addition to the Alaskan sled dogs, eighty 

purebred dogs from eight breeds including the Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, 

Greyhound, Whippet, Mastiff, Staffordshire Bull Terrier, German Shorthaired Pointer, 

and English Pointer were included in the ACE  gene study only. These breeds were 

selected based on either our previous study which demonstrated that they contributed to 

the makeup of the modem Alaskan sled dog (Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, 

English and German Shorthaired Pointer) or because their athletic attributes made them



reasonable candidates to consider for contribution. To maximize diversity, we selected 

dogs from the same breed that were unrelated at the grandparent level or further removed.

Prior to blood collection, all owners signed an informed consent document, 

consistent with NHGRI Animal Care and Use Committee rules. Whole blood samples 

were collected from the cephalic vein in 3-5ml EDTA or ACD tubes.Sled dogs were 

sampled at their home kennels. Purebred dogs were sampled at AKC-sanctioned events. 

Samples were stored at 4°C prior to extraction, and genomic DNA was isolated using 

standard proteinase K/phenol extraction methods by Health Gene (Toronto, Canada)or 

RX Bioscience (Rockville, MD). DNA samples were stripped of identifiers, numerically 

coded, and aliquoted for long-term storage at -70°C. Detailed pedigrees were collected 

for each individual sampled and entered into an anonymous database.

Performance Ratings

Sled dogs were rated in terms of both speed and endurance with respect to the 

distinct styles o f sprint and distance[7-9]. Sprint dogs were reviewed for these criteria by 

competing at 29-40 km/h for sixteen -  forty-eight kilometers while distance dogs were 

rated at standards o f 13-19 km/h over 1,609 kilometers. The performance phenotypes 

and rating criteria were defined by one o f us (H.H.) and reviewed by five professional 

and independent dog mushers.

Speed was defined as an individual dog’s ability to run at a specific rate of 

kilometers per hour that the team is traveling. A dog was ranked one if it was capable of 

maintaining the speed o f the team during each run; 29-40 km/h for sprint dogs and 13-19
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km/h for distance dogs; or ranked two if it was unable to maintain the required speed. 

Speed requirements were based on the performance levels of the kennels represented in 

the study.

Endurance was measured by assigning dogs to one of three ranks. Dogs who 

achieved Rank 1 covered the required mileage in good condition, while Rank 2 dogs 

completed the required mileage but struggled to do so. Rank 3 dogs were unable to finish 

the required mileage. Mileage requirements ranged from 13-48 kilometers for sprint 

dogs and 1,595-1,850 kilometers for the distance dogs, and were set according to race 

length requirements.

Sample Selection fo r  ACE Gene Analysis

DNA from 20 Alaskan sled dogs (10 sprint and 10 distance) and eighty purebred 

dogs was initially sequenced using Sanger methodology for 99% of the ACE  gene. Ten 

individuals unrelated within three generations and belonging to each group of sprint, 

distance, and the eight domestic breeds were used to represent the distinct populations. 

The Alaskan sled dogs ranked elite for their speed and endurance within their respective 

racing populations. The region sequenced spanned approximately 20 Kb on canine 

chromosome 9 (CFA9) and included 48 overlapping amplicons, averaging 700bp in 

length. Amplicons covered all 28 exons, the associated introns, and putative flanking 

regions. Sequence data were analyzed for polymorphisms as described below and a total 

o f 81 polymorphisms were found. The 10 distance and 10 sprint dogs were then 

compared at all polymorphisms to test for population-associated differences in the ACE



gene sequence. In addition, each polymorphism was tested for a putative association 

with endurance and speed. In separate analysis, we compared allele distribution and 

frequency for each marker in the set of 80 purebred dogs versus the sprint and distance 

populations. Sixty-three additional Alaskan sled dogs, 24 elite distance and 39 elite 

sprint, were selected for subsequent genotyping o f markers showing statistically 

significant differences in allele frequency between sprint and distance dogs.

Sample Selection fo r  MSTN GeneAnalysis

The MSTN  gene was sequenced using Sanger methodology using DNA from 91 

sprint Alaskan sled dogs and two whippets, the latter of which served as controls who 

carried a previously reported two base pair deletion in exon 3 [20]. The canine MSTN  

gene spans approximately five Kb on CFA37. All exons and non-coding regions were 

sequenced, as well as the flanking regions o f the gene except for a 1,039 bp GC-rich 

region in intron one. Sequencing was done using 12 overlapping amplicons averaging 

700bp in length. Dogs sequenced included 46 sprint dogs ranked as elite performers and 

37 sprint dogs ranked as poor performers. An additional eight sled dogs, without 

performance rating measurements, were also sequenced.

DNA Amplification and Sequencing

PCR amplification for both genes was performed in a 10pl volume containing 

20ng genomic DNA, 1.8pl GC melt, lp l of 10X TaqGold buffer, O.lpl of TaqGold 

(Applied Biosystems, www.appliedbiosystems.com]. lp l of ImM dNTP’s, 0.3pl of
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50mM MgCl2, 1 fxl of both forward and reverse 3pM primers, and 1.8pl water. 

Touchdown PCR was carried out as follows: 95°C for 7 min, followed by 20 cycles of 

94’C for 30 sec, then decreasing by 0.5°C per cycle starting at 65°C down to 55°C for 

annealing for 30 sec, followed by 20 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 55°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 

30 sec, and a final extension o f 72°C for 7 min.

PCR products were sequenced using Big Dye version 3.1 on an ABI 3730x1 

capillary electrophoresis unit (Applied Biosystems). Sequence reads were aligned and 

analyzed using Sequencher 4.8 software (Gene Codes, http://www.genecodes.com/) . 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and indels were identified by manual 

comparison to the available canine reference sequences using UCSC Gene Browser 

(http://ucsc.genome.edu) . Polymorphisms were numerically labeled as individual 

markers.

Statistical Analysis fo r  the ACEG Gene

Association tests using SNPs, indels, or haplotypes, and permutation testing for 

association significance along with linkage disequilibrium (LD) plots were completed 

using Haploview 4.1 software (http://www.broadinstitute.org/mpg/haploviewT All 

analyses used a case/control format and conducted pairwise comparisons between all 

markers with the exclusion o f individuals with greater than 50% missing genotypes. 

Permutation tests were run for 10,000 cycles and performed separately for the MSTN and 

ACE  genotypes with cases and controls set as described below.
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All 81 ACE  gene polymorphisms found by comparing DNA sequence from the 

sprint, distance and purebred dogs were used in association testing in an attempt to 

identify markers that distinguished sprint versus distance dogs. Sixty-three additional 

Alaskan sled dogs (39 elite sprint, 24 elite distance) were genotyped for three markers 

which showed a statistically significant difference (p <0.005; permutation p<0.05) 

between the 10 sprint and 10 distance dogs. All of the Alaskan sled dog genotype data 

was combined for a total of 49 elite sprint dogs and 34 elite distance dogs which were 

reanalyzed for population association at the statistically significant SNPs.

To investigate whether the three ACE  markers found to differentiate between the 

sprint and distance dog populations were also associated with endurance or 

sprinting/power, the same markers were also genotyped in the 80 domestic dogs. It was 

critical to first develop a scheme that would ensure that we were testing each marker for 

association to performance attributes rather than breed differences. Thus, we first 

compared allele frequency and distribution between the 49 sprint and 34 distance dogs 

and obtained p-values. We then independently assigned the eight pure breeds to four sets 

o f two pairs, with each pair representing an athletic attribute. For speed we paired 

Greyhound/Whippet, and German Shorthaired Pointer/English Pointer. For 

endurance/strength we paired Alaskan Malamute/Siberian Husky and 

Mastiff/Staffordshire Bull Terrier. We then analyzed each of the three markers for each 

group of 20 dogs assigned to a pairing versus the other 60, and obtained p-values. For 

example, allele frequencies and distribution were compared between the 20 

Greyhound/Whippet (10 each breed), set as cases, in comparison to the 60 controls from
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the Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, German Shorthaired Pointer, English Pointer, 

Mastiff, and Staffordshire Bull Terrier. Markers with raw p-values o f <0.005 in both 

sled dog only analysis and the purebred dog analysis were deemed to be potentially 

associated with an athletic attribute.

Linkage disequilibrium was investigated using the entire panel of polymorphic 

markers found in the ACE  gene during the initial sequence analysis of the 20 Alaskan 

sled dogs and the 80 purebred dogs. LD plots were analyzed under the four gamete rule 

for the Alaskan sled dogs and the domestic breed pairs used in the association tests. This 

allowed us to test whether Alaskan sled dogs had LD patterns similar to any of the pure 

breeds.

Statistical Analysis fo r  the MSTN Gene

To investigate MSTN  marker association with speed performance, we were able to 

use a simpler scheme because we had samples from both elite and poor sprint performers. 

We thus compared genotypes at four markers from 46 elite performing sprint sled dogs 

(cases) versus 37 poor performers (controls)using Haploview 4.1 software. In addition, 

we genotyped sequence reads from 77 purebred dogs and a wild canid (Canisaureus) 

sequenced previously by Mosher et al. [20] for the fourMST/V SNPs. This allowed us to 

determine if any variation seen between elite and poor performing sled dogs was also 

observed in domestic dog breeds. The 16 domestic dog breeds sequenced by Mosher et 

al. included an average of 4 dogs per breed (Afghan Hound, Akita, Australian Shepherd, 

Basenji, Beagle, Boxer, Bull Terrier, Flat-Coated Retriever, German Wirehaired Pointer,
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Greyhound, Ibizan Hound, Italian Greyhound, Mastiff, Pharaoh Hound, Saluki, Siberian 

Husky, and Whippet) and a Golden Jackal [20].

Results

ACE Gene

We hypothesized that the canine ACE  gene might play a role in differentiating 

between the sprint and distance populations of Alaskan sled dogs. We also wished to 

determine if  any SNPs in the ACE  gene were associated with speed versus endurance 

performance. Thus, the coding sequences, introns, and putative regulatory flanking 

regions of the ACE  gene were initially sequenced in a set of 20 Alaskan sled dogs of 

which 10 were sprint and 10 were distance dogs. In addition, a set of 80 purebred dogs 

representing 10 dogs o f each of eight breeds (Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, 

Staffordshire Bull Terrier, Mastiff, Whippet, Greyhound, German Shorthaired Pointer, 

and English Pointer) were also fully sequenced. Purebred dogs were selected because 

they had either been shown to contribute to the genetic makeup of Alaskan sled dogs, or 

because of their performance attributes. Analysis of the sequence reads from the 

combined dataset o f 100 dogs identified eighty-one polymorphisms. Two alleles, a G at 

Marker 60 and a C at Marker 75 were unique to Alaskan sled dogs. Seventeen 

polymorphisms were present only in the domestic breeds of which a T at Marker 28 was 

specific to the German Shorthaired Pointer breed (Supplementary Table 3.1).

O f the 81 variants, only four were located in exons. One was in an untranslated 

region of exon 28 (marker 80), two resulted in synonymous changes (markers 23 & 82) in
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exons 8 and 7 respectively, and a fourth, marker 46, caused a non-synonymous change in 

exon 17. Both alleles o f marker 80 were found in sprint and distance dogs and all of the 

domestic breeds, with both homozygotes and heterozygotes present. Marker 23 caused 

an A to G change from the canonical sequence, which did not change the encoded amino 

acid glycine. Both alleles were found in the sled dog and purebred dog population. 

Marker 46 caused a C to T alteration that changed a threonine to methionine at position 

l,4632,203bp.It was observed in both sprint and distance dogs, as well as purebreds. 

Finally, marker 82 was homozygous for the T allele in all Alaskan sled dogs and all 

purebred dogs tested, as opposed to the reported C allele in the boxer reference sequence 

(NW876331.1) (Table A3.1).

Although a number of variants were found in non-coding regions, two (markers 

24 and 56) were distinguished by the fact that they contained an allele distinct from that 

reported in the boxer reference sequence (NW876331.1). In the case of marker 24, we 

observed dogs that had homozygous and heterozygous deletions of the C allele at 

nucleotide 14627332 bp in the sprint, distance, and purebred populations. Frequencies 

were 0.400, 0.444, and 0.500 respectively (Table A3.1). In the case of marker 56, the 20 

sled dogs showed the G allele only present in the sprint dogs at a frequency of 0.35 

(Table 3.1). Sequencing of an additional 63 sled dogs, described below for performance 

association, found the G allele in both the sprint and distance dogs with a frequency of

0.305 and 0.031, respectively (Table 3.2). Interestingly, of the eight domestic breeds 

tested, only the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky breeds carried the G allele with a 

frequency of 0.265 with the 20 dogs combined.
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We next compared linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the Alaskan sled dogs 

and the purebred dogs. Sprint and distance dogs were considered separately and LD plots 

produced (Figure 3.1A and 3. IB). We used the same groupings of the purebred dogs that 

we had developed for analysis o f the ACE  gene. Thus, closely related breeds were 

paired: Alaskan Malamute/Siberian Husky, Whippet/Greyhound, Mastiff/Staffordshire 

Bull Terrier, and German Shorthaired Pointer/English Pointer and LD plots were 

produced for those four combinations (Figure 3.1C, 3 .ID, 3 .IE and 3.IF). The LD plots 

demonstrate, first, that the sprint and distance dogs contain a substantial amount of LD in 

the ACE  gene, but that it differs between the two populations. There is considerably less 

LD in each o f the four purebred pairs. None of the four purebred pairs is reminiscent of 

the patterns observed in the Alaskan sled dogs, highlighting, again, the uniqueness of the 

breed.

We next wanted to determine if any o f the markers could be used to distinguish 

between sprint and distance populations of the Alaskan sled dogs. Using 

Haploview(http://www.broadinstitute.org/mpg/baploview), both SNP and association 

tests were used to evaluate all 81 markers for association with either the sprint or distance 

population. In the initial analysis ten sprint and ten distance dogs were compared at all 

markers. We observed that three; 42, 56, and 74, located at 14631037 bp, 14635693 bp, 

14637900 bp, respectively, demonstrated p-values lower than <0.005 (permutation p- 

values <0.05) with variances in allele frequencies separating elite sprint and distance sled 

dogs (Table 3.1).
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Also, we were interested in how the sprint and distance populations related to the 

purebred dog populations with regard to the three markers mentioned above. We 

hypothesize that since all the markers found were in the ACE gene, and they easily 

distinguished the sprint and distance populations, they might highlight specific 

performance patterns associated with the purebred dogs. We first compared all sets of 

two purebred breeds against all other purebreds in order to determine if there were 

markers within the ACE  gene that distinguished, specifically, purebred breeds associated 

with speed (greyhound/whippet) versus endurance (Malamute/Husky). Marker 56 which 

generates a single-base-pair change from A/G at 14635693 bp within intron 19 (A allele 

in reference sequence NW876331.1), was the only marker to have a significant p- 

value(7.57 X 10 8), for any purebred pair, in this case when we compared the Alaskan 

Malamute/Siberian Husky pair to all other purebreds (Table 3.2).

This was a particularly interesting marker as the previous analysis demonstrated 

that marker 56 was one of three which was useful for distinguishing sprint versus 

distance dogs (p = 0.0036, Table 3.1). That analysis, however only involved 10 dogs of 

each type. We expanded the analysis to include 63 additional for a total of 83 Alaskan 

sled dogs (49 sprint and 34 distance) and obtained a p-value of 2.38 x 10' 5 (Table 3.2).

We did however observe significant difference in minor allele frequencies (MAF) 

between the Alaskan Malamute/Siberian Husky group compared to the Alaskan sled dog 

distance population. Specifically, we observed a MAF (G allele) of 0.265in the 

Malamute/Husky group, while all other purebred dogs were homozygotes for the A 

allele. In addition, the G allele was found at a frequency of 0.305 in the sprint sled dogs



and 0.031 for the distance dogs. Alleles were in Hardy Weinberg equilibrium with 

respect to the sprint and distance populations. Had the marker been functional with 

respect to the performance aspects of the distance versus sprint populations, we would 

have expected that the distance dogs would carry the G allele much more frequently, 

more analogous to the Malamute/Husky group, from whom they presumably “inherit” a 

significant portion of their endurance, and a much lower frequency of the G allele, with 

respect to the sprint dogs. The fact that we observe the opposite suggests that while 

marker 56 is useful for distinguishing populations with the Alaskan sled dog sprint and 

distance groups as a population level, the marker is not a hallmark of any putative 

contribution the ACE  gene may be making to performance.

MSTN Gene

We sequenced the coding region, introns, and putative regulatory regions flanking 

the MSTN  gene in 91 sprint dogs. No obvious deleterious mutations were found 

including the two base pair deletion at nucleotide 939-940, which we have previously 

reported in racing whippets [20], Four polymorphisms were found in non-coding regions 

of the MSTN  gene during the analysis o f the sled dog sequence reads. One polymorphism 

in intron 2, a four bpindel at nucleotide 3731257 (marker 01), was observed in 24 dogs. 

Also, a T/A SNP, downstream o f the last coding exon at nucleotide 3720985 bp (marker 

02), was found in 23 dogs. Two other polymorphisms were found upstream of the 5’ end 

o f the gene,an A to G change at 3736327 bp (marker 03) which was observed in 11 dogs
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and an A insertion at 3739468 bp (marker 04) which was observed in 73 dogs (Table

3.3).

The four SNPs were then analyzed in a panel of 77 purebred dogs and a wild 

canid (Canisaureus) previously genotyped by Mosher et al. to determine if the allele was 

truly unique to the sprint dog population. There was an average of four dogs representing 

each of 16 breeds(Afghan Hound, Akita, Australian Shepherd, Basenji, Beagle, Boxer, 

Bull Terrier, Flat-Coated Retriever, German Wirehaired Pointer, Greyhound, Ibizan 

Hound, Italian Greyhound, Mastiff, Pharaoh Hound, Saluki, Siberian Husky, and 

Whippet) and a Golden Jackal [20]. We observed all polymorphisms in the domestic 

breeds, thus demonstrating that they are not unique to the sprint sled dogs. Marker 03 

was deemed poor quality due to less than 50% genotype call rate in both the sled dogs 

and the purebred dogs. MAF showed a difference of <0.095 between the sled dogs and 

the purebred panel for the three remaining markers (Table 3.3).

SNP association tests were performed to identify whether any of the four markers 

were in association to sprint sled dog performance. Haploview 4.1 software found that 

neither the MSTN  gene nor surrounding markers had a significant p-value (raw p<0.005) 

that would have suggested an association with either sled dogs performing poorly in 

speed or being ranked elite in their speed performance.

Discussion

The Alaskan sled dog provides researchers with a unique system in which to 

study the genetics o f athletic performance. In this study we focus on understanding
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specific genes that are candidates for distinguishing the sprint and distance populations of 

Alaskan sled dogs along with being potentially influential in athletic performance. We 

targeted two genes; angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) andmyostatin (MSTN)and 

tested for association between gene polymorphisms and both sled dog population 

differentiation and athletic attributes such as endurance, speed and power. Novel genetic 

variants were found within both genes. Four MSTN gene polymorphisms were found in 

the screening of 91 sprint dogs and confirmed in a panel of 77 purebred dogs from 16 

breeds: Afghan Hound, Akita, Australian Shepherd, Basenji, Beagle, Boxer, Bull Terrier, 

Flat-Coated Retriever, German Wirehaired Pointer, Greyhound, Ibizan Hound, Italian 

Greyhound, Mastiff, Pharaoh Hound, Saluki, Siberian Husky, and Whippet and a Golden 

Jackal. However none o f the MSTN variants showed association with any traits of 

interest.

Eighty-one polymorphic markers were identified in the ACE gene through 

sequence analysis of 1 0 0  dogs, 10 each from the sprint sled dogs, distance sled dogs, 

Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, Whippet, Greyhound, German Shorthaired Pointer, 

English Pointer, Mastiff, and Staffordshire Bull Terrier. Variation in,4CE gene markers 

60 and 75 was only found within the Alaskan sled dogs.

We previously demonstrated that a panel o f 96 genome wide microsatellite-based 

markers successfully differentiates Alaskan sled dogs into two populations based on their 

racing style of sprint (30 miles at 18-25mph) or distance (1,000 miles at 8-12mph) [11], 

Here, we successfully identified three individual ACE gene markers (markers 42, 56, and
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74) with a raw p-value o f <0.005 (permutation p-value <0.05) that differentiated between 

the sprint and distance sled dog populations.

We hypothesized that these three ACE  gene markers had the potential to be 

associated with athletic attributes such as endurance or speed/power exhibited 

respectively by the distance and sprint populations. Separate analysis of allele frequency 

and distribution within the pure breed pairings established marker 56 as having 

significant G allele association (p-value o f 7.57 x 10'8)between the Alaskan 

Malamute/Siberian Husky pairing and the other six domestic breeds. An expanded 

analysis o f the Alaskan sled dogs to include 49 sprint and 34 distance dogs improved the 

p-value from 0.0036 (10 sprint and 10 distance) to 2.38 x 10' 5 for marker 56 (Table 3.2). 

However, we observed a significant difference in the MAF (G allele) between the 

Alaskan Malamute/Siberian Husky group at 0.265compared to the Alaskan sled dog 

distance population at 0.031. In contrast, the MAF (G allele) of the sprint dogs at 0.305 

was more analogous to the Alaskan Malamute/Siberian Husky breed pairing. In a 

previous study by our group, the distance dogs showed a 25% higher degree of Alaskan 

Malamute and Siberian Husky in their total breed composition than the sprint dogs. We 

also found an 11 % increase in these two breeds when comparing high and low endurance 

performance distance sled dogs. We therefore expected the distance sled dogs to be 

similar in allele frequency to the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky based upon their 

common athletic attribute o f endurance and previous identification of these two purebred 

breeds being higher component breeds within the distance sled dog population [11], The 

fact that we observe the opposite suggests that while marker 56 is useful for
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distinguishing between sprint and distance populations of Alaskan sled dogs, the marker 

is not a hallmark of any putative contribution the ACE gene may be making to sprint 

versus distance performance.

One explanation for these results may relate to the founder populations of the 

Northern breeds that created the sled dogs over a century ago are genotypically different, 

especially for performance genes, from the registered AKC Alaskan Malamutes and 

Siberian Huskies we sampled at conformation events. Dogs shown in conformation 

events are selected based on AKC standards for body structure, not performance abilities 

[28], Another explanation is that the G allele may have arisen separately in the sprint dog 

population and hence is not in the domestic dogs, or it may have come from a lineage that 

was not investigated.

The A allele o f marker 56 appears to be near fixation in the distance sled dogs, 

while the G allele has been selected for in the sprint dogs (Table 3.2). This suggest that 

the G allele may be under selection in the sprint dogs for a trait other than endurance that 

was not in evidence when we compared domestic breeds such as the greyhounds and 

whippets, who share the attribute of speed. The association of marker 56 in the sled dogs 

may also reflect that this SNP is in LD with another other variants that are more 

biologically relevant. It would be interesting to sample and genotype working Alaskan 

Malamutes and Siberian Huskies to determine if they demonstrate selection for marker 

56 in the working dogs, as opposed to the dogs bred for conformation.

The inclusion o f purebred dogs in the analysis was important for several reasons. 

First it was necessary for carrying out tests of performance association. Second, and more
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importantly, our knowledgebase regarding the composition of sprint and distance dogs is 

built upon our previous clustering analyses, which identified distinct contributions of 

multiple pure breeds, uniquely, to both sprint and distance populations[l 1], There are 

limitations to the use o f domestic breeds as a control for determining whether markers 

were associated with performance attributes selected for in sprint and distance sled dogs 

as opposed to being a population identifier. While performance is a genetically complex 

trait, this approach required a specific marker to demonstrate association to both the sled 

dog population attributed with speed (sprint) or endurance (distance) along with the 

respective domestic breeds displaying the same athletic attribute, therefore assuming the 

same genetic mechanism effecting performance in the different populations. However, 

the genetic components integral to the speed exhibited by greyhounds and whippets may 

be significantly different from those selected for in sprint sled dogs. While we 

hypothesized that the genetic basis for endurance is more likely to be similar between 

distance sled dogs and their component breeds of Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky 

those similarities may not lie within the ACE  gene. Nevertheless, understanding allele 

frequencies of critical SNPs in the context o f both the sled dog and the contributing 

purebred dog populations was thus important. Comparison of LD across the ACE gene in 

the Alaskan sled dogs and the four pairs o f domestic breeds analyzed corroborated our 

earlier findings, highlighting the uniqueness of the Alaskan sled dog breed. A substantial 

amount of LD in the ACE  gene was found in both the sprint and distance dogs, but with 

noticeable differences in pattern between the two populations. By comparison, purebred
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pairs showed considerably less LD and no pattern similarity to either Alaskan sled dog 

population (Figure 3.1).

Identifying genes and their subsequent markers that distinguish between elite 

endurance performing distance sled dogs and elite sprinting sled dogs has the potential to 

illuminate contributors in the complex genetic arena ofhuman athletic performance. 

Although none o f the variants identified in the ACE  or MSTN genes were significantly 

associated with any behavioral traits, the finding o f markers within the ACE gene which 

distinguishes these two populations of Alaskan sled dogs, and the developed 

understanding of how the populations relate to one another as well as various purebred 

breeds, sets the stage for genome-wide association studies aimed at finding performance- 

associated genes.
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Figure 3.1: ACE gene linkage disequilibrium within sprint and distance sled dogs

and eight domestic breeds attributed with speed or endurance performance.

ACE  gene linkage disequilibrium (LD) plots were analyzed separately for sprint and 

distance dogs and closely related breed pairs to determine if sled dogs have similar LD 

patterns to the domestic breeds. LD was determined for each group based on the 81 

polymorphisms found from manual sequence screening of the 20 Alaskan sled dogs (10 

sprint, 10 distance) and 80 purebred dogs. The LD plots were analyzed with the four 

gamete rule and depicted using the alternate D ’/LOD color scheme in Haploview 4.1. 

Low LOD and high LOD scores with low D ’ scores are in white, low LOD with high D ’ 

scores are in shades of pink, and high LOD with high D ’ scores are in black. 1A) Ten 

sprint dogs IB) Ten distance dogs 1C) 10 Alaskan Malamutes and 10 Siberian Huskies 

ID) 10 Greyhounds and 10 Whippets IE) 10 Mastiffs and 10 Staffordshire Bull Terriers 

IF) 10 English Pointers and 10 German shorthaired Pointers. The Alaskan sled dogs 

demonstrate a substantial amount of LD in the ACE  gene which differs between the sprint
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and distance populations. The purebred pairs show less LD in the ACE gene and no 

similarity in pattern to the Alaskan sled dog populations.
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Tables

Table 3.1: Associated SNPs across the ACE  gene comparing distance and sprint sled

dogs.

M arker Chr. Location
(bp)

Gene
Position

Allele Distance1
(Case)
MAF

Sprint2
(Control)

MAF

p-vaiue Permutation 
(10000 cycles) 

p-value
42 9 14631037 Intron 15 A:G 0 0.35 0.0036 0.0156
56 9 14635693 Intron 19 A:G 0 0.35 0.0036 0.0156
74 9 14637900 Intron 21 G:A 0 0.389 0.0051 0.0399

1. Ten elite distance dogs were set as cases

2. Ten elite sprint dogs were set as controls.



Table 3.2:ACE gene Marker 56 shows P-value scores <0.001 in separate association tests 

o f Alaskan sled dogs and purebred breeds.

94

Group M arker Chr. Location(bp) Gene
Position

Allele Case
MAF

Control
MAF

p-value

Sled dog' 
Purebreed2

56 9 14635693 Intronl9 A:G 0.031 0.305 2.38E-05
56 9 14635693 Intronl9 A:G 0.265 0 7.57E-08

1. SNP association test comparing 34 elite distance dogs (cases) and 49 elite sprint dogs 

(controls).

2. SNP association test comparing 10 Alaskan Malamutes and 10 Siberian Huskies (20 

cases) and 60 purebred dogs (10 dogs from each o f the following breeds; Whippet, 

Greyhound, Mastiff, Staffordshire Bull Terrier, English Pointer, and German 

Shorthaired Pointer)
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Table 3.3: Minor allele frequencies o f three MSTN  gene polymorphisms found in sprint

Alaskan sled dogs, 16 domestic breeds, and a Golden Jackal.

Gene Group Marker Chr. Location
(bp)

Gene Position Allele MAF

MSTN Sprint sled dog1 MarkerOl 37 3731257 Intron 2 C:A 0.281
MSTN Sprint sled dog1 Marker02 37 3720985 Downstream 3 ’ T:A 0.125
MSTN Sprint sled dog1 Marker04 37 3739468 Upstream 5 ’ A:C 0.151
MSTN Pure breeds2 MarkerOl 37 3731257 Intron 2 C:A 0.297
MSTN Pure breeds2 Marker02 37 3720985 Downstream 3 ’ T:A 0.22
MSTN Pure breeds2 Marker04 37 3739468 Upstream 5’ A:C 0.161
1. 91 sprint Alaskan sled dogs.

2. 77 total purebred dogs averaging 4 dogs per 16 breeds (Afghan Hound, Akita, 

Australian Shepherd, Basenji, Beagle, Boxer, Bull Terrier, Flat-Coated Retriever, 

German Wirehaired Pointer, Greyhound, Ibizan Hound, Italian Greyhound, Mastiff, 

Pharaoh Hound, Saluki, Siberian Husky, and Whippet) and a Golden Jackal.
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Appendix

Table A3.1 :ACE gene polymorphisms identified by manual sequence screening of 

Alaskan sled dogs and eight domestic breeds.

Pure- Pure-

larker
Location

(bp)
Gene

Position
Sprint1
Alleles

Sprint 
1 MAF

Distance2
Alleles

Distance2
MAF

bred3
Allele

bred3
MAF

01 14621929 Intron 1 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.071 C:T 0.075
02 14623981 Intron 4 C:A 0.062 C:A 0.214 A:C 0.396
03 14623991 Intron 4 A:A 0.500 A:C 0.429 C:A 0.306
04 14624070 Intron 4 A:A 0.500 A:G 0.286 G:A 0.224
05 14624087 Intron 4 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.045
06 14624154 Intron 4 A:A 0.500 A:T 0.143 A:T 0.470
07 14624190 Intron 4 A:A 0.500 A:C 0.286 C:A 0.273
08 14624293 Intron 4 A:A 0.000 A:A 0.000 G:A 0.118
09 14624317 Intron 4 C:A 0.400 C:A 0.286 A:C 0.399
10 14624417 Intron 4 A:A 0.000 A:G 0.143 A:G 0.171
11 14624652 Intron 5 G:T 0.350 T:G 0.357 G:T 0.468
12 14624734 Intron 5 G:C 0.400 C:G 0.357 G:C 0.475
13 14624765 Intron 5 A:G 0.350 G:A 0.357 G:A 0.466
14 14625167 Intron 5 C:T 0.350 C:C 0.500 C:T 0.231
15 14625202 Intron 5 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:G 0.172
16 14625216 Intron 5 C:T 0.350 C:C 0.500 C:T 0.239
17 14625245 Intron 5 T:C 0.350 T:C 0.429 T:C 0.276
18 14625426 Intron 5 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:A 0.038
19 14625993 Intron 6 T:C 0.400 C:T 0.450 C:T 0.493
20 14626033 Intron 6 G:G 0.000 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.250
21 14626264 Intron 6 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:A 0.257
22 14626995 Intron 7 G:A 0.300 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.069
23 14627056 Exon 8 A:G 0.400 G:A 0.444 A:G 0.400
24 14627332 Intron 8 C:A 0.400 A:C 0.444 A:A 0.500
25 14627803 Intron 9 A:G 0.389 G:A 0.417 A:G 0.365
26 14627877 Intron 9 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.312 G:A 0.462
27 14628368 Intron 10 C:G 0.389 G:C 0.286 C:G 0.342
28 14628534 Intron 10 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.013
29 14629180 Intron 12 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.260
30 14629222 Intron 12 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.093
31 14629265 Intron 12 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.389 G:A 0.226
32 14629303 Intron 12 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.389 G:A 0.199
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33 14629333 Intron 12 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.389 G:A 0.264
34 14629348 Intron 12 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.372
35 14630053 Intron 14 G:T 0.312 G:G 0.000 G:T 0.041
36 14630097 Intron 14 A:C 0.125 A:C 0.350 A:C 0.243
37 14630238 Intron 14 C:T 0.222 C:T 0.111 C:T 0.007
38 14630239 Intron 14 A:C 0.389 C:A 0.450 A:C 0.220
39 14630504 Intron 14 G:G 0.000 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.264
40 14630624 Intron 14 A:C 0.333 C:A 0.450 C:A 0.427
41 14630834 Intron 15 A:C 0.333 A:C 0.450 A:C 0.240
42 14631037 Intron 15 A:G 0.350 A:A 0.000 A:G 0.164
43 14631054 Intron 15 G:A 0.050 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.014
44 14631459 Intron 15 G:G 0.000 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.107
45 14632055 Intron 16 T:C 0.350 C:T 0.278 C:T 0.404
46 14632203 Exon 17 C:T 0.350 T:C 0.389 C:T 0.175
47 14633154 Intron 17 C:T 0.300 C:T 0.350 C:T 0.371
48 14633155 Intron 17 G:A 0.300 G:A 0.350 G:A 0.339
49 14633495 Intron 17 G:A 0.333 A:G 0.350 A:G 0.451
50 14633513 Intron 17 G:G 0.000 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.160
51 14633658 Intron 17 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.450 G:A 0.269
52 14633984 Intron 17 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.450 G:A 0.253
53 14634114 Intron 17 T:C 0.350 C:T 0.350 C:T 0.455
54 14635408 Intron 19 A:G 0.350 G:A 0.300 G:A 0.471
55 14635574 Intron 19 G:A 0.350 A:G 0.450 G:A 0.275
56 14635693 Intron 19 A:G 0.350 A:A 0.000 A:G 0.066
57 14635740 Intron 19 C:T 0.350 T:C 0.450 C:T 0.196
58 14636361 Intron 21 T:G 0.350 G:T 0.350 G:T 0.431
59 14636408 Intron 21 C:T 0.111 C:T 0.250 C:T 0.133
60 14636470 Intron 21 T:G 0.222 T:G 0.100 T:T 0.000
61 14636558 Intron 21 A:G 0.333 G:A 0.400 G:A 0.483
62 14636595 Intron 21 G:A 0.333 A:G 0.450 G:A 0.277
63 14636608 Intron 21 C:T 0.333 T:C 0.300 C:T 0.308
64 14636779 Intron 21 T:T 0.000 T:C 0.050 T:C 0.200
65 14636895 Intron 21 G:T 0.150 G:T 0.111 G:T 0.038
66 14636932 Intron 21 C:T 0.100 C:T 0.111 C:T 0.220
68 14637072 Intron 21 C:C 0.000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.243
69 14637209 Intron 21 C:C 0.000 C:A 0.111 C:A 0.240
70 14637373 Intron 21 G:A 0.200 G:A 0.056 G:A 0.013
71 14637457 Intron 21 G:G 0.000 G:A 0.111 G:A 0.240
72 14637574 Intron 21 T:C 0.350 C:T 0.389 T:C 0.325
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73 14637884 Intron 21 C:C 0 .000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.178
74 14637900 Intron 21 G:A 0.389 G:G 0 .000 G:A 0.059
75 14639495 Intron 25 A:C 0.188 A:C 0.125 A:A 0 .000

76 14639511 Intron 25 C:G 0.444 C:G 0.312 G:C 0.439
77 14639574 Intron 25 A:C 0 .111 A:C 0.188 A:C 0.243
78 14640591 Intron 25 T:C 0.389 C:T 0.333 T:C 0.295
79 14640702 Intron 25 C:C 0 .000 C:C 0.000 C:T 0.172
80 14642149 Exon 28 C:T 0 .111 C:T 0.167 C:T 0.377

81 14642295

Down
stream 3' 

end T:T 0 .000 T:C 0.167 T:C 0.305
82 14626398 Exon 7 T:T 0 .000 T:T 0.000 T:T 0.000

1. The alleles and minor allele frequencies (MAF) found in 10 elite sprint

dogs.

2. The alleles and minor allele frequencies (MAF) found in 10 elite distance 

dogs.

3. The alleles and minor allele frequencies (MAF) found in 10 individual 

from each o f  the following domestic breeds; Alaskan Malamute, Siberian 

Husky, German Shorthaired Pointer, English Pointer, Greyhound, 

Whippet, Staffordshire Bull Terrier, M astiff (80 individuals).
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Chapter 4

Selection for Breed-Specific Ancestry and Genome-Wide Association Analysis 

Target SNPs Associating the MYH9 Gene to Heat Tolerance within Performing

Alaskan Sled Dogs1

Abstract

Alaskan sled dogs present us with a unique opportunity to study the development 

of a genetically distinct breed of dog produced from the selective breeding of high 

performance athletes. The practice of interbreeding Alaskan sled dogs with various 

purebred dogs over the past century has allowed us to investigate the impact of these 

domestic breeds on the sled dog genome and their potential contribution to athletic 

attributes. Here, genetic profiles of both the “sprint” or short distance dogs and the 

“distance” or long distance racing dogswere created using genome-wide single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays. The Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, 

German Shorthaired Pointer, and Borzoi, which we previously established as genetic 

breed components o f Alaskan sled dogs, were used for modeling ancestry in the sprint

^uson, H.J., vonHoldt, B.M., Rimbault, M., Byers, A.M., Runstadler, J., Ostrander, E.A., (to be submitted 
2011). Selection for Breed-Specific Ancestry and Genome-Wide Association Analysis Target SNPs 
Associating the MYH9 Gene to Heat Tolerance within Performing Alaskan Sled Dogs.



and distance dogs. We assessed population structure using principle component analyses 

and compared linkage disequilibrium and autozygosity to examine inbreeding patterns. 

We also determined regions of selective sweep and loci demonstrating genome-wide 

association to population differentiation, endurance, or heat tolerance in both the sprint 

and distance dogs. Genes potentially influential in differentiating between the sled dog 

populations and performance were identified by these methods. Coinciding regions of 

selective sweep or genome-wide association and ancestry selection allowed us to infer 

breed contribution of these ancestors to particular traits through genetic analysis. Most 

notably, we identified seven MYH9 gene single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 

significantly associated with heat tolerance performance in sprint sled dogs with two 

SNPs corresponding to conserved analogous promoter and enhancer regions in human 

skeletal muscle myoblasts.

Introduction

The Alaskan sled dog has evolved over the past century from a working dog 

integral to northern arctic culture to become an elite twenty-first century athlete. The 

early arctic dog was originally developed to haul cargo-laden sleds over snow-covered 

terrain [1-3]. Their dominating presence in polar exploration and the boom of the 

Alaskan Gold Rush gave rise to the “Era of the Sled Dog” which reigned from the late 

1800s to early 1900s [4], While modem transportation eventually retired sled dogs from 

the role o f necessary working dog, with the birth o f sled dog racing dog drivers 

transitioned them into a sporting dog. Alaskan sled dogs, though not recognized by the
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American Kennel Club (AKC) and not bred towards a physical standard, are selectively 

bred for climate-specific athletic attributes, which has resulted in a level of genetic 

distinctiveness comparable to that o f AKC-recognized breeds [5]. Performance selection 

has given sled dogs a common athletic phenotype that includes a quick and efficient gait, 

superior pulling strength, and increased endurance. However, overall body weight and 

coat type can vary depending upon racing style, geographic location, lineage, and cross 

breeding to purebred lines.

Sled dog racing has progressed into two distinct styles based upon the mileage 

teams’ travel. Long distance racing covers approximately 1,000 miles over multiple days 

with average speeds ranging between 13-19 km/h (e.g., Iditarod and Yukon Quest) [6 , 7]. 

Sprint racing is comprised of multiple events or classes defined by the number of dogs in 

the team (4-20 dogs), which in turn dictates the mileage run (-6-38 kilometers, dependent 

upon class). Sprint teams average 29-40 km/h with a single heat run per day, with the 

fastest combined time over two to three racing days producing the winner. The extreme 

differences in these racing styles has led to divergent selection on the Alaskan sled dog 

population, resulting in two genetic subgroups having different functional phenotypes 

focusing on either endurance or speed (Figure 4.1) [5],

The Alaskan sled dog affords us the rare opportunity to document the history of 

selection for athletic performance in an admixed breed. They not only have a historical 

mosaic of both purebred and northern “village” dog ancestry, but a continuation of the 

practice o f crossing purebred dogs into the population for the attainment of desirable 

athletic attributes. Written pedigrees as well as genetic investigation have shown breeds
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such as the Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, Pointer (English and German 

Shorthaired), Saluki, Borzoi, Irish Setter, Weimaraner, German Shepherd, and Anatolian 

Shepherd to have been directly crossed into the Alaskan sled dog population or to be a 

genetic component of modem sled dogs [5,8]. This complex admixed ancestry model 

has given us the opportunity to investigate the genetic profile of Alaskan sled dogs, 

thereby acquiring an understanding of the molecular mechanisms associated with the 

athletic performance o f sled dogs. Here, we have utilized genome-wide panels of single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers to assess population structure (115,425 SNPs 

and 27,416 SNPs),perform mapping through ancestry analysis (7,644 SNPs), and to 

conduct genome-wide association studies (115,425 SNPs) highlighting sprint/distance 

differentiation as well as the athletic traits o f endurance and heat tolerance in Alaskan 

sled dogs.

Methods

Sample Collection and SNP Array Genotyping

DNA was extracted on 150 Alaskan sled dogs and 45 dogs of four domestic 

breeds, for analysis on genome-wide SNP chip arrays. Prior to blood collection, all 

owners signed an informed consent document, consistent with NHGRI Animal Care and 

Use Committee rules. Whole blood samples were collected from the cephalic vein in 3

5ml EDTA or ACD tubes.Sled dogs were sampled at their home kennels. Purebred dogs 

were sampled at AKC-sanctioned events. Samples were stored at 4°C prior to extraction,
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and genomic DNA was isolated using standard proteinase K/phenol extraction methods 

by Health Gene (Toronto, Canada)or RX Bioscience (Rockville, MD). DNA samples 

were stripped o f identifiers, numerically coded, and aliquoted for long-term storage at - 

70°C. Detailed pedigrees were collected for each individual sampled, anonymized, and 

entered into a database.

A total o f 150 Alaskan sled dogs, 65 from distance racing kennels and 85 from 

sprint racing kennels, were genotyped using the Illumina HD Canine SNP array [9], 

Smaller groups o f sled dogs belonging to either the sprint or distance populations and 

having elite or poor performance rankings for specific athletic attributes were used in the 

subsequent analyses. In addition, 45 AKC-registered dogs from four breeds previously 

established as purebred components of Alaskan sled dogs were sampled to represent 

ancestral populations to the sled dogs [5]. To this effect, 10 Alaskan Malamutes, 12 

Siberian Huskies, 11 German Shorthaired Pointers, and 12 Borzois were genotyped using 

the Affymetrix v2.0 Canine SNP array [10], Genome Studio and PLINK software were 

used for SNP quality control filtering [9, 11, 12], A total of 115,425 SNPs were 

produced on the sled dogs using the Illumina HD Canine SNP array. All dogs had >93% 

SNP call rate and less than 10% missing genotypes. Rare SNPs with less than 10% 

frequency were removed. Purebred dogs had a total of 48,716 SNPs produced from the 

Affymetrix Canine SNP array after the same quality control thresholds were applied. An 

analysis o f overlapping SNPs from the Illumina and Affymetrix panels left a total of

27,416 SNPs common to all dogs. The 115,425 and 27,416 thousand SNP panels are 

referred to in the following analyses.
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Performance Ratings

Sled dogs were individually scored for their abilities in speed, endurance, work 

ethic, mental stress tolerance, and heat tolerance. The attributes o f endurance and heat 

tolerance are investigated independent of one another in this study with scoring criteria 

detailed below. Distance dogs were sampled from four kennels, all of which finished in 

the top 15% of competitors for the Yukon Quest or Iditarod races during the two 

consecutive years (2007-2008) of sample collection. Sprint dogs were sampled from four 

kennels, each placing in the top 25% of the International Sled Dog Racing Association 

points-ranking medal program during the sampling years (2005-2007). Due to the sled 

dogs being sampled from competitive racing kennels throughout the United States and 

Canada, there was limited control over environmental factors. Therefore, the following 

measures were taken to obtain comparable and reliable phenotypic evaluations. All 

distance kennels maintained similar training regimes concerning mileage (increasing up 

to -322 kilometers) and speed (13-19km/h) traveled over the course of fall training 

through winter racing season (September- March). Sprint kennels were likewise similar 

to each other concerning mileage (increasing up to -48 kilometers) and speed (24

40km/h) traveled during this same period. The study did not control for personal driver 

training styles. The kennels sampled were located throughout the northern continental 

United States and Alaska, and northern Canada with slight variations in weather and 

terrain. However, the dogs sampled from these different kennels competed in many of 

the same races throughout the winter, primarily located in Alaska. Dry dog food varied 

in brand among kennels but was comparable in total protein (-26-34%) and fat (-14-
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20%) content. Each kennel also supplemented the dry diets with either raw meat or meat 

supplements, particularly in the winter racing months.

Criteria for each athletic attribute were defined by the author (HH) and reviewed 

by five professional sled dog drivers participating in a scoring test with the author (HH). 

Drivers and author (HH) independently rated a minimum of the same eight sled dogs 

after a single training run to review phenotypic scoring reliability between drivers and 

author (HH). All sled dogs were scored by their respective driver (eight sled dog drivers, 

not all drivers participated in rater reliability test). Individual distance dogs were scored 

a single time for their overall performance regarding each phenotype (speed, endurance, 

work ethic, mental stress tolerance, and heat tolerance) during the peak racing season 

(-March). Individual sprint dogs were scored on a weekly basis for each phenotype 

beginning at fall training (-September/October) and continuing through the end of the 

peak racing season (-March/April). Approximately 80% of the sprint racing dogs were 

phenotypically scored over consecutive years (2005-2007). To achieve a single score for 

sprint racing dogs that was comparable to distance dog scoring, the last weekly rating for 

individual sprint dogs during peak racing season was regarded as their overall year 

performance score. Consecutive year ratings were compared for individual dogs. If an 

individual dog’s ranking for each attribute (speed, endurance, work ethic, heat tolerance, 

mental stress tolerance) did not change over consecutive years, that score became the 

dog’s overall performance score. For this study, each athletic attribute was looked at 

independently o f the other four attributes. A dog that had different yearly scores for the 

athletic attribute being investigated was not included for analysis of that attribute. Due to
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the low number of dogs available for analysis of individual athletic attributes, sled dogs 

were not restricted by age and ranged from one to six years old actively racing dogs. A 

disparity in male versus female dogs was seen when comparing sprint versus distance 

racing dogs. Sprint kennels had a higher percentage of female dogs (60% female) while 

distance kennels had a higher percentage o f male dogs (72%). Performance was 

investigated within sprint and distance dogs separately, therefore, this disparity in sex 

was the same in both elite versus poorly performing dogs. Lastly, we note that dogs were 

not penalized in performance scores due to injuries.

The endurance criteria were determined based on the average mileage traversed in 

a race and is calculated in kilometers. Dogs were ranked in three categories based on 

their endurance performance. Mileage requirements ranged from 13-48 kilometers for 

sprint dogs and 1,595-1,850 kilometers for distance dogs. A ranking of 1 was given to 

dogs completing the required mileage in good condition. Dogs that completed the 

mileage but struggled to do so were ranked 2 , and dogs unable to complete the mileage 

were ranked 3.

Heat tolerance is a measure of how well a dog functions physically while running 

in warm temperatures (approximately -7 to 10 degrees Celcius). More specifically, it is a 

rating o f whether a dog reaches or nears a state o f heat exhaustion while running. Heat 

exhaustion is when the body is unable to keep itself cool. Therefore, the body 

temperature rises, causing increased heart rate, muscle weakness, dizziness or confusion, 

rapid breathing, nausea, and vomiting. Dogs showing no change in their ability to 

perform were ranked as 1. A ranking of 2 was given to dogs demonstrating a lower than
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normal performance only found when running in warm temperatures and mild signs of 

heat exhaustion (two or more of the above mentioned signs). Dogs unable to complete 

the mileage and demonstrating considerable signs of heat exhaustion (collapse or near 

collapse) were ranked as 3. Physiological measurements were not directly taken upon the 

dogs displaying signs o f heat exhaustion, as instrumentation and adequate human 

assistance were unavailable due to the unpredictable nature of the occurrence, location, 

and training schedules.

Population Structure

Population structure was assessed with unrelated individualsusing principle 

component analysis (PCA) between distance (n=19) and sprint (n=27) sled dogs and then 

between all populations: Alaskan Malamute (n=10), Borzoi (n=12), German Shorthaired 

Pointer (n=l 1), Siberian Husky (n=12), distance (n=19), and sprint sled dogs (n=27). 

Principle component values were calculated using a panel of 7,644 ancestry informative 

marker SNPs (see AIMs; Modeling Ancestry). This panel was used specifically to 

analyze the ability o f the AIM SNPs selected for ancestry modeling to differentiate 

between the individual populations. The PCA was run using the software EIGENSTRAT 

[13].

Linkage Disequilibrium and Homozygosity Analysis

Genome-wide pairwise genotypic associations (r2) were produced from a panel of

27,416 SNPs common to the sled dogs and purebred dogs (Alaskan Malamute n=10,
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Borzoi n=12, German Shorthaired Pointer n=l 1, Siberian Husky n=12, distance n=19, 

sprint n=19). R2 was generated using PLINK software, as an estimate of linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) [12]. R2 scores were averaged for a set of inter-SNP distances (Kb) 

binned into the following classes: 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 115, 

150, 212.5, 275, 387.5, 500, 737.5, 975, and 1000Kb [14]. An estimate of LD decay was 

generated by obtaining the physical distance (Kb) at which the r2 score dropped below the 

threshold o f 0.5 for each population [15]. Population distances were also calculated

' j

using an r threshold o f 0 .2  for a more direct comparison to a previous study which also
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used r as opposed to D ’ as a measure o f LD decay [16]. Additionally, we determined the 

level o f autozygosity within each population by surveying runs o f homozygous genotypes 

(ROH) using the 27,416 SNP panel in PLINK. Homozygous tracks were required to be a 

minimum of 100Kb in length and to contain at least 25 SNPs [14].

Selective Sweep

We next wanted to identify areas of selective sweep as another means of 

genetically profiling the sprint and distance populations and detecting potentially 

important genes differentiating these two groups. Four criteria were used to 

independently distinguish the major areas of selective sweep within the sprint (n=27) and 

distance (n=19) populations using the full panel of 115,425 SNPs. First, the lower fifth 

percentile (distance =0 H0; sprint <0.0833 Ho) of SNPs demonstrating a loss of 

heterozygositywere chosen (9,362 SNPs). Loss of heterozygosity was defined as the 

observed heterozygosity (Ho) being below one standard deviation (Ho value of 1 SD
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distance=0.16; sprint=0.22) of the genome average (H o values determined using PLINK). 

Regions were then identified as having a minimum of two consecutive loss of 

heterozygosity SNPs less than 300Kb apart (2,145 regions). These regions were 

narrowed down further by requiring at least one o f the region’s SNPs to be in the top fifth 

percentile of the greatest Ho difference between the sprint and distance populations 

(5,158 SNPs) and the top fifth percentile o f Fst scores (5,621 SNPs) [17]. While we 

recognize the complexity of this series of restrictions as well as alternative methods and 

cutoff values, we sought to define a smaller number of sites to interrogate using common 

scores (H 0  and F st)  and percentiles (95th percentile).

Genome-wide Association Study (GWAS)

Genome-wide association analyses were run using EMMAX software which 

accounts for population relatedness and stratification on the full panel of 115,425 SNPs 

within the Alaskan sled dogs [18]. To identify SNPs associated with sled dog population 

differentiation, 19 distance dogs were compared to 27 sprint dogs, all unrelated through 

the grandparent generation, in a case/control (sprint/distance) analysis. This study 

investigated the performance attributes o f endurance and heat tolerance. The attributes of 

speed, work ethic, and mental stress tolerance, having sub-minimal numbers of unrelated 

poorly performing dogs, were not analyzed at this time. Age and sex of performance 

rated dogs were discussed in the “Performance Ratings ” (Methods) section andnot 

considered as covariates in the statistical analyses. The attribute of endurance was 

analyzed in a case/control format of poor (case) versus elite (control) performers within



the sprint or distance populations independently due to the considerable difference in 

performance requirements between the two groups (sprint dogs, 48 kilometers; distance 

dogs, 1,609 kilometers). Endurance was tested in sprint dogs, comparing 20 poor 

performers to 21  elite performers, and in distance dogs comparing 14 and 19 individuals 

respectively. Heat tolerance was also tested independently within each sled dog 

population. Due to the fact that environmental temperature conditions were comparable 

between the two groups even though performance requirements of mileage and rate of 

speed run were not, an additional GWAS was run which combined the two populations, 

with all elite heat tolerance performers compared to all poor performers. Heat tolerance 

compared 17 poor performers to 21 elite performers in the sprint dogs, and in distance 

dogs comparing 10 and 19 individuals respectively. The combined sled dog population 

heat tolerance analysis compared 27 poor performers to 40 elite performers. Poorly 

performing dogs were allowed relatedness after two generations due to the low numbers 

of poorly performing individuals, while elite individuals were unrelated within three 

generations. Within the dogs sampled for this study, less than 10% were scored as a 3 for 

either athletic attribute (endurance or heat tolerance). Therefore, in both the endurance 

and heat tolerance association analyses, the dogs ranked as 2 and 3 were grouped together 

as the poorly performing case group. Dogs ranked as 2 demonstrated signs of poor 

performance (endurance- difficulty completing mileage; heat tolerance- at least 2 signs of 

heat exhaustion) but were not the extreme representatives of either phenotype which is 

more ideal for genome-wide association. Significance levels were generated using basic
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(adaptive) permutation testing in PLINK for SNPs demonstrating genome-wide 

association in EMMAX.

Sequencing o f the HINT1 andMYH9 Genes

Two candidate genes were selected for sequencing from regions identified by 

genome-wide association studies (described in Methods & Results: Genome-wide 

Association Study). The histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1 (HINTI) gene was 

chosen as a candidate gene potentially associated with population variation between the 

sprint and distance dogs. The myosin heavy chain 9 non-muscle type II class A (MYH9) 

gene was chosen from the GWAS region associated with elite versus poor sprint 

performers with respect to heat tolerance. The exons of the HINT1 and the MYH9 genes 

were sequenced in an attempt to identify segregating alleles. The HINT1 gene is located 

on canine chromosome 11:22400779-22560252, consisting of four exons totaling 560bp 

in length. Five amplicons, averaging 550bp, were necessary to cover the HINT1 gene. 

Nineteen distance dogs and 27 sprint dogs were sequenced. These were the same sled 

dogs used in the genome-wide population association analysis. Eight German 

Shorthaired Pointers and eight Siberian Huskies were also sequenced through the HINT I 

exons due to the sled dog populations having an excess of these two ancestry groups 

within this same region (Results: Ancestry Modeling).

The MYH9 gene is considerably larger, consisting of 40 exons and totaling 

7,318bp in length. It is located on canine chromosome 10:31135177-31194500. Forty- 

three amplicons, averaging 620bp in length, were used to cover the MYH9 exons.



Another 11 amplicons were used to sequence through highly conserved regions both up- 

and downstream of the gene. Six elite heat tolerance sprint sled dogs and six poorly 

performing heat tolerance sprint dogs were sequenced through all 54 amplicons to 

identify genetic variants. An additional 26 unrelated within two generations of poor 

sprint heat tolerance performers and 15 unrelated (three generations) elite sprint heat 

tolerance performers were sequenced across 16 MYH9 SNPs demonstrating association in 

the preliminary 12 sled dogs analyzed. Therefore, a total of 32 poor heat tolerance dogs 

were compared to 21  elite heat tolerance dogs to determine significance and stability of 

association of performance to these SNPs. Eight German Shorthaired Pointers and six 

Alaskan Malamutes were also sequenced over these 16 SNPs due to the excess of these 

two ancestries in sprint sled dogs within this region for comparison to the poor and elite 

heat tolerance sprint sled dogs.

PCR amplification for the HINT I and the MYH9 genes was performed in a 10 pi 

volume containing lOng genomic DNA, 1 pi of lOx Taqgold Buffer, 0.05 pi of 

TagGold[19], 1 pi o f ImM dNTPs, 0.3 pi o f 50mM MgCl2, 1 pi of both forward and 

reverse 2pM primers, and 4.65 pi water. Touchdown PCR was carried out as follows: 

94°C for 10 min, followed by 20 cycles o f 94°C for 30 s, then decreasing by 0.5°C/cycle 

starting at 65°C down to 55°C during annealing for 30 s, and 72°C for 45s, followed by 

another 20 cycles o f 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 45s, with a final 

extension phase o f 72°C for lOmin. A small subset of amplicons within each gene 

required the following PCR protocol for successful amplification: 10 pi total volume 

containing lOng genomic DNA, 5 pi of KOD Buffer, 0.2 pi of KOD [20], 1.6 pi of
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2.5mM dNTPs, and 1.2 pi of both forward and reverse 2pM primers. The annealing 

temperature was also adjusted in the touchdown PCR decreasing by 0.5°C/cycle for the 

first 20 cycles from 67°C to 57°C and remaining at 57°C for the second 20 cycles.

PCR products were sequenced using Big Dye version 3.1 on an ABI 3730x1 

capillary electrophoresis unit [19]. Sequence reads were aligned and analyzed using 

Phred, Phrap, and Consed software. PolyPhred software was used to identify 

heterozygous positions [21-23], All genetic variants, including SNPs identified by 

PolyPhred and indels identified by manual sequence analysis, were then analyzed with 

Haploview 4.2 for allele segregation significance, linkage disequilibrium, and haplotype 

identification [24].

Phasing

We inferred haplotype phase using the program fastPHASE version 1.4.0 [25] 

across the 27,416 SNP panel for use in the ancestry modeling analysis. All individual 

Alaskan sled dogs and purebred dogs were phased together with a 0.05 masking rate 

applied. We specified the number of haplotype clusters (K) to range from 2 to 9 with an 

interval of 1 .

Modeling Ancestry

The program SABER was utilized for modeling ancestry within the sprint and 

distance populations. An admixture mapping approach using this information was taken 

to localize genomic regions o f particular ancestry selection within the two sled dog
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populations [26, 27], We used the Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, Pointer, and 

Borzoi as our reference ancestry breeds due to their previous identification as four main 

domestic-breed components of Alaskan sled dogs [5]. We note that the (English) Pointer 

breed identified in our previous microsatellite work [5] was substituted with the German 

Shorthaired Pointer breed in this analysis due to the availability o f SNP array data on the 

German Shorthaired Pointer. Both of these Pointer breeds have been documented within 

written pedigree records as being interbred with Alaskan sled dogs. SABER software 

delineates ancestry blocks in the admixed sled dog populations from the reference 

domestic breeds by implementing an extended Markov-Hidden Markov Model (MHMM) 

for inferring ancestry switches across the genome and accounts for background LD.

From the original 27,416 SNPs common to the Alaskan sled dogs and purebred array 

panels we identified a subset of 7,644 ancestry informative markers (AIMs) that are 

diagnostic o f the four reference (ancestry) breeds: Alaskan Malamute (n=10), Siberian 

Husky (n=12), German Shorthaired Pointer (n=l 1), and Borzoi (n=12) [27-30]. The AIM 

SNPs were selected based on Wright’s population differentiation statistic, F s t [ 1 4 ] ,  using 

the program SCATTER { [17]}. The resulting AIM SNPs had an F s t > 0 . 3 5  with an 

average spacing o f ~300Kb. We specified a 1.0 cM/Mb recombination rate [14] and used 

a prior of 10 generations from the initial admixture event (t = 10) for ancestry block 

assignments across all 38 autosomes using the four reference breeds.

SABER generates diploid ancestry block assignments for individual sled dogs. 

Using four ancestor populations, ten diploid ancestry states are produced; four states are 

homozygous for the individual ancestor breeds (Alaskan Malamute, Borzoi, German
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Shorthaired Pointer, and Siberian Husky) and six are heterozygous combinations of the 

breeds (Alaskan Malamute/Borzoi, Alaskan Malamute/German Shorthaired Pointer, 

Alaskan Malamute/Siberian Husky, Borzoi/German Shorthaired Pointer, Borzoi/Siberian 

Husky, and German Shorthaired Pointer/Siberian Husky). The sled dogs were grouped 

with respect to their racing style (distance n=19; sprint n=27) to identify the most 

frequent ancestry per SNP for each sled dog population. In order to estimate ancestry 

block frequency within each sled dog group, we randomly sampled 19 dogs from the 

unrelated sprint dogs to equal our 19 unrelated distance dogs. We included blocks that 

had a minimum of three contiguous SNPs therefore excluding potentially false ancestry 

blocks (due to random chance or lack o f information). Longer ancestry blocks that have 

multiple SNPs of the same ancestry assignment are likely to be true blocks. Ancestry 

blocks were deemed private to a single sled dog population if they had >2 0 % frequency 

in the population they were private to and <5% frequency in the opposing population. 

Regions showing excess or deficient selection (>1 standard deviation from each ancestral 

frequency mean) towards a particular ancestor were identified within the distance and 

sprint sled dogs based upon the highest degree of ancestral frequency difference between 

the two populations at consecutive SNPs. The top 5% of AIM SNPs (382 SNPs) showing 

the highest degree of ancestry frequency difference between the sprint and distance 

populations were used to determine the genomic regions demonstrating the strongest 

ancestry selection in each sled dog population. These regions were above two standard 

deviations from the mean ancestor frequency difference [26],
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Results

Population Structure

We conducted a principal component analysis (PCA) to explore the degree of 

substructure in Alaskan sled dogs. PCA of the Alaskan sled dogs identified two separate 

but closely related groups (sprint and distance) with PCI accounting for 6 % of the 

variation and PC2 through PC4 each accounting for 4% of the variation (Figure 4.2A). In 

a comparison of the domestic breeds as well as the Alaskan sled dogs (Figure 4.2B), the 

first component (PCI, 16%) separates the Northern breeds (Alaskan Malamute and 

Siberian Husky) from the Borzoi and German Shorthaired Pointer, with both sled dog 

populations falling between the breed extremities. PC2 (9.8%) separates the Borzoi from 

the German Shorthaired Pointer, while PC3 (6.1%) distinguishes the Alaskan Malamute 

from the Siberian Husky. PC4 (3.6%) separates all Alaskan sled dogs from all of the 

domestic breeds, while PC5 (1.9%) separates the sprint from the distance sled dogs.

Linkage Disequilibrium and Homozygosity Analysis

To assess inbreeding patterns of the domestic breeds and the Alaskan sled dogs 

we estimated linkage disequilibrium (LD) using pairwise genotypic association (r2) and 

their degree o f autozygosity. LD should be greater in inbred than admixed populations 

[14, 16, 27, 31, 32]; therefore, in comparison to the Alaskan sled dogs which are freely 

mixed with purebred dogs for performance enhancement, we expected the four parental 

breeds to show a higher degree o f LD due to their closed population breeding patterns 

[33], The physical distance at which r2 decays below the threshold of 0.5 gives an



estimate o f LD [12, 15]. This was exemplified by both sled dog populations having a 

shorter distance to r20 5 decay (Sprint, 2.5-3.75Kb; Distance, 7.5-10Kb) than any of the 

purebred groups (German Shorthaired Pointer, 10-15Kb; Siberian Husky, 15-20Kb; 

Alaskan Malamute and Borzoi, 20-30Kb) (Figure 4.3A). However, due to the fact that 

previous studies estimating LD decay at a threshold of 0.5 used D ’, we also calculated the 

distance to LD decay at r2o 2. At the threshold of r2o 2, the Alaskan Malamute, Siberian 

Husky, Borzoi, and distance sled dog populations have greater than 1Mb of LD, ranging
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from 0.21-0.25 at 1MB (maximum distance calculated). LD at r 02 decays at 

approximately 700Kb in German Shorthaired Pointers and 80Kb in sprint sled dogs.

These values are comparable with the range of r 0 2 values reported in 23 purebred breeds 

examined by Gray et al in 2009 [16]. Overall, shorter distances to decay are indicative of 

admixture or a larger effective population size. We also analyzed the genome-wide 

degree o f autozygosity or identity by descent surveyed as the size distribution of 

homozygous tracts (runs of homozygosity, ROH) (Figure 4.3B) [14]. Trends were 

similar to that of LD decay, with the domestic breeds having more homozygous blocks of 

longer length (>2Mb) than the sled dogs, indicating a higher degree of inbreeding in the 

domestic breeds. However, the distance dogs had a slight inflation of homozygous 

blocks o f large size (~12Mb) compared to the sprint dogs, concordant with the previous 

inbreeding assessments within Alaskan sled dogs [5].
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Selective Sweep

We next identified areas of selective sweep between the sprint and distance 

populations to detect potentially important genes differentiating these two groups. The 

strongest regions demonstrating selective sweep were generated by employing a series of 

restricting factors based upon observed heterozygosity, the number of informative SNPs, 

distance between informative SNPs within the region, and SNP F St  scores (see Methods 

Selective Sweep) (Supplemental Table 4.1, 60 regions total). Eighty-seven percent (52) 

of the regions showed selective sweep within the distance dogs, while only eight regions 

demonstrated selection in the sprint dogs. The region of greatest Ho difference (0.833) 

was on chromosome 3 from 83,775,932 to 83,798,854bp with selection in the distance 

dogs. One of only two genes (human genome) within 1Mb upstream and 1Mb 

downstream of this region is the ADP-ribosylation factor-like 2 binding protein 

(ARL2BP),which is linked to mitochondrial activity, particularly in cardiac and skeletal 

muscle tissues [34], Therefore, a gene such as the ARL2BP may be influential in the 

energy output, specifically of the cardiac and skeletal muscles within distance sled dogs. 

The highest region of Ho (0.75) difference within sprint dogs was on chromosome 17 

(8158751-8170123bp) and had no obvious genes based on annotated gene or protein 

function [35, 36] within 1Mb upstream or 1Mb downstream of the region in the vicinity 

potentially differentiating sprint from distance dogs.
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Genome-wide Association Study (GWAS)

Genome-wide association analyses were performed to identify genetic loci 

associated with either population differentiation or performance attributes of endurance 

or heat tolerance. Six loci associated with sprint and distance population variation had p- 

values less than 4.68xl0 '6 (permutated p-values <3xl0 '6) (Supplemental Table 4.2). SNP 

Chr3.82650187 had the most significant population association (cases equal distance 

dogs) with a p-value o f 1.03 xlO '7. This SNP is approximately 1Mb from the selective 

sweep region showing the highest degree of Ho difference between sprint and distance 

dogs. The gene ARL2BP (mitochondrial activity in cardiac and skeletal muscle tissue) 

discussed previously in selective sweep is one of only two genes within 2MB 

surrounding the associated SNP and selective sweep region. The next region 

demonstrating an association to distance sled dogs set as the cases in the analysis was 

found on chromosome 11, consisting of two SNPs with p-values of 1.00 x 10'6. Human 

genome annotation identified 25 genes within a range of 1Mb upstream to 1Mb 

downstream of the GWAS SNPs. O f the 25 genes annotated within this region, only the 

histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1 (HINTI) gene, residing approximately 70Kb 

and 600Kb from these SNPs, was recognized as a potential candidate gene associated to 

sled dog population variation based upon gene and protein function [35, 36] and literature 

review. The HINT1 gene has been associated with anxiety and stress coping behaviors in 

knockout mice[37, 38],

Elite versus poorly performing distance dogs were compared for the athletic 

attributes of endurance and heat tolerance. Likewise, elite versus poor performing sprint
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dogs were compared for these same attributes. While endurance performance in sprint 

sled dogs was associated with 15 loci containing SNPs with a p-value less than 1 x 10'6, 

permutation testing proved all sites statistically unstable (p-values above 1 x 10"4). Heat 

tolerance performance in sprint sled dogs showed stronger association stability by 

producing a region on chromosome 10 (31089847-31188654bp) with four clustered SNPs 

having p-values ranging from 4.53xl0 '6 to 5.57xl0"7 (permuted p-values from 1.20x10" 

5to 5xl0"6) (Figure 4.4; Supplemental Table 4.2). The SNPs highlighting this region are 

either within or directly upstream of the myosin heavy chain 9 non-muscle type 11 class A 

(MYH9) gene. However, an additional 33 genes are annotated in the human genome from 

1MB upstream to 1MB downstream of the outlying GWAS SNPs but do not have gene or 

protein function information or previous research suggesting an association to heat 

tolerance.The MYH9 gene makes for an intriguing performance candidate gene as it has 

been associated to exercise muscle efficiency and has demonstrated activity level 

differences due to muscle temperature variation [39-41],

Ancestry Modeling

A  genome-wide ancestry profile was generated for the sprint and distance sled 

dogs to determine genomic regions of ancestry selection based on the four ancestry 

reference breeds o f Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, German Shorthaired Pointer, and 

Borzoi [5]. The average genome-wide proportion of each ancestor breed was calculated 

for the sprint and distance dogs (Table 4.1). Despite the genome having an overall 

mosaic structure in each of the sled dog populations (Figure 4.5), the proportion of
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Alaskan Malamute (Distance = 0.32; Sprint = 0.25) and Siberian Husky (Distance = 0.27; 

Sprint = 0.22) were greater in the distance than in the sprint dogs (Figure 4.6A; Table 

4.1). The German Shorthaired Pointer ancestry showed the highest frequency difference 

with a 10% increase in the sprint dogs (Distance = 0.23, Sprint = 0.33) (Figure 4.6A; 

Table 4.1). An analysis of genome-wide frequency differences of each diploid ancestry 

state between sprint and distance showed the top three differences to be in homozygous 

states of the Alaskan Malamute (6.18% increase in Distance), German Shorthaired 

Pointer (5.21% increase in Sprint), and Siberian Husky (4.57% increase in Distance) 

(Figure 4.6B; Table 4.1). The Borzoi/German Shorthaired Pointer showed the largest 

degree o f difference (4.26% increase in Sprint) for a heterozygous ancestry state.

We identified a total of 186 private ancestry blocks in the Alaskan sled dogs 

(distance: 97 blocks with 447 copies; sprint: 89 blocks with 392 copies) based on size 

(minimum of 3 consecutive SNPs) and ancestry state (Table 4.2). The median block 

length in the distance population was 1,337Kb, with a shorter median block length of 

1,137Kb in the sprint population. The longest ancestry block in distance dogs was a 

homozygous state o f Alaskan Malamute, while the most frequent private ancestry state 

was that of the Alaskan Malamute/German Shorthaired Pointer. The respective blocks in 

sprint dogs were a homozygous state o f Siberian Husky and a heterozygous state of 

Borzoi/German Shorthaired Pointer (Table 4.2).

After creating a genome-wide ancestry profile of the sprint and distance 

populations we sought to localize genomic regions showing the strongest ancestral 

selection in either population. We established 48 regions showing the highest degree of
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ancestry frequency difference between the sprint and distance populations (Supplemental 

Table 4.3). The minimum ancestral frequency difference in these regions was 0.33, 

which was beyond 2 standard deviations from the mean (Mean = 0.095; 2 SD = 0.26).

The highest ancestral frequency difference was seen on chromosome 11 (18482294- 

23584745bp) with a positive selection o f 0.510 for Siberian Huskyin distance sled dogs. 

This 5Mb region contains genes such as fibrillin 1 and 2 (FBN1, FBN2), which produce 

proteins integral to the structure and function of connective tissue as well as acyl-CoA 

synthetase long-chain fam ily member 6 (ACSL6) and solute carrier family 27, member 6 

0SLC27A6) genes which are important in fatty acid metabolism and transport respectively 

[35, 36]. Another gene featured in this region was the HINT1 gene (stress coping 

behavior) previously found near two SNPs segregating with the sled dog populations in 

our GWAS [37, 38], Overall, nineteen regions demonstrated positive ancestry selection 

in sprint dogs; two regions selected Borzoi and 17 selected German Shorthaired Pointer 

ancestry. The remaining regions (29) demonstrated positive selection within distance 

dogs and included 15 Alaskan Malamute, two Borzoi, one German Shorthaired Pointer, 

and 11 Siberian Husky ancestries.

We next wanted to identify areas where ancestry selection correlated with 

selective sweep or GWAS in either the distance or sprint populations. This allowed us to 

differentiate between an excess in ancestry attributed to random chromosomal inheritance 

or a product o f selection beneficial to the sled dogs. Five areas of selective sweep 

coincided with four regions of ancestry selection on chromosomes 3, 10, 16, and 28 

(Table 4.3). Chromosome 3 contains two areas of selective sweep in distance dogs,
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which is overlapped by positive selection for Siberian Husky ancestry in distance dogs. 

This region includes the gene solute carrier fam ily 2, member 9 (SLC2A9), which is 

integral to glucose homeostasis as a glucose transporter [35, 36], Chromosome 10 had 

coinciding selective sweep and German Shorthaired Pointer ancestry selection, but in 

opposing distance and sprint populations respectively. Despite the fact that these two 

methods pointed us towards different sled dog populations, the nearest gene, methionine 

sulfoxidereductase B3 (MSRB3), produces proteins which perform crucial functions for 

cell protection against oxidative stress which may be vital for sled dogs performing under 

extreme physiological and environmental conditions [42], Three distinct ancestry 

patterns occur in the region of selective sweep on chromosome 16. The area was 

highlighted for overlapping with a long region of positive selection of the German 

Shorthaired Pointer ancestry (0.398 frequency difference, Supplemental Table 4.3) in 

sprint dogs (Figure 4.7). In addition to the Pointer selection, distance dogs in which the 

selective sweep occurs show a 0.25 decrease in Alaskan Malamute ancestry frequency 

coinciding with an increase o f 0.25 for Siberian Husky ancestry (Figure 4.7). The gene 

protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, Npolypeptide 2 (PTPRN2) falls within this 

region and is involved in insulin binding and beta cell growth regulation within the 

insulin granule [43]. Chromosome 28 possessed selective sweep (29046328- 

29143901bp) and an excess o f Alaskan Malamute (0.312 frequency difference) ancestry 

in distance dogs. There was an even greater selection of German Shorthaired Pointer 

ancestry in sprint dogs (0.421 frequency difference) in this area. The gene attractin-like 

1 (ATRNL1), linked to both physical and behavioral attributes including dysmorphic
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facial attributes, toe syndactyly, and cognitive impairment, is a candidate gene within this 

region [44], ATRNL1 was also linked with human information processing speed and IQ 

in a recent GWAS [45],

We also determined where areas o f ancestry selection correlated with regions of 

interest found during genome-wide association analyses. Two regionsdifferentiating 

between the sprint and distance populations, located on chromosomes 11 and 32, 

demonstrated p-values less than lxlO"6, and overlapped with ancestry selection (Table

4.3). The chromosome 11 locus was highlighted by two SNPs and drew our attention 

back to the gene HINT1 related to anxiety and stress coping behavior [37, 38], This gene 

was previously mentioned as lying in the region o f highest ancestry selection, specifically 

Siberian Husky within distance dogs, but also overlapping with another region of 

substantial ancestry selection for German Shorthaired Pointer within sprint dogs 

(Supplemental Table 4.3: Index #18 & 19). The GWAS loci located on chromosome 32 

drew our attention to the hemoglobin zeta (HBZ) gene. HBZ  has been tied to the disease 

Human T-cell Lymphotrophic Virus (HTLV-1), which includes symptoms such as 

progressive weakness, stiff muscles, and muscle spasms [46, 47]. The MYH9 gene, 

investigated for its role in heat tolerance, also correlated with positive selection of the 

German Shorthaired Pointer ancestry within sprint dogs (frequency difference 0.313).

This region was not initially pinpointed as overlapping with ancestry selection because 

the frequency of ancestry fell below the 95th percentile threshold (frequency difference 

>0.333) used to determine the major regions of ancestry selection (Supplemental Table
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4.3). Overall, eight loci, identified by either GWAS or selective sweep, corresponded 

with an excess o f one of the ancestral reference populations.

Fine-mapping o f  the HINT1 and MYH9Genes

The HINT1 gene was determined a candidate gene potentially associated with sled 

dog population variation and their respective ancestry selections. As a result, we 

hypothesized that this gene may account for differences in stress coping abilities between 

the distance and sprint dogs and proceeded with sequencing to identify segregating 

haplotypes or causative variants. An excess of Siberian Husky ancestry in distance dogs 

and German Shorthaired Pointer within sprint dogs, overlapping the HINT I gene, 

supported the theory that these breeds play a role in the two sled dog populations’ stress 

coping behaviors. Direct sequencing o f the four HINT1 exons and their surrounding area 

produced seven genetic variants found in sprint and distance sled dogs. Six of the 

variants were found in German Shorthaired Pointers and four were found within Siberian 

Huskies. One SNP variant, an A/T  base-pair change, was located 200bp upstream of the 

gene. All German Shorthaired Pointers were homozygous A (major allele) at this region. 

The Siberian Husky genotype contrasted this with a selection for the minor T allele 

showing a frequency (MAF) o f 0.75. Four more SNPs and two indels were located in 

intronic regions o f the HINT I gene. Siberian Huskies were homozygous T  and C, both 

major alleles, for SNPs 57bp and 68bp after the first exonrespectively. The German 

Shorthaired Pointers had a frequency of 0.40 for both of these alleles. None of the 

variants were found to be associated with the sprint or distance sled dogs.
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Our GWAS comparing elite and poor performing heat tolerance sprint sled dogs 

produced a promising candidate gene, theMYH9 gene. The GWAS included four 

significantly associated SNPs, two of which were located within the MYH9 gene itself, 

with the other two located 45Kb and 20Kb upstream of the 5’ end of the MYH9 gene. 

Direct sequencing o f six elite sprint heat tolerance dogs and six poorly performing sprint 

heat tolerance dogs through the 40 MYH9 exons and conserved regions up and 

downstream of the gene produced 51 novel variants. Forty-three novel variants were 

within the MYH9 gene and included five SNPs within exons, 43 SNPs within introns, and 

two indels within introns. An additional eight new SNPs and two indels were found 

upstream of the 5’ end of the gene. Synonymous amino acid changes were found in 

exons 4 (31155024bp, aspartic acid), 9 (31161766bp, leucine), 18 (31175229bp, glutamic 

acid), 24 (3118175 lbp, arginine), and 29 (31184517bp, arginine).

A preliminary single marker association analysis comparing sprint elite (6) heat 

tolerance dogs to poorly performing (6) dogs utilized a total of 72 markers, including 

novel variants and SNP array markers. This produced 16 SNPs with raw p-values below

0.05 associated to poor heat tolerance performers (cases in the analysis). An additional 

26 poor sprint heat tolerance dogs and 15 elite sprint heat tolerance dogs were sequenced 

for these 16 SNPs. Single marker association analysis of these 16 SNPs comparing a 

total of 32 poor sprint heat tolerance dogs and 21 elite sprint heat tolerance dogs 

produced 14 SNPs with raw p-values less than 0.05 (Table 4.4). Seven of these SNPs 

retained permutated p-values less than 0.05 (Table 4.4) maintaining their association with 

heat tolerance performance in sprint sled dogs. A pairwise comparison of D ’ among
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these six SNPs proved greater than 0.90 for 65% of the pairwise comparisons, between

0.80 to 0.90 for an additional 21% of the comparisons, with the remaining 14% being 

between 0.60 to 0.70, defining the degree of linkage disequilibrium among the associated 

SNPs.

In addition to sprint Alaskan sled dogs, Alaskan Malamutes and German 

Shorthaired Pointers were similarly sequenced and analyzed for SNP frequencies and 

association to breed for 16 SNPs within and surrounding the MYH9 gene. The 16 SNPs 

investigated in these two breeds were originally associated with heat tolerance 

performance in sprint sled dogs. These two ancestry breeds were shown in excess within 

sprint sled dogs spanning this genomic region. Therefore, we sought to identify 

similarities in allele frequencies between the ancestry breeds and either poor or elite 

performing heat tolerance sprint dogs. To this end, three of the 16 SNPs were associated 

to breed (Alaskan Malamutes as cases) with both raw and permutated p-values being 

below 0.05 (Table 4.5). SNPs Chrl0.31115476 and ChrlO.31123184 had similar allele 

frequencies between poorly performing heat tolerance sprint dogs (p-value 2.02 x 10'6, G 

allele 0.840; p-value 0.0024, T  allele 0.553) and Alaskan Malamutes (p-value 4.92 x 10‘5, 

G allele 0.700; 6.00 x 10‘4, T allele 0.700). SNP Chrl0.31156486, which associated the 

A allele with the Alaskan Malamute breed, did not show significant association to heat 

tolerance performance after permutation testing. The SNP did have a slightly higher A 

allele frequency in poor heat tolerance sprint dogs (0.487) as opposed to elite heat 

tolerance sprint dogs (0.310).
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Discussion

The Alaskan sled dog is the embodiment o f a unique, genetically distinct breed 

developed solely by the selection and breeding o f elite athletes [5]. They possess a 

dynamic population structure crafted from interbreeding purebred dogs possessing 

desirable performance traits and choosing specific attributes geared towards either short 

(up to 48 kilometers) or long (-1,609 kilometers) distance racing events. We 

demonstrated that a select group of 7,644 SNPs showing a high degree of differentiation 

are capable o f clustering Alaskan sled dogs into sprint versus distance racing groups, 

corroborating our previous findings in which microsatellite data clustered dogs based on 

their racing style (Figure 4.2A).

We used the 7,644 SNP panel to model ancestry in the two admixed sled dog 

populations of distance and sprint dogs using the parental reference breeds of Alaskan 

Malamute, Siberian Husky, German Shorthaired Pointer, and Borzoi. The average 

genome-wide proportion of each ancestor showed that the Alaskan Malamute and 

Siberian Husky had a frequency increase o f 7% and 5% respectively within the distance 

dogs, while the German Shorthaired Pointer increased by 10% within the sprint dogs 

(Table 4.1). Ten diploid ancestry states were generated using the four parental breeds, 

with homozygous states of the Alaskan Malamute, German Shorthaired Pointer, and 

Siberian Husky showing the greatest degree o f frequency difference between the two sled 

dog groups (Table 4.1). This distinct difference in homozygous ancestry states between 

sprint and distance dogs in comparison to heterozygous states may be due to what 

breeders refer to as backcrossing (crossing a hybrid with one of its parents or an
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individual genetically similar to the parent) or line-breeding (form of inbreeding selecting 

for a desirable trait seen in a common ancestor). This could be achieved by crossing 

Alaskan sled dogs back with purebreds o f the parental breeds. Backcrossing and line- 

breeding have been fairly common over the past two decades, with sprint dogs being 

crossed to German Shorthaired and English Pointers [8] or by interbreeding recent 

hybrids. Since the frequency o f these diploid states of Alaskan Malamute and Siberian 

Husky are more heavily selected for in distance dogs and German Shorthaired Pointer is 

selected for in sprint dogs, it would also suggest that the backcrossing or line-breeding 

occurs separately within the two sled dog populations.

Ancestry blocks were identified across the genome based on size and ancestry 

state, with the most common ancestry blocks within the sprint and distance dogs depicted 

in Figure 4.5. Strikingly, chromosomes such as 6, 25, and 30 are nearly identical within 

both sled dog groups in regard to the most common ancestral state, while other 

chromosomes such as 16, 24, and 29 show almost entire chromosomal differences. The 

sprint population had slightly fewer total and private ancestry blocks than the distance 

(6% and 4% less respectively) and a shorter average block length (200Kb less) (Table 

4.2). These results can be explained by a higher degree of inbreeding within the distance 

dogs. Both previous microsatellite data and our current SNP data supported elevated 

levels o f inbreeding in distance dogs in comparison to sprint dogs [5]. Distance dogs

2 2
demonstrated a longer distance (Kb) to LD decay (r ) than sprint dogs regardless of the r 

threshold analyzed. The sprint dogs had a considerably shorter distance to LD decay

7 7(r o 5~3Kb; r o 2~80Kb), indicative o f an out-crossed population, than any o f the other
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populations examined. Distance dogs also had a greater number of long (~12Mb) 

homozygous blocks, which was comparable to those found in the Siberian Husky.

Ancestry modeling highlighted 48 loci demonstrating positive ancestry selection 

within either the sprint or distance populations (Supplemental Table 4.3). To determine 

whether the selection o f a particular ancestry held significance for differentiating between 

the sprint and distance dogs or was due to random retention o f ancestral chromosomes, 

we identified coinciding loci of selective sweep and regions of interest produced through 

genome-wide association analyses.

Investigation of Ho produced sixty regions of selective sweep with 87% of those 

occurring in distance sled dogs (Supplemental Table 4.1). This may be an indication of 

complex genetic interactions with smaller individual gene effect in distance sled dogs.

We postulate that there are also more attributes under selective pressure within distance 

dogs, therefore allowing less leeway for variation. In theory, some of these regions may 

affect characteristics such as fur length and density or hardiness o f the pads of the feet 

which are strictly maintained in distance dogs due to the extreme nature o f their racing 

conditions while they traverse over 1,609 kilometers. Modem sprint dogs are commonly 

found with shorter, less dense coats, which can be tolerated or compensated for during 

short racing distances (Figure 4.1). In total, five areas of selective sweep overlapped with 

four regions of ancestry selection, with potentially interesting candidate genes located in 

proximity (Table 4.3). O f these, chromosome 3 appeared to be a straightforward 

association of selective sweep and ancestry selection occurring in distance dogs. 

Therefore, data would suggest that this area of selection may be attributed to Siberian
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Husky origins in which the ancestry selection occurred over the same region of selective 

sweep. The other three regions show a more complex ancestry pattern with selections 

occurring in both sprint and distance dogs encompassing multiple ancestry breeds. To 

follow up these findings, it would be beneficial to run a denser set of SNP markers in 

these regions on both sled dogs and the purebred breeds in order to gain a better 

understanding o f breed influence and to locate a causative variant.

Genome-wide association analyses were used to identify genetic loci associated 

with either population variation between sprint and distance dogs or the performance 

attributes of endurance or heat tolerance. While sled dogs are an out-crossed population 

of dogs, breeding strategies and sampling groups of dogs from within kennels makes it 

impossible to avoid population structure and relatedness completely. Sampling sled dogs 

from high performing racing kennels compounded GWAS issues with a considerable lack 

of rank 3 dogs for either endurance or heat tolerance. It was necessary therefore, to group 

dogs ranked as 2 and 3 together as poorly performing which decreases phenotypic 

variation. The low numbers of poor performers also necessitated a higher degree of 

relationship among poorly performing individuals (two generations as opposed to three 

generations in elite dogs) which may introduce bias to the analysis. Measures taken to 

minimize these issues included choosing dogs unrelated to within a minimum of two 

generations and having approximately the same number of dogs from each kennel 

represented in both the cases and control groups as well as using software such as 

EMMAX, which corrects for both population relatedness and structure. Due to intense 

artificial selection for performance attributes in Alaskan sled dogs it was possible to
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utilize relatively small sample sizes of both cases and controls in comparison to human 

GWAS studies as exemplified by previous GWAS of humans and dogs [48, 49]. This 

concentrated selection for performance, which has no deleterious effects such as a disease 

does and therefore no selective pressure against a specific allele, makes it possible for an 

allele having a major impact for performance phenotypes to be common.

GWAS results corresponded with three loci having an excess of ancestry selection 

(Table 4.3). Two o f these regions, one on chromosome 11 and another on 32, were 

related to sled dog population differentiation. The HINT1 gene on chromosome 11 

allowed for the intriguing question about the effects of differing ancestries, which are 

under selection in the sprint and distance dogs, on their respective stress tolerance 

behaviors. Specifically, the Siberian Husky and German Shorthaired Pointer 

demonstrated positive selection within distance and sprint dogs respectively. While the 

Siberian Husky has been characterized as “stubborn and easily bored” despite its hardy 

working dog nature, the German Shorthaired Pointer is noted for its “ease o f training and 

adaptability” along with its commitment to performing [50]. Anecdotally, the “mental 

toughness” (ability to deal with stress) o f Alaskan sled dogs crossed with German 

Shorthaired Pointers is a topic o f debate among sled dog drivers. The sequencing of 

exons o f the HINT1 gene within sled dogs, Siberian Huskies, and German Shorthaired 

Pointers produced seven non-coding variants. While these variants were not associated 

with either sprint or distance sled dogs, three of the SNPs segregated alleles in the two 

purebred breeds. Allele association with breed has been previously documented and used 

for phylogeny studies [17]. Therefore, the association of HINT1 alleles with Siberian
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Husky or German Shorthaired Pointer is not indicative in itself for associating the HINT1 

gene to behavioral differences between the breeds. Actual behavioral phenotypes would 

be necessary for future association o f this gene to the breeds’ behavioral attributes 

distinguishing these allelic trends from the random inheritance patterns unique to 

purebreds.

Our investigation into the ability of Alaskan sprint sled dogs to perform at warmer 

temperatures with little or no effect led us to the fine mapping of the MYH9 gene. A 

clustering of four GWAS SNPs on chromosome 10, two of which were within the MYH9 

gene, demonstrated genome-wide significance (two highest SNPs with a p-value of 5.57 

xlO'7) to heat tolerance (Figure 4.4; Table 4.3). Previous research has associated an 

increase in myosin heavy chain with increased cardiac power output [41], Another study 

found a decrease in myosin heavy chain and actin within injured mouse extensor muscles 

to account for approximately 58% reduction in isometric titanic force output [40, 41]. 

Most notably, the percentage of increase of the myosin heavy chain type II class A within 

muscle tissue experiencing elevated temperature (ET=37.5°C; Normal,N=34.2°C) 

correlated with the magnitude o f increase for power output. The slight temperature 

elevation improved muscle fiber power output through an increased rate of anaerobic 

ATP turnover and muscle fiber conduction velocity (MFCV) [39]. However, the 

efficiency of muscle contraction actually decreased as temperature rose. Overall, the 

study concluded that fibers with a high proportion of myosin heavy chain type II class A 

were the most sensitive to temperature fluctuations [39], We found that the MYH9 gene 

overlapped with a selection of German Shorthaired Pointer ancestry in sprint sled dogs in
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which the heat tolerance association was identified. Fine-mapping of this region 

identified seven SNPs associated with heat tolerance performance in sprint sled dogs 

(Table 4.4). The two most significantly associated SNPs (C hrl0.31105851, 7.83 x 10'06; 

ChrlO.31115476, 2.02 x 10 06) were found 19Kb and 29 Kb upstream from the 5’ end of 

the MYH9 gene and in considerable linkage disequilibrium with each other (D’ =1) as 

well as with the other four SNPs (D’ >0.871). SNP ChrlO.31105851 lies within a 

conserved region o f the dog, human, and mouse genomes. In a comparison of the 

analogous region o f this SNP within the human genome, chromatin profiling of human 

skeletal muscle myoblasts show this region to be an active promoter site. Chromatin 

marks (chromatin sites identified as being regulated through histone-binding and DNA 

methylation) in seven other human cell types within this region showed signs of being 

strong enhancers. Likewise, a second SNP ChrlO.31121778, which was in another 

conserved region upstream of the 5’ end, was found in a strong enhancer region in an 

analogous comparison of the human genome [51, 52], This allows us to postulate that 

promoter and enhancer regulatory sites may be the means by which the canine MYH9 

gene potentially affects heat tolerance performance in sprint sled dogs.

The ancestral breeds o f Alaskan Malamute and German Shorthaired Pointer were 

both found in excess within sprint sled dogs within the MYH9 region. SNPs 

ChrlO.31115476 and ChrlO.31123184 significantly differentiated between Alaskan 

Malamutes and German Shorthaired Pointers (Table 4.5). Specifically, sprint dogs with 

poor heat tolerance (G, 0.840; T, 0.553) had similar allele frequencies to Alaskan 

Malamutes (G, 0.700; T, 0.700). Elite heat tolerance sprint dogs had a decreased allele
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frequency (G 0.357; T  0.262) at these two SNPs with German Shorthaired Pointers 

having the lowest allele frequencies (G 0.091; T  0.062) by comparison. Previous 

research associating muscle temperature elevation and power output, combined with our 

GWAS and fine-mapping results, make the MYH9 gene an intriguing candidate 

potentially affecting the performance o f heat tolerance in sprint sled dogs.

Corresponding MYH9 gene allele frequencies between sprint dogs with poor heat 

tolerance and Alaskan Malamutes supports ancestral breed influence for performance 

attributes. Replication of our results in a larger cohort of Alaskan sled dogs would be an 

appropriate next step for this research with gene expression analysis as a follow-up.

With this study, we corroborated our previous findings demonstrating that 

Alaskan sled dogs do indeed divide into two separate, yet closely related, populations 

based on their racing style. A number of candidate genes potentially affecting 

performance were highlighted through GWAS and regions of selective sweep within the 

sled dogs. Component breeds were used for modeling ancestry within the Alaskan sled 

dogs and to pinpoint genomic regions o f particular breed selection. We note that the 

purebred individuals utilized in this study were from conformational breeding stock as 

opposed to working dog stock which would be more appropriate, but more difficult to 

collect, when investigating performance attributes. Measures of selective sweep and 

genome-wide association were used to identify whether breed selection was related to 

random chromosomal inheritance or athletic attributes chosen for within the two sled dog 

populations. The ancestral breed linked to specific performance loci may be responsible 

for the origination of the genomic mechanism responsible for the desired performance
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traits in Alaskan sled dogs. The association o f SNPs upstream and within the MYH9 gene 

to heat tolerance performance in sprint sled dogs demonstrated the value of researching 

performance mechanisms within Alaskan sled dogs. By combining admixture mapping 

to our GWAS analyses we are able to identify possible breed influence regarding the 

genes that are hypothetically under selection. This research provides a foundation of sled 

dog performance candidate genes, as well as their potential breed origin, for exploration 

as more statistically powerful genome-wide association and linkage studies are 

performed. Our suggestive evidence that the MYH9 gene plays a role in sled dog heat 

tolerance performance sets the stage for future questions regarding this gene’s influence 

on mammalian physiology as well as performance.
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Figures

►

Figure 4.1: Alaskan sled dogs are a mixed breed dog selected strictly for their 
performance. A) Left column: Distance racing dogs. B) Right column: Sprint racing 
dogs.
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Figure 4.2: Principle component analysis plots of Alaskan sled dogs (A & B) and 
four ancestry reference breeds (B) using a panel of 7K highly ( F s t > 0 . 3 5 )  informative 
SNPs.
A) Alaskan sled dogs from either distance (DIST-blue) or sprint (SPRT-red) racing 
kennels. B) Four ancestry reference breeds including the Alaskan Malamute (AMAL), 
Borzoi (BORZ), German Shorthaired Pointer (GSHP), and Siberian Husky (HUSK) as 
well as Alaskan sled dogs divided into their two populations of distance (DIST) and 
sprint (SPRT).
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Figure 4.3: The estimated decay of linkage disequilibrium and degree of 
autozygosity among Alaskan sled dogs and their four ancestral component breeds.
Alaskan sled dogs are divided into their two respective racing style populations of 
“distance” (dashed black line) and “sprint” (solid black line) and compared with their 
four ancestral reference populations of Alaskan Malamute (dashed blue line), Borzoi 
(solid blue line), German Shorthaired Pointer (dashed red line), and Siberian Husky (solid 
red line). A) The decay o f linkage disequilibrium (LD) is estimated from the distance at 
which the genotypic association, r2, reaches a threshold of 0.5. B) The degree of 
autozygosity is determined through the cumulative number o f runs of homozygosity 
(ROH) of various length (Mb).
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Figure 4.4: Genome-wide association plot of elite versus poorly performing heat 
tolerance sprint sled dogs.
Two genomic loci located on chromosomes 2 and 10 were identified with SNPs having 
genome-wide significance in a comparison of 21 elite heat tolerance sprint dogs to 17 
poor heat tolerance sprint dogs. A panel o f 115,425 SNPs spanning all canine autosomes 
and the X chromosome was used in the association analysis. The x-axis denotes SNP 
positions in increasing genomic order from chromosome 1 through 38 and the X 
chromosome. The y-axis plots the -logio p-value as determined in an association analysis 
using the program EMMAX.
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Figure 4.5: A visual comparison of the most prevalent diploid state ancestry blocks 
across the genome of the sprint and distance sled dogs.
Individual chromosomes are plotted horizontally with the x-axis denoting genomic 
position (Mb). The most common diploid ancestry blocks across the genome are 
visualized using the following color scheme: Homozygous state Alaskan Malamute 
(AMAL)- teal blue; Homozygous state German Shorthaired Pointer (GSHP)- green; 
Alaskan Malamute/German Shorthaired Pointer (AMAL/GSHP)- pink; German 
Shorthaired Pointer/Siberian Husky (GSHP/HUSK)- blue; Alaskan Malamute/Siberian 
Husky (AMAL/HUSK)- yellow; Homozygous state Siberian Husky (HUSK)- orange.
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of the genome-wide frequency of four ancestral reference 
breeds within the distance and sprint sled dog populations.
A)The genome-wide proportion of the individual ancestral reference breeds of Alaskan 
Malamute, Borzoi, German Shorthaired Pointer, and Siberian Husky within the distance 
(blue) and sprint (red) populations. B) The genome-wide proportion of diploid ancestry 
states within the distance (blue) and sprint (red) populations.
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Figure 4.7: The difference in frequency of the four ancestral breeds between the 
distance and sprint sled dogs on chromosome 16.
The difference in frequency scores (y-axis) between distance and sprint dogs of each 
ancestral breed is plotted across SNPs (x-axis) evaluated on chromosome 16. A more 
positive frequency difference corresponds to a higher selection of the ancestral breed 
within the distance population while the more negative frequency difference corresponds 
to a greater selection of the ancestral breed within the sprint population. The region 
within the red circle denotes an area highlighted as being in the top 5% of genomic 
regions demonstrating the greatest degree of ancestry selection between the sprint and 
distance sled dogs as well as corresponding to a region of selective sweep within distance 
dogs. Abbreviations: AMAL- Alaskan Malamute (blue), BORZ- Borzoi (red), GSHP- 
German Shorthaired Pointer (green), HUSK- Siberian Husky (purple).
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Tables

Table 4.1: The genome-wide frequency if) of individual ancestral populations and 
their respective diploid ancestry states within the distance and sprint sled dog 
populations.

Distance Sled Dogs1

Diploid Ancestry State 

frequency matrix2
Alaskan

Malamute
Borzoi

German
Shorthaired

Pointer
Siberian Husky

Alaskan Malamute 0.1328 0.1136 0.1279 0.1337
Borzoi 0.043 0.0768 0.1074

German Shorthaired 0.0754 0.1096
Pointer

Siberian Husky 0.0992

Total f(D ista n ce )3 0.3181 0,1884 

Sprint Sled Doas1

0.2271 0.2664

Diploid Ancestry State 

frequency matrix2
Alaskan

Malamute
Borzoi

German
Shorthaired

Pointer
Siberian Husky

Alaskan Malamute 0.071 0.1153 0.1582 0.0966
Borzoi 0.0373 0.1194 0.1093

German Shorthaired 
Pointer

0.1275 0.1313

Siberian Husky 0.0535

Total f(S p rin t)3 0.2533 0.2059 0.3251 0.2158

1. A total of 19 distance dogs and 27 sprint dogs, all unrelated at the grandparent 
generation, were used to generate population frequencies.

2. A matrix of the diploid ancestry states with their respective genome-wide frequencies 

(/)•
3. The genome-wide frequency if) o f individual ancestral populations shown at the head 

of each column.
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Table 4.2: The overall number, median length, and genome-wide frequency if) of 
diploid ancestry blocks found exclusive to either the distance (A) or sprint (B) sled 
dog populations.

A. Distance

Alaskan . . Siberian 
..  . . Borzoi Shorthaired .. . Malamute . Husky

Pointer
Number of ancestry blocks (44 7)

Alaskan Malamute 
Borzoi

German Shorthaired Pointer 
Siberian Husky

45 35 80 72 
12 35 44 

40 52 
32

Median length (Kb) of ancestry
block

Alaskan Malamute 
Borzoi

German Shorthaired Pointer 
Siberian Husky

2354 1660 1464 1428 
1046 1062 1151 

1740 1083 
1581

f  (an ce stry  block)
Alaskan Malamute 

Borzoi
German Shorthaired Pointer 

Siberian Husky

0.101 0.078 0.179 0.161 
0.027 0,078 0,098 

0.09 0.116 
0.071

B. Sprint

. German . Alaskan „  . Siberian 
..  . . Borzoi Shorthaired „  . Malamute . Husky

Pointer
Number of ancestry blocks (39 2)

Alaskan Malamute 
Borzoi

German Shorthaired Pointer 
Siberian Husky

17 37 54 58 
9 65 46 

39 44 
23

Median length (Kb) of ancestry
block

Alaskan Malamute 
Borzoi

German Shorthaired Pointer 
Siberian Husky

1671 1054 939 967 
1112 926 1112 

996 1333 
1891

f  (a n ce stry  block)
Alaskan Malamute 

Borzoi
German Shorthaired Pointer 

Siberian Husky

0.043 0.094 0,138 0.148 
0.023 0.166 0,117 

0.01 0.112 
0,059



Method of Start Position End Position Blockjengtb Sled Dog

Identification1 Chromosome (bp)________ (bp)________ (bp) Population2

Selective Sweep, 
SABER 

Selective Sv^eep, 
SABER

GWAS

Selective Sweep 
Selective Sweep, 

SABER

GWAS, SABER

SABER

GWAS, SABER 
Selective Sweep, 

SABER 
Selective Sweep, 

SABER

GWA5, SABER

3 71896408

3 72727082

3 82650187

3 83775932

10 11081762

10  31089847

11 18482294

11 22331950

16 23391731

28  29046328

32 8774288

71898732  2,324

72784438  57,356

83798854  22,922

11121003  39,241

31188654  98,807

23584745  5 , 102,451

23117401  785,451

23391985  254

29143901  97,573

Distance

Distance

Distance

Distance

Distance

Distance

Distance



GWAS Performance Number of Genes 

Ancestry Population3 Association4 Candidate Genes5 within Region6

Siberian Husky 

Siberian Husky

Population

German Shorthaired 
Pointer 

German Shorthaired 
Pointer

Heat
Tolerance

Siberian Husky 
German Shorthaired 

Pointer/Siberian Husky Population 
German Shorthaired 

Pointer 

German Shorthaired 
Pointer 

German Shorthaired
Pointer Population

SLC2A9

SLC2A9

ARL2BP

ARL28P

MSRB3

MYH9 

FBN1, FBN2, ACSL6. 

SLC27A6, HINT1

HINT1

PTPRN2

ATRNLl

HBZ

11

14

2

TL

15 

34 

51 

25 

13 

12 

11

o
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1. Genomic regions of interest were determined by demonstrating an excess of breed 
ancestry (SABER), selective sweep, or genome-wide association.

2. Identifies either the sprint or distance sled dog population as being associated with the 
genomic region o f interest.

3. Identifies the ancestral reference breed population found in excess within the 
designated sled dog population.

4. Identifies whether the genome-wide association study associated the genomic region 
to either a sled dog population or a specific athletic trait.

5. Candidate genes identified at genomic regions of interest potentially affecting athletic 
performance.

6. The number of human genes annotated within the genomic region of interest as well 
as 1MB upstream and 1MB downstream of said region.
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Table 4.4: SNPs within and surrounding the MYH9 gene which are associated with 
heat tolerance performance in sprint racing Alaskan sled dogs.

Poor HT Pe rmutation
Position Aileles1 Poor HT2 MAF Elite HT3 MAF Assoc Allele p-value p-value
31089847 A:C 0.240 0.700 A 1.2SE-05 0.0008

31105851 A:G 0.222 0.643 A 7.83 E-06 0.0004
31115476 G:A 0.160 0.643 G 2.02E-06 0.0001
31121778 A:G 0.338 0.700 A 2.00E-04 0.0082
31123184 C:T 0.553 0.262 T 0.0024 0.0645

31128725 G:A 0.320 0.643 G 0.002 0.0612

31134023 C:A 0.320 0.643 C 0.002 0.0612
31145292 G:A 0.320 0.650 G 0.0018 0.054

31156535 C;A 0.132 0.350 C 0.0058 0.2197
31161067 C:T 0.263 0.643 C 5.48E-05 0.0024

31172587 T:C 0.385 0.690 T 0.0014 0.0425
31176097 C:T 0.270 0.619 C 2.00E-04 0.0086
31188654 G:A 0.365 0.619 G 0.0083 0.3093

31234860 G:A 0.840 

. Major allele: Minor allele.

1.000 A 0.0067 0.2402

2. Frequency o f the minor allele in 32 poorly performing heat tolerance sprint dogs 
(cases).

3. Frequency o f the minor allele in 21 elite performing heat tolerance sprint dogs 
(controls).
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Table 4.5 :MYH9 gene SNPs associated to either the Alaskan Malamute or German 
Shorthaired Pointer breeds.

AMAL Assoc Permutation
Position Alleles1 AMAL2 MAF g s h p 3m a f Allele p-value p-value
31115476 A:G 0.700 0.091 G 4.92E-05 0.0001
31123184 C:T 0.700 0.062 T 6.00E-04 0.0047
31156486 G:A 0.700 0.071 A 0.0013 0.0093

1. Major allele: Minor allele
2. Frequency of the minor allele in sixAlaskan Malamutes (cases).
3. Frequency of the minor allele in eight German Shorthaired Pointers (controls).
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Appendix

Table 4A.1: Genomic loci demonstrating the greatest degree of selective sweep 
within distance and sprint sled dogs.

O b se rv e d  H e te ro zy g o s ity
In d e x C h ro m o s o m e Sta rt_ b p E n d b p B lo c k le n g t h  (b p ) tt S N P s  in b lo ck P o p u la tio n D ista n ce Sp rin t

1 1 12096874 12099093 2,219 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5
2 1 25490435 25495415 4,980 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5833
3 3 8978705 9004559 25,854 4 D ista n ce 0 0.5833
4 3 71896408 71S9S732 2,324 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5S33
5 2 727270S2 727S443S 57,356 5 D ista n ce 0 0.75
6 3 75921529 75938430 16,951 2 S p rin t 0.625 0
7 3 83775932 S379S3 54 22,922 2 D ista n ce 0 O.S333
8 3 S3SS0428 33902791 22,363 4 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
9 5 4 3612S55 43624678 11,823 2 D istan ce 0 0.5

10 5 44057317 44131651 74,334 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5333
11 7 29601768 29645316 43,548 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5
12 S 28609050 2S614015 4,965 2 Sp rin t 0.5 0
13 10 110S1762 11121003 39,241 4 D ista n ce 0 0.5
14 10 27307343 27866141 58,793 2 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
15 11 4022660 4170651 147,991 2 D istan ce 0 0.5333
16 11 75920799 75930341 9,542 2 D istan ce 0 0.5
17 12 4115578 4136210 20,632 2 D istan ce 0 0  5333
I S 13 20301899 20309614 7,715 2 Sp rin t 0.625 0
19 13 24363484 24369167 5,683 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5
20 13 27026973 27094574 67,601 4 Sorsnt 0.5 0
21 13 28474850 28491108 16,258 2 D ista n ce 0 0 5
22 14 25734879 25739306 4,427 2 Sp rin t 0.625 0
23 14 42007812 42011513 3,701 2 Sp rin t 0.625 0
24 15 20230770 20372456 141,636 4 D istan ce 0 0 5
25 15 20466195 20502372 36,177 3 D istan ce 0 0.5
26 15 20519390 20532352 12,962 2 D ista n ce 0 0.75
27 15 21S83570 21836944 7,374 2 D istan ce 0 0.6667
28 15 25173358 25207024 33,666 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5S33
29 15 54947175 54970726 23,551 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5
30 15 59792355 59810546 18,191 2 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
31 16 12662362 12704048 4 1,636 4 D ista n ce 0 0.5
32 16 23391731 233319S5 254 2 D istan ce 0 0.5
33 17 8153751 8170123 11,372 2 Sp rin t 0.75 0
34 I S 65751S2 67S6305 111,123 2 D ista n ce 0 0.6364
35 I S S25S000 S325293 67,293 4 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
36 I S 10743S99 10777232 33,333 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5
37 I S 26066128 26072978 6,850 2 Sp rin t 0.5 0
38 I S 31273089 31280656 7,567 2 D istan ce 0 0.5
39 I S 45203778 452090S0 5,302 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5833
40 19 47654894 47657540 2,646 2 D ista n ce 0 0 5333
41 20 1S06433S 18099556 35,218 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5
42 21 9868044 9879444 11,400 3 D ista n ce 0 0.75
43 21 1SS435SS 18364435 20,847 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5
44 21 33143596 33176168 27,572 2 D ista n ce 0 0.75
45 22 31461195 31465512 4,317 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5S33
46 22 315062S5 31533138 26,853 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5333
47 25 6068291 6115389 4 7,098 3 D ista n ce 0 0.5
48 25 20144057 20315060 171,003 6 D ista n ce 0 0.5
49 25 23615778 23622576 6,793 2 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
50 25 26649533 26745543 96,010 5 D ista n ce 0 0.75
51 25 31073190 31085035 6,345 3 D ista n ce 0 0.75
52 27 6143935 6156585 12,650 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5
53 28 29046328 29143901 97,573 4 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
54 29 8105695 8142652 36,957 5 D ista n ce 0 0.6667
55 30 25104616 25224575 119,959 6 D ista n ce 0 0.6364
56 30 25401237 25406897 5,610 2 D ista n ce 0 0.5833
57 34 5280024 5306200 26,176 3 D istan ce 0 0.6667
58 34 261S9Q17 2620S32S 19,311 4 D ista n ce 0 0.5
59 35 12180438 1223S951 58,513 4 D istan ce 0 0.75
60 37 13284071 13294062 9,991 2 D istan ce 0 0.5333
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Table 4A.2: Single-nucleotide polymorphism markers showing genome-wide 
significance in association with either population differentiation between sprint and 
distance sled dogs or heat tolerance in sprint sled dogs.

Phenotype

Racing

Style Chr

Position

(b p ) SNP ID E M M A X  P1 E M M A X  J l o g P PLINK P!

PUNK

Perm utated

Population 3 S26501S7 chr3.82650187 1.03E-07 6.988887349 1.14E-11 1.0QE-06
Population 7 30793374 chr7.30793374 3.27E-06 5.485456735 3.76E-07 1.00E-06

Heat_Tolerance Sprint 10 31089347 chrlO.31089847 1.8078E-06 5.742856832 3.32E-06 2.Q0E-06
Heat_Toierance Sprint 10 31115476 chrlO.31115476 5.5671E-07 6.254372012 4.53E-06 5.00E-06
Heat_Tolerance Sprint 10 31161067 chrlO.31161067 5.5671E-07 6.254372012 4.53E-06 5.00E-06
Heat_Tolerance Sprint 10 31188654 chrlO.31188654 4.5326E-06 5.343652913 4.48E-05 1.20E-05

Population 11 22331950 chrll. 22331950 1.00E-06 5.998538853 1.44E-06 2.00E-06
Population 11 23117401 ch rll.23117401 1.02E-06 5.989601166 1.76E-08 1.00E-06
Population 15 54567557 chrl5.54567557 2.36E-06 5.626330451 1.33E-08 1.00E-06
°opuiation 17 48764612 chr!7.48764612 4.68E-06 5.33020003S 1.41E-06 3.00E-06
Population 32 8774288 chr32.8774288 1.S8E-06 5.72565013 7.52E-0S i.OOE-06

1. P-value obtained through association analysis using EMMAX software which 
accounts for population stratification and relatedness.

2. P-value obtained through association analysis using PLINK software.
3. P-value obtained through association analysis using PLINK software and run through 

a series o f adaptive permutation testing (1000000 permutations) to determine 
significance of stability.
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Table 4A.3: The top 5th percentile of SNPs showing the highest degree of ancestral 
breed differentiation between the distance and sprint sled dog populations.

B lo ck_ Le n g t P o sitive  Se lectio n Freq u en cy

In d e x C h ro m o so m e Start_bp En d _bp h (b p ) A n ce stry W it h in D iffe re n ce 1

1 2 13356758 13976158 619 ,400 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.341

2 3 53798499 53840474 41 ,975 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.34S

3 3 71155871 72784438 1,628  567 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.382

4 3 89892953 91314456 1,421 ,503 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in te r S p r in t 0 390

5 4 61053588 6115S405 104 ,817 B o rz o i D is ta n ce 0 372

6 5 28032072 32781895 4 ,749 ,823 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.404

7 5 32367525 32781895 414 ,37 0 B o rz o i S p r in t 0.339

8 5 46041552 47375859 1 ,334 ,307 B o rz o i S p r in t 0.405

9 5 48151351 48637045 485 ,694 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.373

10 5 65327351 65354461 27 ,110 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r D is ta n ce 0.336

11 5 66488558 66496108 7,550 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.355

12 5 75113818 S in g le  S N P 1 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.373

13 7 77539655 S in g le  SN^* A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n c e 0.333

14 9 37734122 38673279 939 ,157 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n c e 0.352

15 9 62664146 64350642 1 ,686 ,496 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n c e 0.391

16 10 10302292 11405132 1 ,102 ,840 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.347

17 10 17256141 18645753 1 ,389 ,612 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n c e 0.428

IS 11 18482294 23584745 5 ,102 ,451 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n c e 0.510

19 11 21562728 25706808 4 ,144 ,080 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  ° o m te r S p r in t 0 .424

20 11 66332944 66718636 385 ,692 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  ° o m te r S p r in t 0.336

21 13 56695005 59845783 3 ,150 ,778 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.457

22 14 3701855 S in g le  S N P ‘ G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.344

23 15 23142619 24225236 1 082 ,617 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.350

24 16 20609137 23926737 3 ,317 ,600 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  Do in t e r S p r in t 0.398

25 16 23763353 23926737 163 ,334 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.373

26 16 26426085 27592633 1,166 ,548 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.397

27 16 27539862 27969735 429 ,873 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.337

28 16 32342221 40340989 7 ,998 ,76S G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.427

29 16 50952939 51153803 200 ,864 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.349

30 17 42126493 42347263 220 ,770 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.344

31 17 43289243 S in g le  S N P A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.342

32 17 47995890 4S0 7 9 4 5 4 83 ,564 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.360

33 21 9606104 9664208 58 ,104 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.334

34 22 42507517 4 2 6 4 9 1 6 2 141 ,645 B o rz o i D is ta n ce 0.391

35 23 14275103 15078147 803 ,044 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0 .404

36 23 18679285 18728624 49 ,339 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0 .385

37 23 27490920 27543574 52 ,654 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n c e 0 .354

38 24 3289924 5179711 1 ,889 ,787 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n ce 0.338

39 28 26646832 29631108 2 ,984 ,276 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.421

40 28 33176700 34837841 1 ,661 ,141 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.404

41 28 34743651 37406403 2 ,662 ,757 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0 .364

42 28 38689587 4 1 1 0 5 6 3 0 2,416 ,043 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n ce 0.352

43 28 39797816 39935167 137 ,351 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0 .337

44 29 18870564 24947366 6 ,076 ,802 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0.376

45 32 7978135 8980689 1 ,002 ,554 G e rm a n  S h o r th a ir e d  P o in t e r S p r in t 0 .355

46 32 20673802 21772514 1 ,098 ,712 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n c e 0 .344

47 34 13477200 14137133 659,933 S ib e r ia n  H u sky D is ta n c e 0 .360

48 34 18641563 19272322 630 ,759 A la s k a n  M a la m u te D is ta n c e 0 .482

1. The difference in frequency at specified location between the distance and sprint 
populations of the ancestral reference breed demonstrating the greatest positive 
selection within a region.
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

Population Structure and Inbreeding

The Alaskan sled dog is a genetically distinct breed of dog that has developed 

through the selection and breeding of individuals based solely on their athletic prowess 

(Chapter 2). Its creation happened without the implementation of breed standards for size 

or appearance, or the closing of the breeding population, both o f which are customary for 

AKC-recognized purebred breeds. Nonetheless, they have reached a level of genetic 

distinctiveness comparable to that of a purebred dog. Overall, they possess a dynamic 

population structure crafted from interbreeding purebred dogs possessing desirable 

performance traits and choosing specific attributes geared towards either short (up to 48 

kilometers) or long (-1,609 kilometers) distance racing events.

Both cluster analysis using 96 microsatellite-based markers (Figure 2.4A) and 

principle component analysis using a 115K SNP panel (Figure 4.2A) demonstrated a 

segregation of Alaskan sled dogs into two populations reflective o f their racing style, 

sprint or distance. Cluster analysis broke these two groups down further into eight sub

populations: four sprint and four distance (Figure 2.4G). Distance groups were 

determined to be more genetically distinct and kennel-specific, therefore suggesting a 

breeding practice generally confined to individual kennels.



Overall, Alaskan sled dogs had a fivefold lower inbreeding value than the average 

domestic breed, with an excess o f heterozygosity displayed within the population. In a 

comparison o f inbreeding between sprint and distance populations, all data suggested that 

the distance population is comparatively more inbred, while the sprint population is the 

driving force behind the excess heterozygosity (Figure 2.8; Table 2.2). This finding fits 

with the well-documented continual out-crossing of the sprint population with purebred 

breeds. Specifically, Fis values were eightfold higher (Table 2.2), the inter-SNP distance 

estimating LD decay (r ) was three times longer (Figure 4.3), and there were more large 

size (~12Mb) homozygous blocks (Figure 4.3) within distance dogs supporting greater 

inbreeding. Thus, I establish that two major populations exist within Alaskan sled dogs 

correlating to the racing style for which the dogs were bred. I also postulate a more 

closed breeding practice among distance kennels in contrast to cross-breeding among 

sprint kennels and out-breeding to purebred dogs. The genetic data supported what dog 

mushers have come to see as two different groups of sled dogs specifically chosen for 

sprint or distance racing. Likewise, these groups are rarely interbred due to the flow of 

undesirable traits such as decreased speed in sprint dogs, or less endurance and shorter 

hair coats in distance dogs.

Relationship of the Alaskan Sled Dog to Purebred Breeds

Ancestral Grouping and Breed Components

In Chapter 2, a panel of 96 microsatellite-based markers producing genetic 

signatures capable of distinguishing between 141 domestic breeds [1,2] was utilized to
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establish the relationship o f Alaskan sled dogs to domestic breeds and identify purebred 

breed components within modem sled dogs. Both the sprint and distance populations 

consistently and predominantly clustered within the previously established Ancient/Asian 

group to which we note that both the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky belong [1,

2], However, both populations displayed a variation in the percentage allele similarity 

within the Ancient/Asian group (10% increase in distance), as well as within the Hunting 

group (12% increase in sprint) and Mastiff/Terrier group (6% increase in distance)

(Figure 2.5). This was an early indication that the two sled dog populations had different 

ancestral lineages driving their athletic differentiation.

Variation of breed composition was compared within the sprint and distance 

populations. This analysis unequivocally demonstrated that Alaskan sled dogs produce 

their own unique genetic signature, which accounts for the largest portion of their breed 

composition and identified the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky as the major 

purebred breed components. Sprint and distance dogs showed variation in the percentage 

and makeup of breed composition, with their respective sub-populations demonstrating 

particular breed selection (Figure 2.6 and 2.7). Overall, all distance sub-populations 

varied primarily in the percentage of Alaskan sled dog, Alaskan Malamute, and Siberian 

Husky genetic breed signatures, while sprint sub-populations had a lower percentage of 

the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky and higher percentages of breed signatures 

such as Pointer, Saluki, and Borzoi (Table 2.1). In Chapter 4, we utilized breed 

composition and relationship information gained through the microsatellite analyses to 

embark on an intensive ancestry modeling study of the sprint and distance populations.
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Ancestry Modeling

Four ancestral reference breeds (Alaskan Malamute, Siberian Husky, Borzoi, and 

German Shorthaired Pointer) were chosen for ancestry modeling and admixture mapping. 

This methodology, using a subset o f over seven thousand select ancestry informative 

SNPs, allowed for the localization of ancestry across the genome and the identification of 

areas demonstrating specific ancestral breed selection (Chapter 4). The distance dogs 

showed the same ranking of purebred breeds with Alaskan Malamute being the most 

prevalent, then Siberian Husky, German Shorthaired Pointer, and Borzoi respectively 

(Table 4.1; Figure 2.6). In contrast to the microsatellite data, ancestry modeling showed 

a higher proportion of German Shorthaired Pointer ancestry in sprint sled dogs as 

opposed to Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky ancestry (Table 4.1; Figure 2.6). Two 

particular factors may contribute to this finding. First, the microsatellite data utilized 13 

breeds including the Alaskan sled dog “breed,” while the ancestry modeling factored in 

only the four reference breeds. Therefore, the percentage of breed composition 

accounted for by the extra nine breeds in the microsatellite data would be absorbed by the 

four breeds utilized in the ancestry modeling. Second, and most likely of major impact, 

was the exponentially greater degree of genome-wide coverage offered through 7K SNPs 

used in the ancestry modeling as opposed to the 96 microsatellite-based markers used 

previously. Therefore, we conclude that while ancestry modeling only accounted for the 

four reference breeds used, it produced a more accurate estimate of the proportion of 

these primary ancestors represented in the two sled dog populations.



As mentioned, ancestry modeling localizes areas of ancestry selection across the 

genome and also generates diploid ancestry states utilizing the four reference breeds. A 

comparison of the diploid ancestry states between the sprint and distance populations 

showed the greatest degree of variation within the three homozygous states of the 

German Shorthaired Pointer, Alaskan Malamute, and Siberian Husky, from most to least 

difference, respectively (Table 4.1). This distinct difference in homozygous ancestry 

states versus heterozygous states may be due to what breeders refer to as backcrossing 

(crossing a hybrid with one of its parents or an individual genetically similar to the 

parent) or line-breeding (form of inbreeding selecting for a desirable trait seen in a 

common ancestor). This could be achieved by crossing Alaskan sled dogs to purebreds 

of the parental breeds, hence backcrossing. For example, both German Shorthaired and 

English Pointers have been commonly crossed with sprint dogs over the past two decades 

[3], Another possible reason for the increased difference in the homozygous diploid 

ancestry states is the interbreeding of recent hybrids or line-breeding. Because the 

frequency o f these diploid states of Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky are more 

heavily selected for in distance dogs, and German Shorthaired Pointer is selected for in 

sprint dogs, it would also suggest that the backcrossing or line-breeding occurs separately 

within the two sled dog populations. This supported my previous findings of population 

structure and breeding strategies using the microsatellite-based markers. Blocks of 

diploid ancestry were identified across the genome with a comparison of the most 

common ancestry states between sprint and distance dogs depicted in Figure 4.4. We 

note the striking disparity among chromosomes, in which some are nearly identical
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between both sled dog populations while others are almost entirely different. Overall, the 

distance population had a 6.0% increase in total and a 4.3% increase in private ancestry 

blocks. Ancestry blocks were on average 200Kb longer in the distance population as 

compared to the sprint population (Table 4.2). These minor differences can be explained 

by the higher degree of inbreeding within the distance population.

The Genetics of Performance

Breed Influence

So far, all o f the work described highlights the genetic segregation of sprint and 

distance racing dogs. Recalling that these two populations have been selectively bred for 

either speed or endurance, we sought to elucidate genetic components contributing to 

performance as opposed to random signals of population variation. A general 

examination identified particular breed components o f increased frequency in elite dogs 

as opposed to poor performing dogs with regard to speed, endurance, or work ethic 

(Chapter 2). Most influential to overall performance was the Alaskan sled dog “breed”, 

which increased in frequency for all attributes in elite dogs. The highest contribution of 

purebred breeds was an 11% increase in the breed signatures of both Alaskan Malamute 

and Siberian Husky for elite endurance performance in distance dogs. The Saluki and 

Anatolian Shepherd, respectively, had minor positive influences for exceptional speed in 

sprint and work ethic in distance dogs (Table 2.3). The inclusion of the Anatolian 

Shepherd was unexpected as a breed component for positive influence on work ethic. 

However, the breed is described as a large, powerful, and independent northern livestock
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guardian dog known for its loyalty, independence, and hardiness [4] and these 

characteristics are very similar to descriptions of the historically classic distance sled dog 

[5-7], Interestingly, the Pointer, which has been repeatedly bred into sprint dogs over the 

past 20 years with the intent of enhancing speed, was not found to positively affect speed 

performance. One hypothesis is that the integration of Pointers with Alaskan sled dogs 

has not successfully increased their speed. However, a comparison of high profile sprint 

races shows faster finish times in 2007 versus 1998. These data corresponds to pedigree 

analyses showing a higher degree of Pointer ancestry in dogs in 2007, and therefore 

disputes the theory that Pointers have not had a positive influence on speed [8], A more 

likely explanation is that there is a lack of significant difference in speed measurements 

of elite versus poorly performing sprint dogs. Instead, it may be that the contribution of 

the Pointer to speed enhancement is only evident when comparing sprint (averaging 18- 

25mph) versus distance (averaging 8-12mph), or if  more extreme representatives of elite 

and poor performing sprint dogs are assayed. These data give insight as to the genetic 

influence of specific purebred breeds with respect to athletic performance in an admixed 

population of dogs.

Candidate Gene Investigation

To look at actual gene effect on performance we started with a straightforward 

candidate gene approach by interrogating two genes previously associated with 

performance, the myostatin (MSTN) and angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) genes. 

The MSTN  gene, which regulates muscle fiber growth and composition, had already been
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linked to racing performance enhancement in whippets. Whippets carrying the 

heterozygous mutation state possessed increased musculature as well as improved racing 

success [9]. We hypothesized that sprint dogs in particular might maintain a similar 

polymorphism due to their selection for speed and their more muscular appearance, 

which are primarily attributed to recent out-crossing to purebred lines. We also chose the 

ACE  gene in which an I/D polymorphism has been repeatedly correlated with improved 

human endurance or power performance respectively [10-12], Novel variants were found 

within both genes and confirmed in panels o f purebred dogs (Supplementary Table 3.1 

and Table 3.3). Three individual ACE  gene markers (markers 42, 56, and 74) 

successfully distinguished between the distance and sprint sled dogs analyzed with raw p- 

values <0.005 (Table 3.1). We utilized pairs of purebred breeds, which exemplify 

athletic attributes o f endurance or power/speed in an attempt to decipher whether these 

variants were contributing to athletic differences between sprint and distance dogs versus 

a more random population difference. We hypothesized that polymorphisms would be 

similar in state and frequency between purebred breeds attributed with endurance and 

distance dogs and purebred breeds attributed with speed and sprint dogs. This would 

support an association o f the polymorphism to performance. ACE  gene marker 56, an 

intronic allele change from A to G at base-pair 14635693, did indeed show a significant

o
p-value of 7.57 x 10' associating the G allele with Alaskan Malamutes and Siberian 

Huskies. Because these two breeds are credited with improved endurance we postulated 

that the G allele was associated with endurance. However, upon closer examination, the 

calculated minor allele frequency (MAF) of the G allele in the Alaskan
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Malamute/Siberian Husky pairing (0.265) was more analogous to the MAF in the sprint 

dogs (0.305; Distance 0.031) (Table 3.2). This therefore countered our expectation that 

the distance population would be similar in allele frequency to the Alaskan 

Malamute/Siberian Husky pairing. Not only do these three groups of dogs share 

endurance attributes, but our previous analyses showed a 25% higher degree of Alaskan 

Malamute and Siberian Husky genetic signature in distance dogs than in sprint dogs, as 

well as an 11% increase o f each breed in elite endurance distance dogs (Chapter 2).

Thus, we could only positively conclude that ACE  marker 56 was a variant capable of 

distinguishing between the sprint and distance populations.

Whole Genome Association Studies and Admixture Mapping

Whereas the candidate gene investigation was a viable starting point, the 221 

genes or quantitative trait loci currently associated with performance made the continual 

use of this approach impractical to achieving our goal of identifying performance genes 

within Alaskan sled dogs [13]. We therefore utilized a combination of association 

studies, observed heterozygosity measurements, and admixture mapping to conduct a 

more thorough genome-wide investigation o f performance genetics characteristic to 

Alaskan sled dogs (Chapter 4). Specifically, these analyses highlighted genomic loci 

demonstrating either population variation and/or performance association (Supplemental 

Tables 4.1-3). Independently, the highest degree of genome-wide population association 

and selective sweep were found within the same region on chromosome 3. The ARL2BP 

gene, which is linked to mitochondrial activity within cardiac and skeletal muscle tissue,
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is one of the most intriguing candidate genes for this region [14]. The greatest selection 

for ancestry, specifically Siberian Husky, encompassed a 5Mb region which included five 

potentially interesting candidate genes. Two of these genes, FBN1 and FBN2,produce 

proteins integral to the structure and function of connective tissue. The other two genes, 

ACSL6 and SLC27A6, are important for fatty acid metabolism and transport which are 

related, respectively, to energy production [15, 16]. Lastly, the HINT1 gene also falls 

within this region and has been associated with anxiety and stress coping behavior in 

mice [17, 18]. The use of admixture mapping permitted speculation as to the contribution 

and influence o f particular ancestry breeds. Combining admixture mapping with regions 

demonstrating either selective sweep or genome-wide association allowed us to postulate 

whether areas with excess ancestry were due to performance selection or to the random 

inheritance o f chromosomal segments. With respect to this, an excess of ancestry 

corresponding to a region of selective sweep or genome-wide association supports the 

segregation of said area due to performance selection. Consequently, seven loci had 

overlapping regions of interest and ancestry selection (Table 4.3). Regions on 

chromosomes 3, 10, 16, 28, and 32 produced potential candidate genes of 

SLC2A9(glucose homeostasis), MS7?R3(oxidative stress), PTPRN2(insulin binding), 

ri77?iVL/(information processing), and //5Z(muscle weakness) respectively. The most 

intriguing associations that instigated fine-mapping analyses were of the HINT1 gene on 

chromosome 11 related to stress coping behaviors and the MYH9 gene on chromosome 

10 related to heat tolerance.
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The histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1 (HINT1) gene has been shown to 

affect the ability of knockout mice to cope with anxiety and stress. In one study, data 

suggested that the HINT1 gene was important to mood regulation [18]. In a second 

study, HINT1 knockout mice exhibited increased anxiety throughout a variety of 

behavioral analyses as well as displaying more “emotional arousal” when confronted 

with physically adverse situations [17]. Within Alaskan sled dogs, the HINT1 gene is 

overlapped by Siberian Husky selection among distance racing dogs and German 

Shorthaired Pointer selection among sprint racing dogs. Breed descriptions have 

characterized the Siberian Husky as “stubborn and easily bored” despite its hardy 

working dog nature, as opposed to the German Shorthaired Pointer, which is noted for its 

“ease o f training and adaptability” along with its commitment to performing [19], 

Anecdotally, the “mental toughness” (ability to deal with stress) as well as the eagerness 

to please o f Alaskan sled dogs with a high percentage of German Shorthaired Pointer 

ancestry is a topic o f debate among sled dog drivers. Direct sequencing of sprint dogs, 

distance dogs, German Shorthaired Pointers, and Siberian Huskies through the four exons 

of the HINT I gene produced seven novel polymorphisms. Lacking allelic association 

with either sprint or distance populations, we could not confirm an association o f the 

HINT1 gene to behavioral attributes of either population.

The myosin heavy chain 9 non-muscle type II class A(MYH9) gene plays a more 

obvious role with regard to performance enhancement. Previous research associated an 

increase in myosin heavy chain with increased cardiac power output [20]. Specifically, 

an increase in myosin heavy chaintype II class A within muscle tissue experiencing



elevated temperature (ET=37.5°C; Normal,N=34.2°C) correlated with an increase of 

power output. The slight temperature elevation improved muscle fiber power output 

through an increased rate o f anaerobic ATP turnover and muscle fiber conduction 

velocity (MFCV). However, the efficiency of power output was found to decrease in the 

temperature-elevated muscles [21]. I identified seven MYH9 gene SNPs significantly 

associated (permutated p-values < 0.05) with heat tolerance performance in sprint sled 

dogs, all o f which were within significant LD with one another (LD>D’0.871). Two of 

the strongest associated SNPs are in conserved regions upstream of the 5’end o f the gene. 

Chromatin segment analysis of human skeletal muscle myoblasts in the analogous human 

region identified these SNPs to be in active promoter and enhancer sites suggesting 

potential mechanisms affecting the MYH9 gene in sled dogs [22, 23]. Ancestry modeling 

identified the German Shorthaired Pointer and Alaskan Malamute breeds as being within 

excess in the MYH9 region for sprint sled dogs. The German Shorthaired Pointer 

ancestry showed a particular spike in ancestry selection over the MYH9 gene while the 

Alaskan Malamute demonstrated a gradual increase over approximately 20Mb 

throughout this region. Analysis of the sled dog associated MYH9 gene SNPs within 

these two breeds showed that sprint dogs with poor heat tolerance had similar allele 

frequencies to Alaskan Malamutes with elite heat tolerance sprint dogs approaching allele 

frequencies similar to German Shorthaired Pointers. Ancestry modeling and allele 

frequency comparisons supports ancestral breed influence for performance attributes such 

as heat tolerance. Previous research combined with my results pinpoint the MYH9 gene 

as an intriguing candidate gene potentially affecting the performance of heat tolerance in
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sprint sled dogs as well as documenting the prospective role of ancestral breeds in regards 

to performance.

By combining admixture mapping, selective sweep, and genome-wide association 

analysis I was able to determine potential candidate genes, as well as possible breed 

influences on these genes. This work creates a foundation of both gene and breed 

contribution from which to explore the genetic mechanisms responsible for performance 

characteristics o f sprint and distance racing sled dogs. The utility of exploring 

performance in Alaskan sled dogs and combining various methods of analysis was 

exemplified with the identification of the MYH9 gene as an intriguing candidate affecting 

sled dog heat tolerance performance. Future questions can now be posed as to the MYFI9 

gene’s influence on human physiology as well as human performance.

Project Retrospection

The genetic profiling of a select group of high performance Alaskan sled dogs 

supported historical and modem views regarding their relationship to purebred breeds, 

inbreeding, and population structure. The research has illuminated novel genetic 

characteristics distinct to this admixed population, most notably the identification of a 

unique breed signature specific to Alaskan sled dogs. However, the primary goal of 

identifying genes influencing elite sled dog performance has proven rather elusive 

throughout the project. A weakness o f this dataset is the lack of phenotypic variation 

between high and low performers, as well as very low numbers of poor performers 

overall. This is due to dogs being sampled from successful racing kennels in order to
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minimize false rankings o f poor performance due to insufficient training. Unfortunately 

the selection o f successful kennels has had the adverse effect of decreasing the 

phenotypic variation within the data set, because our poor performers are not necessarily 

the most extreme representatives. The initial approach of capitalizing on performance 

variation between sprint and distance dogs for attributes of speed and endurance was 

confounded due to the fact that dogs divided into two genetically differentiated 

populations respective o f their racing style. Therefore, variants specific to a racing 

population had to be further distinguished as being associated to either an athletic 

attribute or a random population variation.

As is the norm with science, projects that start with sound design and 

methodology do not always look as logical in hindsight. An initial foray into sled dog 

performance genetics using candidate genes previously associated with endurance and 

speed was a logical starting point. However, I recognized the futility of continuing this 

approach due to the overwhelming number o f genes previously associated at varying 

degrees with human performance. This turned me toward the use of genome-wide 

association, taking advantage of the dog genome assembly and the commercial 

availability o f genome-wide SNP arrays. The necessity of using unrelated individuals 

limits genome-wide association for this dataset; even though the sled dogs were sampled 

from nine kennels, there remained substantial relatedness among dogs within each 

kennel. The sprint dogs further confounded this with relatedness extending across kennel 

boundaries. Overall, the use of unrelated individuals in genome-wide association became 

another factor reducing the number o f dogs available for analysis. I addressed the low
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individual numbers by using multiple methods to identify loci of interest. In this regard, 

we also looked at selective sweep, F St  scores, and ancestry modeling. Combining these 

analyses increased my confidence in the association of loci to either performance or 

population phenotypes. Throughout the highs and lows of this research project I learned 

fundamental elements necessary for designing a scientific project with integrity and 

improved probability o f success. I understand the value of datasets in terms of 

phenotyping, relatedness, and number o f individuals for analysis. I also have an 

appreciation o f the myriad methods available to answer questions and to increase 

confidence in the answers. Although the identification of performance genes in Alaskan 

sled dogs proved challenging, I finish this chapter of my work with a wide array o f ideas 

on how to improve what I currently have and where to go from here.

In this regard, the most obvious improvements would be to obtain DNA and 

phenotypes from more dogs belonging to different kennels and specifically focus on 

obtaining poor performing dogs that have received good nutrition and training. I believe 

the current dataset would also benefit from using a linkage analysis approach. Linkage 

analysis utilizes family groups of siblings or parents and offspring, therefore more 

appropriately accommodating the relatedness found among my sample dogs. I also 

question the idea o f a generalized sampling o f dogs from the least successful kennels, 

therefore disregarding the covariate o f training received and broadly labeling these dogs 

as poor performers. To counter potential false phenotyping, I believe that a substantially 

greater number of elite and poor performers would need to be analyzed rather than the 

minimal 20 elite and 20 poor performers that I have been currently using. Another option
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would be to collaborate with researchers who have done metabolic studies on racing 

Alaskan sled dogs. The enzyme, hormone, and blood flow parameters they have found to 

be correlated to performance could then be utilized as quantitative phenotypic markers to 

perform genome-wide association analyses. Each of these individual approaches has 

potential for success, and combined they may increase the rate o f success and confidence 

in the results.

The current research focused a great deal on identifying purebred breed 

components within modem Alaskan sled dogs and localizing areas of the genome 

demonstrating an excess of ancestry selection. The purebred dogs used in my research 

came from conformation lines (selective breeding based upon physical conformation of a 

dog to meet breed standards), as opposed to working dog lines. It would be intriguing to 

compare purebred dogs selectively bred for their working abilities with the Alaskan sled 

dogs and the purebred conformation dogs used in my previous analyses. I would also 

like to obtain samples from Inuit dogs found in northern Canada and Greenland and 

“village dogs” from rural Alaska. Adding these groups of dogs, even though they are not 

purebred breeds, would give insight as to the historical relationship of these groups of 

dogs to modem Alaskan sled dogs and may potentially highlight the origins of the unique 

Alaskan sled dog breed signature.

As previously discussed in Chapter 1, the unique genome structure of dogs 

created during breed development is an asset of using dogs as a model species for gene 

mapping. I hope to capitalize on this approach and gather DNA and phenotyping on 

other working dogs— specifically, the Alaskan Malamutes, Siberian Huskies, and
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Samoyeds used for sled dog racing. I am also interested in other working dogs of 

purebred and mixed breed. Track racing dogs and lure coursing dogs as well as hunting, 

herding, and agility dogs would also be an interesting addition to analysis options. I note 

that not all of these working dogs are known for speed or endurance but may be 

important in localizing genes associated with behavioral attributes such as work ethic and 

mental stress tolerance, which are major attributes for working dogs. Other avenues that 

I hope to pursue include the addition of the phenotype o f leader ability and correlations of 

gait efficiency and body structure to my genetic investigation. My research has ingrained 

in me the importance of solid phenotyping of specific attributes, the range o f phenotypic 

variation, sample numbers, and the utility o f using multiple breeds and statistical 

approaches in the identification and localization o f genetic loci.
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